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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is pub/i.slied
every day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,

Portland,

_Business

Foster, Proprietor.
Terms:—Eight Dollar? a year in advance.
N. A.

Dissolution.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
same place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
invariably in advance.

as

IAMaN C. BKIGGS.
J. H. CRESSEY.

THE
L. C.

&

BRIGGS

Wholesale

Grocers,

OB'

HEAVY

undeTsiffned have this day formed
rpHE
X net
under the name and
le of

ship

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Commission

IRON,

|

and

Forwa

ding

Business,

MILLS

Portland,

L.

Closets,

*

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, wash
of Water Fixtures lor Dwel-

description
EVERY
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
in the best
and ail
set

Ate., arranged and

up
manner,
orders In town or country faithfully executed. Ad
alula of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly onhand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMss ol all descriptions.
aprddtl

hilton & co.,

Quincy,

36

Hanover

St.

at all kinds WASHED and (lKansed
without injury to tho finest fabrics.

LINEN

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up in the Best Possible manner,
A-t
•

Notice,

Short

C.
B.—Special attention paid

N.

at

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

PARKER.
to

cleaslng Bed and

CLAYED MOLASSES,

TlEltCES, ) go brig “Moonlight,”
Central Wharf, and For sale by
GEO.

March 27—d3w

oar-

now

S. HUNT.
Ill Commercial Street.

and Molasses.

665

Notice.

IN

liav

this
and

un-er

Boxes

Havana
ALSO,

JOHN

D.

Sugar.

LORD,
11 Union Wharf,

March 23, 1866.-d3w«

Muscovado

Molasses!

a

name

I

|
HILTON,)

BUSINESS, at the Store loimerly occupied by Air.
1
Lynch, No. 130 Commercial St.
THOMAS LYNCH,
CHAS. H. FLING,

POUTLANb,

ME.

“Frank
and for

E.

ol

now

iebl d3m

Portland,

1ENRY jP. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

March

JOS. I*. DREW.
mh21d2w

20,1866..

Notice.

Copartnership

1

undersigned have formed
under the firm
Comission ^Forwarding Merchant THE
L. DANA &
erchandise ot all kinds bought and sold
Cia account.
,H

Sr

Norfolk, Va.

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA,
fe22tf

Fortland, Feb. 11,1666.

Copartnership Notice.

Re? by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell At
Senlei'lerriah At Pearsou; John Dennis At Co.)
no.8dGm
Clark td & Co. Portlaud Me.

undersigned have this day formed
nership unuer name and style of

THE

BERRY, JR.,

IRA

EMERSON

t.

C.

H.

FARLEY’S.

Exchange

3S

Portland, Alarch 17,

Street,

FEES Y,

rnHE undersigned are prepared to make LLbERX AL ADVANCES on goods in transit, instore,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other

p:a8Terees,

good security,

PLAIN AND ORNAMKNTAL

Jan

between, Congress and Freef> Sts.
<Vk let,
iO

19—dtt

THE
of
will be continued
name

Qol&i Whitening and-White-Washi ng promptOrder* irom out ol town solicited.
j kttP^to-

OOicC

•

(
)

.1
after this date

under the style of

JACKSON & CO.,
■Wholesale and retail dealoSs in LUAIBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.

SWEAT,

Dec 21. I860—dtf

"IITE have this day formed
T T the name and style of

PORTL AND, ME.

HARRIS &

M DVR at will be In Washington after the 1st of
Jnnui and will attend to any business entrusted
to h!»efbre the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims;
’Intents.
dciSOtl
or ait the Delia,

a

copartnership under

WATERHOUSE,

March 20,1S66.

and

Goods

jyt

£i53&}

Street,

PORTLAND,

novfl’65dtf

e; HAP MAN.

J. A.

CONANT

MB

DAVIS

March

CO.,

&

Qmmission Merchants,
84 MICHIGAN STBEET,
iavts t colbt,
84 id 86 La Salle

Street.J

J

Chicago, IU.

1HASE, GRAM

k

RAND.

RICHARD 0. CONANT.
SUMNER C. RAND.

20,1S66._

mar

MANUFACTURERS

1

AND

JOBBERS OF

Expressly for

New

England

the

Retail Trade.

SHERIDAN
Successors to

& GRIFFITHS,
Joseph Gray & Co.,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STTT000 AML MASTIO WORKEBS,

Se.

South Street,

6

jy Prompt

hour

.....

attention

paid

to all

kinds of Jobbing

SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Partlasad. Maine,
Work executed in every part of the State.
■uneldti

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Solicitor of Patent*,
Mo, lOS Middle Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Aug go—dll

_

K.

J,

FlC^ETT,

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors nnd Engravings.

Denier

In

Manufacturer of Mirror A Ploturo F>ame».
No. 38 MARKET SQUARE,
Portland, Ma,

Jtnneiatf_

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

Attorney

and Counsellor at Law,

Office over the Post Office, 3d Story,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Martt—d*w6m__
SHEPLEM & STROUT,

Attorneys
OFFICE

our own

*

manufacture and

WARRANTED?

Cases of any size and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
it is our aim to furnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
arc alreadv oar cust mers this last remark perhaps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say,
“Give us a try.’*
ARA

Ie24d3m

line._

CHAS. J.

Portland, Me.

CANAL BANK,

~LEWIS,“ROLLINS
MANUFACTURERS

(mhisdtf)

a. a. stroct.

and

Agents

Guay's

& BOND,

jobbers of

Made

Ready

Leathe
March 26—dtl

the

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

mht7d6w

LOOK A/T THIS!

Second-Hand Clothing,
FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Btreet.

By

Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
mar3d3m
good style, and at short notice.

Mr,

Brewster would be

&

Go.,

Hats, Caps

Not

to

Bjjj;
yliHi

repaired.

^“Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
Middle and W illow Sts.
felOdtf

"uptown
Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
Congress

city,

and Furs,

can

cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
A
Oct 24—dtl

STEAM

Boilers, &c.,

We shall offer to the trade all the leading and nobby
at the lowest New York
cash prices.
d2w— mh30

Coal.

RECEIVED and lor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JUST

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

St.,

275 Tons Ilazelton Lehigh,
BROKEN AND EOO

SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
EOO

AND

STOVE SIZE.

200 TONS

LOBERY,

White and Red Ash Coal.

Jan t5tli—dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.

COAL.

!

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
5S ndd 60 middle
PORTLAND*
St.,
Sept 7—dtf

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
entitled to Stock in the Portland and
R.
are
requested to call at the
Company, No. 64 Middle si. and exoffice
their
Bonds,
Coupons,
and Trustee’s Rechange
ceipts for certificates of Stock.

Cny

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. E. Co<
dcSU

selling the VEST BEST OF COAL
Cooking Stoves, Parlor Stoves and Fur-

are now

WE

$13,00

Per Ton, Delivered.
BAND ALL. McALLI8TER & 00.,
GO Commercial Street.

_mh20
TO

SHIP

BUILDERS l

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
fully prepared

Ship orders
lor Georgia and t'\o ida Yellow Pine
Lumber, by
the cargo, delivered with dispatch.

IAM

now

to execute

Orders solicited.

“Forest City Sugar Refg, Co.”
undersigned, two of the Corporators named
in the Charter granted by the Legislature ot this
Sta'e, to the “Forest City Sugar Refining Company, *
hereby give notice that a meeting of the Corporators
of said Comp nv will be held at the Counting Room
of T. C. Kersey, 1691 Commercial (at the Corner ot
Union St.,) In this City on Tuesday. April loth,
1666,
at 3 o'clock P. M., to act on ihe acceptance ot said
Charter; For organization, and the transaction of
any other bnsiness that may legally come lielore

THE

them.
The

..

subscribers to the Capital Stock of said
Company are requested to meet at the same time and

T.’ UHKRSeV, } Corporators.

Farm for Sale.

Portland. March24, 1866.

Pear

22-d4wBoston.
Horses for Sale.

the Horse Railroad Stable ten or twelve good
driving and family horses. Also a few good breedmares
to be exchanged for oar horses.
ing
April 2—eod2m

AT

Pear

Trees !

The undersigned having received the
ot PEAR TREES,
one of the BEST NURSERIES AT
CAMBRIDGE MASS., parties wishing
Trees of any age will be suppled at Nurii
:ry Prices, and every Tree warranted true to name.
IONA, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE GRAPE
VINES, at Low Prices, ami warranted.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
63 Exchange St., Portland.
,

Agency, for the sale
from

Ladles or Gentlemen wishing foi a rare chance
make money should call on, oi addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

to

TjKiR a gentleman oi this city—One Thousand DolX lars lor one year, for which twenty per cent, internet will be paid, and mortgage given on desirable
real estate in this city. Good references given.
Inquire

of

LOTS?.
situated—will

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for

Goods Jabbing House;
INwithDry
Maine trade prelerred.
Reference, required.
..

Mar 28—dlw

one

Having seen and ate the fruit of the Iona Grape,we
can cheerfully recommend the same as a
great acquisition to our oat door grapes.
WM. WILLIS,
I. WASHBURN, Jr.
Mar 17—<13w

further particulars enquire of,

Rare Chance for Business.
known Spoke and Hub Mill of Hobbs St
THE
r-ff red for sale In consequence ol
Merrill, is
the death of

partners. Said Mill is situated in West Faimoutln seven mile^ from Portland,
contains the best machinery In use for the business;
has an excellent water power, and is favorably located fur obtaining white oak and elm of the best quality, in any desired quantities. Connected with the
above is a Grist Mill, with two runs of stones; also,
circular saws, planing machine. &c.,
&c., all m good
running order. For particular inquire of J. S. HOBBS
or ALFRrD MERRILL, at West Falmouth.
Mar 27-d2w*

Here is

Occupation!

fifty

El

for Sale.

The three-story Brick House, No 25 Free St,
three-story Brick House No. 2 Cotton
ii an<1 tlienow
ilLStreet,
occupied as boarding houses,
inquire of
E. E. UPHAM & SON.
March 9—dim

Cgy

For Sale.
TTiHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Doer
bargain.

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtl
Atlantic Wharf.

Store to Let.
rTTHE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
X Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
27—dtf
Sept

CO.,

a-A.SH

CAPITAL,

$1,000,000.00
176,859.07

Policies issued lor one or five years, on Insurable
property, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never expire, on 4

Address, stating salary,
Box 2139, Portland P. O.

>

Pf

Stone-dn.t.te/ea

IP/ni fnJ
Lt-

Dwelling Houses, Bams, Churches,
AND

SCHOOL

HOUSES.

If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cant, of the amount paid.

Cheapest Insurance In the Country.

Wanted.
CAPABLE and experienced GIRL to do houseAMarch
work. Apply at No. 8 Spruce Street.
29—dlw*

Wanted.

l*y every

NATIONAL

Perpetual Policies (never expiring)

will be issuad
this class of property, at sucli a cost as It will be (hr
the Interest of every person wanting Insurance to
eallatad Bee fbr themselves.
trjT'Full particulars as to rates and terms given on

on

J

The book was compiled by a PORTLAND LADT,
and ought to receive the generous
support cf an a
predating Portland community.
The original Poems are from the pens of George W.
Curtis, Miles O’Reilly, B. P. ShJUaber, Phoebe Caiy,
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, David Barker, Charles R.
Tuckcrman, H. W. Longftllow, O. W. Holmes, R. \V.
Emerson, Bishop Burgess, Julia Ward Howe, and
others.
we

dent,

$1,000,000nil pnid in.
7

Surplus, 204,188,40

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
The book is Oiled with GEMS.

NOYES,

Booksellers and Stationers,
55 EXCHANGE

For Sale.
The place In Westbrook now occupied
by J.
D. Kidder, two miles from Portland,
embracing
six acres of land, a house, stable and barn.
Address through P. O.
mhsdti

«

PORTLAND,

AuctiJaa^ 1* 18G5»
FIRST and ONisY Co.
Continent, with an

Thi« Co. is the
on

this

ever

organ-

Original Capital
Million

One

Dollars !

8THEKT.
ME.

Are agents to- the sale of the work.
way be
The

seen

public

Specimen copies

at their store.
are invited 1 o call* examine and subscribe

for a charming Book.
Mar 27—2w

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I am
prepared to issuo policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVER
FAl
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at
RATES.
__

Dwelling

Houses l'or Sale.

The Brick Block of two Houses on the west
side of Cotton Street, will be sold very low
■ZL Eiqulre of
E. E. UPUAM It SON.
„
xo
u.
March
9-dlm

JSy

Store to Let.
Fore Street, ad door from Moulton St.
in Doran it Chadwick Block. For particulars en-

STORE

quire

1T2

ol

WILLIAM DURAN,

March 11. S66—dtl

No. S Moulton Street.

lOB SALE l
DRY

GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agreat
A bargain.
For particulars inquire of
Feb 27—dtf

THRASHER & CO..
4 Free St. Block.

Hay, Hay, Hay.
AT FERRIS,
Commission Merchant
MARSH

AND

DEALER IN

HAT, GRAIN aDdCOUNTRY PRODUCE!
I

give special attention to the sale of Eastern Hay
or car load.

for cargo

perience in

the retail

Having had seveiui

.ear's ext have
all dealersin the city

Hay business in Boston,

with
“djiaintance
havo facilities for quick and profitsuperior to most others, and assure all oi
sales and PROMPT RETURNS.
ready
All kinds ot Country Produce sold at the best mar«
ket rates.
Cash advances made on consignments.
32 South Market Street, Boston.
Office,
Mar 21—)m

v
aI?i
able sales

*

To the Editor qT the Frets:
This is decidedly a monotonous

MARINE

INSURANCE.

CAJ1GOE8, »d
OPEN
or
TAKES SPECIALLY upon
will And it for their interest
The
public
POLICIES.
to give us a call.
PRESIDENT.
CHARLES TAYLOR,
HAMILTON BffUCE, VICE-PBE8IDEKT.
c. C. HINE, SECRETARY.
Marine Insurance

on

FUFIOWTS

DRAKE, ASSISTANT SECBETARY.
OLIVER
OFFICE, 100 Fnre Street. Pnrtlnnd, Me.
A.

John Vy. Hunger,
fel9eodly

country.—

The sameness become; tiresome to the eye.—
The land for the most part, from this point to
the Lakes, is flat, often swampy. The streams
are

sluggish

and sinuous.

The soil is

heavy*

cold and uninviting. The (arms are poorly
tilled, with few barns and few frame houses,
the hay stacked near the log cabins, and the
cattle sheltered in low, bark-covered log sheds.
The dwelling; in the rural districts are very
rude and primitive, consisting of walls of
rough logs,—the insterstices filled with clay,—
sometimes covered with splints and often with
bark, with perhaps two windows of a single
small sash each, and surrounded with all
the litter and filth that would naturally accumulate where human taste and energy are
wanting, and pigs and chickens abound.
A COSTLY

HOME.

The interior of these rural dwellings I have
not seen, but from an anecdote related to me by
a friend, I judge they are in beautiful
harmony
with the exterior finish. My friend had business with a man whose farm was needed for oil
purposes. T.he price wa; the subject of con
venation. The
owne^lemanded a good price
on account of the qualny of the buildings.—
“Why,” said he, “that parti ion I put up
myself, so did I put in that window. These
and other improvements, I have added since
I owned it, make it more valuable than the
ordinary farm houses in the neighborhood.”—
“How much did your house cost f”'inquired
our friend.
“WeU,” said he, “it cost, as near
a3

I can

estimate, nearly forty dollar*!”

THE ROADS AND THE

BUCKBOAKD.

Rural felicity is often seen on wheels. During a sojourn of four weeks in the western
portion of this province, I do not recollect to
have seen such a quadruped as as ox. Oxen
are not used here lor
teaming purposes. This
is all done with horses. The roads are generally rough, and at this season of the year horribly muddy. They are laid out by government, on reserves for the purpose, always
straight and at right angles, over these rough
roads the people ride in buggies and all sorts
of rude vehicles. Among the rest the buckboard is not uncommon, as it is really the
most comfortable that I have yet tried.—
Take the wheels of a common buggy or single
wagon, place upon the rear axle and rocker a
couple ofspringy but strong b:ards, perhaps
six feet long, upon these place a seat supported by elliptic spiing3, and with a cushion and
buffalo robe—the pony not omitted—you have
the buck board “rig” complete. It is get .up
more with reference to comfort than elegance,
and is decidedly convenient on the rough
roads of Canada West.
CHARACTER.

While sitting at dinner at the Anglo American at Wyoming, a few days since—the best
house, by the way, I Save found in near neighborhood to. the oil regions, and kept by a
down-easter, Kingsley, from Machias—I found
myself vis-a-vis with a character of no ordid.vy interest, a few particulars of whose life
may not be uninteresting to your readers, and
will well illustrate something of the healthi
ness

and productiveness of this province.—

Camlatchie, about

miles from the
A friend of his had
picked him up in the village and had invited
him to dinner. I have his autograph in my
memorandum book, written without the use
This man is now eightyof spectacles.
seven years of age, is living si ith his fourth
wife to whom he was married at the age of
fifty-nine, she being a blooming forest maiden
of fourteen I She has thirteen children, the
youngest four months. He is the father of
thirty one children, the oldest fifty yean and

place

seven

where I met him.

the youngest as above.

$1,204,188,40
ed

&

MATTERS MIXED AND MISCELLANEOUS.

His name is James Littlewobth, and he
resides in the township of Plympton, at a place

CASH CAPITAL,

notice

"THE EAGLE Or' CORINTH." the Poem by HENRY W. BROWNELL. Another, the drawing 01 the
CANE, once belonging to our late lamented Presi-

BAILEY

HUNGER, Agent,

No. U3 Broadway, N. York.

BOOK should be seen
one who would have a

Among its many beautiful Illustrations

PROPERTY.

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y |

LIBERTY!

SOUVENIR!

__

Letter from Western Caned*.

A REMARKABLE

—

W.

Whigs.

on

AND FURNITURE.
FARM

pants into the counties will sweep away the
influence of the Whig aristocracy and proprietary, and iDjure them much more than the
Conservatives.
But It will bring into the
country registries a class which never existed
before in them, and this class one likely to be
fairly divided into the sturdy yeemen. who
will always be Conservative, and the smaller
occupiers or outsiders of a manufacturing population, which will give a zealous adhesion to
Mr. Bright. The bill is a great party move, if
Mr. Gladstone has taken his final stand with
the Democracy; it is a death blow to his own
friends, it Mr. Gladstone still belongs to the

Fab 19,1806—codly
Port land. Me.
__L I called

the

truly NATIONAL
fpHIS
X
and purchased

perpetual policies

OFFICE, 169 FQRE STREET,

A

0F_

sue

STOKES, STOCKS,

application to
JOHN

CAPABLE and experienced Girl to do housowork in a iamllyoftwo persons.
Apply at No.
221 Cumberland St.
March SO—dlw*

FLOWER

The .Company will i

_

FIR

LANSING St CO.,No.66 Washington St.,
Mar 30—lw
Boston,

_S A. Hi

HAND PRESS for sale cheap
Size oi Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtt

...

a few smart, active young men to canvass the
State of Maine lor two new and useful articles
Just introduced to the public. Things which are
needed by every house-keeper. Samples sent by exceuts. Address
presss on receipt ol

INSURANCE
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

$1,176,859.07

every County. Business new, light, and agreeable. It paye over 200per cent, profit. Send 15
conU for sample. Address \VM. I.
RICE, Spring
field. Mass.
mh2h 4w*

address

soon.

well

now
ore of the

or

KIMBALL,

Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

second-hand
if applied for
ONE

_

HOME

acquainted

Wanted, Agents,

.>

THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For

Street, at a great

feSeodSm

Portland, Feb 8, 1S66.

Surplus,

PATTERSON & CHAEBOURNE,
Mar 28—dlw
$2J Exchange St.

SITUATION

Inquire at Second National Bank.
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Mch 20—d3w

A

BOOHS

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW & SON.

29

a

W an ted.
A SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a tamStand for Sale.
of
three
iii By at this persons. Rent moderate. ReferSNUG Manufacturing Business, with moulds,
office.
ilLence
mar3-dtf
tools, benches, &c &c, all complete, with the
exclusive right for the State ol Maine, lor sale
This
Wanted.
is a light, profitable business for a person of a small
Wanted, by a young man who has
capital, and is located fan two pleasant rooms on Ex-.
fifteen
months
in the Union Army. Can
spent
change Street Teim $4*H) cash. Enquire oi
do almost any kind of work. Address “D,” Press
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNK,
Tnb20.il w
Mar 28—dlw82} Exchange St.
Office.'_

GRAPE VINE3, GRAPE VINES.

El* C* DREW*
(29 Citv Exchange) No. 10 Devonshire Street,

Mar

Trees,

mb26td

AT THEIR

No.

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

in every town in tire State oi Maine to
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article.

A GOOD FARM oi about 7<> acres, about 11 miles
xjLfrom Gorliam Village, on thrfline of the Portland
<* Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms liberal. Apply to
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. 0. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtl

Dwelling Houses

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,

Salesman Wanted

66 Union St.
ty Scales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold
on commission.
mliGdtf

place.

1,110,000
1.500,000

,

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,

Wanted.

a

TUKEY & WATSON,

FOR

“

Phenix,

Wanted.

„_-

Nov. 11—dtf

81,100,000
1,040,000

Wants, Lost and Found.

Two Fairbanks’ Seales, 2nd hand
No. 7, drop lever, on wheels, capacity
2500 ms.; as good as new; to be sola

GEO. L.

and to effect Insurance upon Halls, in the following
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued.

Manhattan

For Sale or to Let.
Mayberry House, near south end of .Portland Bridge, Cape Elizabeth.
Enquire on the premises.
Mar 28, 1800.—eodtf

For Sale.

.oi

CARQO RISKS,

Assets

Tents l'or Sale.

clas, houses.
Fur particulars enquire oil DANIEL PLUMMER,
or W. C. MEANS.
Portland, March 7, 1866—dtf

now

WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the
coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES P. MONTLVE.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d2m*

FREIGHT AND

Metropolitan Of New York,

LOT of second-hand TENTS, suitable.for making Boat Sails, Awnings, &c. For sale cheap by
SAMUEL SARGFNT,
No. 6 Portland Pier.
April 2—lw*

ing about seventy leet front, a d coutoioii g over six
thousand square leet, sufficiently large for two first-

HOUSE

DREDGE.

SON,

prepared to Issue binding certificates on

Commercial Mot uni of New York,

soon.

styles as soon as issued, and

Coal,

first floor for medical office,

apr 2—lw*

For Sale.

dredge machine, constitution,
very choice lots—centrally
The
which has been undergoing repairs in her Mabe sold cheap if pplied for
THREE
chinery, and the addition New
is

PORTLAND, ME.

Coal,

sold at the lowest

JOHN E. DOW &
Are

SINGLE

very desirable lot of Land, situated
That
rearl, between Cumberland ani Oxford St., hav-

by

STEPHEiVSOM,

Insurance!

Marine

Second National Bank.

Manufacturing:

Street.

best

be

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres or land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
roomsThe sea view is un-

To Let,
and Suits of Booms, iumished or unfurto
with
or without board, at 7 7 Free
nished, let,

dtf

corner ol

of
and

For Sale.

Portland, March 6.1866.—dtf

gentlemen.

No. 353

Mar 36—d3w

and

greasandCarleton
Niiil
Higl*L fir> feet on

Hotel.

a

837.000,000.
prepared to cany the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adiusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, CO»'FIN & SWAN.
Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. B 1866—dtf

FURNISHED

on

suicidal one, for it will effectual-

London,C. W, March 28,1860.

COMPANIES.

are

To Let.

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

No.

J. BUXTON, JR.
mh29d2w*

THE

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Carleton Estate, at the corner of Con-

Philadelphia.

Of Uartfard.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New Turk.
Of New York.
Of New Yerk.
Of Now York.
Of Norwich,
Of Wereester.

LIFE

ChamDers to let, without board,
within three minute, walk of the Post Office.
Enquire at 173 Cumberland Street.

complete.

Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds oft Machinery promptly made

I

Connecticut Mutual,
Of Uartfard.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New Yark Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with s combined
capital and surplus of more than

ROOMS
March 36—dlw

Street,
Two parlors

the

The only party which can gain
strength by it is the party of what is known
as the Manchester School.
The large and copious inundation .of fourteen-pounder occu-

FIRE COMPANIES.
Alim,
Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillord,
Felton,
Norwich,
People’s,

For Sale.

jSSs^”
W. H.

all Tour Pages.

down the franchise to the level of those who
have had less industry and thrift than their

COMPANIES.
of

good Schr. Acadia, 84 tens. (0. M.) burden,
THE
well fbundy with Satis, Anchors, and Chains, Ac.
For

surpassed'.'

advance.

Whigs should it pass. It is not a
measure tending to bring the
people up to a
level worthy of the franchise, but to drag

St.

of New York.
Insurance Ca. of Norik America,

the subscriber on

Valuable Heal Estate for Sale,

Second-hand Shafting and Pullles.
One new horizontal Engine (6 In. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.

fe8d2m

MARINE

A

For Sale.

Exchange

Washington,

f|y

new

power)

No. 23

House for Sale.

particulars inquire of

ly kill

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN,

The story and a half House No. 97 Clark St.
| with over 2500 feet of land.
IL ty Also a Man wanted to do common
lening and Farming.
G. W. WOODMAN,
Enquire of
M«r 31 d3w
66 Middle St.

Yarmouth, Mar 28,1866.

measure is a

Agency!

Meeting Bouse,

NATH’L BROWN.

Mar 24—eod6w*

Locomotive Boiler.
superior
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
ONEOueall

meet bis old

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genieel plaoe. Also permanent board tor families and

No. 12 Exchange Street,

•tor
naces at

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Furnishing Goods

happy

fhtends and tbe public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb 2,168V

ot

the premises.

on

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAR HOUSE.

of

Coal at Reduced Prices.

6. L. Storer t; Co.,

and furnished in the

style,
Ami la Now Opeaed ta the Pablie by,
8. B. BREWSTER,

Goods !

FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’ WEAR,
And will be pleased to receive ; rders for same.

St.,

JOBBZItS OF

Dec 4,1665.

^RE
Spring

ME.

Mar 12—d&wtf

And Gents'

87 MIDDLE ST.,
prepared to SHOW AN ELEGANT STOCK

are ot the very best quality, and war(ogive satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sed at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
fiST"Give us a call and try us.
,

Orders from all parts of the State
promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER’S prices.

Successors

&SON,

bargain.
For further particulars inquire

rom-

city.

fellows.

a

April 2—tf

Stree s; measuring about
Congress and about 120 leet on Carleton street, with the three-story House thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
f *r a number of years. For further in.ormation apSTEELE
ply to
HAYES.

most

ranted

STATE OF MAINE.

to

This Hotel, which has been closed for
time past, is again open to the public.
The house has been thoroughly repaired
and put in complete order in every respect,
experienced help has been employed in every department. The tables will be furnished with the best
the market affords, and no effort will be spared for
the comfort and entertainment of guests.
B. Austin, recently of Belfast, will act
as head clerk of the establishment.
A Reading Room will be kept well supplied with
the newspapers ot the day for the use of guests.
In connection with the hotel there will he an excellent Stable, with faithful
superintendence.
The old patrons and the public generally are invited to the EASTERN HOTEL.
mh29dlm
Machias, March 28,1866.
some

refitted,
|l thoroughly
elegant

will be sold at

Mar 20—dim*

Green, Proprietor.

Walnut Hill

22

General Insurance

School Hoiue, Poet Office and Store. Said Farm
contains ten acres of excellent land, well fenced,wt h
a good orchard partly grafted fruit, and
n acqueduct affording an ample supply of the best of wa;er.
The buildings consist of a good t > o-storie>l House
and ell, with a good cellar under the whole; barn
and outbid dings connected. The buildings have all
been reoe tlyput In excellent repair. The property1,

AT GORHAM VILLAGE.
A two-story dwelling house, newly finished,
with stable and out- .inklings, and I acre of
Itm.i fronting on two streets.
Price filoOO.—
Saiu buildings are within 8 minutes walk of Depot,
Post Odlce and Seminary, and are oflered at a great
bargain. For particulars inquire of John D. Lord,
No. 11 Union Wharf Portland, or
J. T. SANFORD, Gorham Village.

Exchange St, over Merchants* Exchange.
We take pleasure in reierring the public to tbe
following tveil known Gentlemen and business* firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Benj.Kingsbury, Jr.
A Co.
C.M. Klee, Esq.
Messrs. Deering, Milliken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
A Co.
John D. Lord, ag.
Messrs. Yeaton A Hale.
Messrs. W. A C. K. Milli- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose A Co
ken.
r
Mar24—d6m

Very pleasantly situated in the
MlmirtiA b. town of North Yarmouth, on tho
MttttuijJf main road to Portland, one-halfmile

or on

Dwelling House ItJT Sale,

FREIGHTS,

COLBY £ TWOMBLY

Farm for Sale

on

the

English paper of conservative tendencies, and consequently hostile to the proposed
pressures of Parliamentary Reform, thus discusses the features of the ministerial bill.—
It is possible that its predictions with regard
to the effect of the measure on political parties may not be wholly without foundation:
While, therefore, a temporary cessation of
hostilities has occurred, it is worth while to
into the nature and tendency of
*2J*
Mr. Gladstone’s reform
scheme, and the more
we consider the
bill, the more thororghly
mischievous it appears. In one
respect the

Stocks,

siring Insurance.

•

per year in

tKt
m

The English Reform Bill.

In Marine Colt of well known responsibility.
And they respect tally solicit tne attention of all de-

and of the beat material. Also, about one a^ie ot
laud in a high state of oultivrtlon, with iruit trees
and shrubbery* Would be a splendid location for a
good physician, there being none within seven miles.
he above plat e will bo sold at a bargain, and on oa.:>y
terms. For iurther particulars enquire of
LUTHER PERRINS,
At Megguire Hill, West Poland, Mo.
Mar 16~d&wtf

HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
March 27—d3w

This excellently located Hotel baa been

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J. E. FERNALD

MAINE.

John X.

Gore,

These Coals

Ueerinu:, M illiken

EASTERN HOTEL,
MACHIAS,

30T Commercial St. 47 & 49 Beach Street,

Clothing,

for

PORTLAND,

&

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

Patent Euamelled dollars,
tor

Middle Street.
e. ,r sHErLBT.

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

CUSHMAN,

CHARLES II. STAPLES.
Mar 12—d3m

persons
& Counsellors at Law, ALL
Rochester R.
of the

OVER

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

Molasses!

or

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
where we intend to keen a good class of Goods adapted to the trade of this State, nearly ail of which are
of

GORE’S

(Below Merchants’ Exchange,)

Commission Merchants,
jctlGdtt

A

in

Portland, March 12,1866.
In connection with our Manufactory at Auburn,
we have leased the new score

Portland, Mr,

LEATHE

and

CARGOES, AND

hrg„

all the other Hathei

An

In the moat Reliable Fire Companies.

a

To Let.
to let with Board, at 24 Danforth Street.

the premises,

Stc., See.,

of the Prr„

of

£7* Reading Matter

DENT INSURANCE,

Stocks of Goods, Buildings,Vessels on

n.w

Terms-$8,00

Xo any amount, and in the
moat responsible oompnuiea lu New England and New
YorkUty.

a
house 38 x 28 foet, and an L 18 x
story
feet; stable, connected, 30 x cS feet; excellent living water in the house. The buildings are well finished from cellar to attic, in the mopt modern style,

House and Land In Westbrook for
Sale.
have for sale a good and desirably located lot
of Land, near the Morse House, on the Graves
Hill road in Westbrook, containing 15 acres, with a
good one and a half story House, in good repair; a
Barn, Shed, plenty good water, &c. We will sell the
house, buildings, and six ac es of land if desired—
or the entire
property. The buildings are good and
in good repair. The land U good and in good order.
The title clear—possession given at short notice.
For particulars please call on GEO. T. BLAKE,

WE

transaction of

16

«jjrnk_Tgfcfrom

Hotly

Util circulation

riRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCI-

CLASS country residence, situated in
est Poland Village. The buildings consist of
A VFIRST
and half

A~hN Congress Street, No. 172; containing over ltur
\-rthqusfind feet ol land; gas throughout, turuace
m cellar, hard and soit
water, and a good garden.
Apply at Not 182 Fore Street.
mh2Sd3w

■

THE

t

Limlngton, two miles -from tl e vil■I y^^nVVlT- L»ge. anil one-half a mile Horn the
—r-'-V
Font Office, store, church and Academy. It contains one hundred and eighty acre, ot
good land, well divide into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ol hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, nnisheil, painted and in good repair. Good Barn and other neces
saxy out-buildings.
Also Stock and Farming Tools, if required.
A. T. SMALL, on the premises.
Apply to
February 28, 1866.mar2d&wtt

on

QA HHDS. Choice Muscovado SUGAR.
OU 342 Hhds. Choice Muscovado molasses.
a* Hum uiwieeMuscovado
1 Bbls. Choice Muscovado
3 Pieces Mahogany, for sale bv
H. EATON, No. 1 Central Wharf.
March 27,1808_d3w*

one

GENERAL

WharlJ

part and Domestic Consumption*

George Small Farm, in

L.

»ALE

---The

one

The Farm formerly known as the
the town of

_

r(T

FOR

Tuesday Morning, April 3,1866.

undersigned respectfully announce to their
friends and the business community generally,
that they have
perfected complete arrangements lor
the

HULLS.

PRESS,

PORTLAND.

INSURANCE^ AGENCY!

The undersigned betas compelled (on acoount ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel business*, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
„of the fixtures of said house,
jotel ranks among the first in the country,
and common ts a large proportion of the travel. It
has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and 'Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine livevv stock.
To
any one dcsirons of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
•mall capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
•Ian 30—d3m

t>j

A.T
A
SAMUEL BELL’S
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE,
be found
the
selected stocks
CO.,
CANBOOTS, SHOES
RUBBERS that
be
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers
j round fn this
which will

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

Wldgery’i

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, wft
are enabled to furnish a supply of Soups of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Km*

Sugar

26—eodlw*

BOOTS & SHOES,

WISCONSIN.

STURTEVANT,

&

ARA CUSHMAN &

MILWAUKEE,

)

Jb 24—d6m

1

and will furnish the

March 16,1866.

"TITR. A. CONANT having retired from the late firm
atJL of R. O. CONANT & CO., the subscribers will
continue the WHOL' SALE GROCERY and COMMISSION BUSINESS, at the old stand, No. 153
Commercial Street, under the firm and style of

Woolens:

Free

IS

Arcade
FATIS,

mh30—2wd

Dissolution.

Importers aatd Jotters of

can

MERCHANT TAILORS,

for jobbing of Hats, Caps and Purs, and taken the
store No. 13 Exchange street, (below Merchants' ExF. K.
change,) Portland.
ARltlS,
J. E. WATERHOUSE.

DTIS, MESE.RVE, HASKELL & 00.,

we

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices b

COPAlt TNEBSHIP.

Middle Street,

1 IT

existing under the

ore

FERKXNS,

Attceys add Counsellors at Law,
dioRadbl 'RV,
L. 1. IWEA T-

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable f r tlic trade and tam ly use.
Importing direct onr chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our good: are manufactured
under lie personal supervision of onr senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with con-

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership hereto

PORTLAND, MR.

—

BO. 1,-.

SOLD BY ALL THE

0H0R0HILL, BROWNS & MANSON.

SHOO AHD MASTIC WOEKESS,

<&

Made.

"SOAPS,

OLEINE,
CUEMlCALtflLIVE,
CRANE'S FATENT,

dence that

mh26dtt

1866.

Advances

Mar7—d3m*

^4DBUMY

BURR,
S EAILRSON,
M. L. BURR.

PORTLAND.

BOSS

&

copart-

a

For the purpose of selling READY-MADE CLOTHING,and GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
In Alechanto’ Building, No. 317 Congress Street.

W-TCH-MAKER,
AT

■

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitt ug Business.

■ttoe—No. IS Campbell’s Wharf,
H5 Consignments solicited.

SONS,

TRINID A.D

and

-yiz:-

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

For the transaction oi a
on

REPINED

STEAM

copartnership

a

name of

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade
WOULD
consumevs to theio Standard Biand* of
0;

111 Commercial St.

March 22—d3w

LEATHE &

Portland. Said Farm contains ninety acres oi land, or more, or less, to
suit buyer; well divided in to tillage.
___
pasturage and wood laud, cutting thirty tons of bay.
Has a house, barn, Stable and out-buildings.
Has
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Office, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
Euquireof the Post Master at Gorham Corner.
Gorham, March 13, I860.—d&wtf

■

tho

Sts.,

Farm tor Sale.

A/wA-

340 Hhds. I SIERRA MORENA MOLASS64 Tes. I ES, lor :ale by

at Central

•Cor* of Milk and Lime
g. K.. ILTON, ). )
ERKINS,
j.
C. ». I
Sold on Con mission.

for Sale.

building known as the “PORTLAND DISrpHE
A TILLERY,’* including ail the machinery, apparatus, Cisterns; Tubs, &c. contained therein, situ
ted on Coital and Beach Streets, together with the lot
of land containing about 20,000 square feet.
The Machinery, Apparatus, &c., are all in good repair, and he vxj&er privilege is unsurpassed.
An excellent opportunity is here offered lor any one
to engage in the Distilling business or tor
wishing
any other manufacturing purpose. For further part culars enquire on the premises.
March 19,1866.—d3w

fit \

Copartnership
undersigned
day formed copartGroceries, Ship Stores, THE
STEAM
the style
of
nership
328
HHDS.
Muscovado Molasses, cargo
35 TCS. ) Brig
Allen,”
PRODUCE,
AND(
LYNCH, FLING & DREW,
sale by
landing
wharf,
REFINED
SOAPS!
WIOLESALE AND RETAIL,
for
prosecution Yd the WHOLESALE GROCERY
GEO. S. HUNT,
DEALERS

Distillery

For Sale.

Sugar

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases,

Aai

few rods of
the Portland and Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the city.
These
lots vary »n price from #59 to $350, on very a commodat ng terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be put in
thorough repair a Dummy Car will ruu to the above
named vU’age for the accommodation of those who do
business in the
city.
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildings an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.
02
March B—ffif
a

Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gorham Corner, 9 miles from

PRIM E

)

SALE.

Af\ BUILDING LOTS within

Flour,

CLAYED MOLASSES !

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

Notice.

The suberiber will continue the LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be had,
at fill f-prices
Particular attention paid to boarding and baiting horses.
Thankful for pad patronage so very liberally bestowed. he hopes by strict attention to the wants of
his customers, to merit the same lor lhe future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.
March 7.1866.—dtf

Bnli, Bnu At Silver Plated Cocks.

GLOVES,

landing

No.

~FOR

House.

Augusta

Painted maps, of our lanes lor sale or to lease, will
be sent any address on receipt of two dollars, showing
the situation ot our lands. Slc.
Parties wishing to buy lauds to stock Companies
with will be liberally dealt with.
For farther particulars and circular address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS «£ CO
Box 143 BothweU, Canada West.
Office In Exchange Building.
mh7dtf

DAILY

general

the-

five thousand acres

Best Oil Lands in Canada West.
Situated in Both well and vicinity.

Portland, March 16th, 1866.—3w

Mar 18—dtf

THE

PORTLAND. ME.

FOLLETTE,
AND

—OP

subscribers offer for sale
of the
THE

___Insurance.

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

this market.

N. B.—A
variety of the most desirable
brands obtainable in the Western and Canadian
markets constantly arriving.
All Flour warranted to prove as recommended.

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflanneis,
409
HHDS.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
39

firm of WALKER & MITCHELL was dissolved Jan. 20th, 1S66, fcv mutual consent.
Geo. H. Mitchell is alone authorized to sign in liquidation.
GEO. H. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

In

best

W. L. SOUTHARD,

HOOP SKIBT8 AND OOBSETS,

A. M. BENSON.
mli&Um

Mai chi, 1866.

B.

HOSIERY

market

Dissolution !

MAKER OF

Now acknowledged

large

WHARF.

E. B. HOUGHTON.

PLUMBE R!

200 Bbls. Castle

Iccudiug common Extra and highest Family Superior, for sale by

PullMd,

WOOD,

on

BERLIN

GOOD BREAD I

No. 78 Commercial St.

band and for sale at the lowest
delivered In any part of the city.

Constantly
rates,

SOFT

Hall,

GOOD FLOUR,

salo of all kinds et

AND

&

61 Commercia Street.

1064 Bbls. Western Flour,

St,

Spruce, Fine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &e.
HARD

Chase, Rogers

For Sale and to Let.

For Sale and to Let.

Just received and for sale by

Embracing all grades from No. 1, to choicest Superior.

Congress

& HOUGHTON,

And tor tlie

50 Bbls. Northern Clover Seed.
100 Bushels New Hampshire Timothy do.

1005 Bbls. Canadian

331

For the tiansaction of a general

loves.

and Water

complete and g neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.
fcHdtf

X.1,ITK

GO Tierces “Itoddi’s” Lard.
“
«
100 Bbls.
“
60 Bbls.
Mess Pork.

1.50.
A

sty

BENSON

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Pumps

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cento.
A few mor_- of those all Linen Army Sheets tor

copart-.

a

800

ROSE’” °“X
“Dumlat’’ Cauda XXX.

Mar 28—d3w

American Prints, lO to 25 Cents.

Thomis’ B ock

Copartnership.

ty Order* Horn the Country respectfully solicited/ Job Work done to order.
augSuti

Force

Spring

129 Middle Street.

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated
furnaoea and

Wear.

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

Portland, April 2,1866.—2w

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind* of Tin, Popper and Sliest
Iron, In quantities to suit.

Mngee

LINE OF

A NEW

WOOLEN GOODS, for

LYMAN
BRIGGS,
CHARLES E. HUMPHREY.
IVORY S. BEAN.

in

800 2d?X
UUi.

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

C.

Otokinfo Office and Parlor Stores,
WORKERS

CO.,

Flour and. Provisions.

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

LINEN DAMASK and

And Dealer* in

MAINE,

•

Manufacturer* of and Dealers

C O T ^T O 1ST S !

’erei'med have this day formed a COPARTNERSHIP under the name and st, le of
un

No. 35 Exoh.an.ge Street,

PORTLAND

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

Notice.

Copartnership

_Merchandise.
Flour, Pork, Lard, Seed!

lot of

DeLaines and Ginghams,

apr2—1 w

Portland, March 31,186C.

SON,

&

new

liquidation.

Business Cards.
NOYES

entire

an

Ridh Dress Goods I

BRIGGS & CRESSEY,
Is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner is authorized to use the firm name in

92 Oomme.-cial St.,

N.

Have just received

name

above.

A.

EAST M ANBROT HERS

heretofore existing between
THEtheCopartnership
subscribe! s, under the firm
of

Rates op Advertising.—One inch oi space, in
length oi column, constitute “square."
$1.5u per square daily first week: 75 cents por
week atter; three insertions, o** less, $1.00; continuday after first week, 60 cents.
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This patriarch, known as the “Old Serwas born in Hampshire. England,
and in 1802 enlisted in the service of his king.
In 1807 he landed in Copenhagen under Col.
Grant ; in 1808 he arrived in Portugal under
Sir Arthur Wellesley,—since Duke of Wellingto join Sir John
ton,-left Wellesley Ip 1808
when that
Moore in Spain, and was present
came to his death.
officer
gallant
at Bordeaux for CanIn 1814 he embarked
under Sir Gordon Drummond.
serve
to
ada,
in the lower jaw in the war
He 'was wounded
and in 1816 was
of 1812—15) opposite Buffalo,
discharged from the service, receiving a bounty of two hundred acres of land, and since
then has enjoyed a pension of about $100 a
year. In this country he hoped to enjoy
hunting, of which he Is passionately fond,
without l>eing brought up to the round turns
of the law every time he fired a gun as he
Could be in England,—and also to escape the
tocif ty of women, but, said he “one day as I
a
was hunting in the bush I found little squaw.
I loved he at first sight, asked her to become
we were married the next day I”
my wife, and
did
When he married his wife he said she

geant,”

a button, but now,
not know how to sew on
said he,—and his eye glistened with pride,
“
of a garment and she will
give her any kind
its like.” His family is respectable,

fashion
are reand his children by his living wife,
For
forty
their
for
qualities.
good
markable
used liquors, often to excess,
he
he
says
years

..at in 1838 he “told the Lord if he would
quench his thirst for strong drink he would
and from that day to
not often trouble

him,”
has touched nothing of

the kind, and
this he
all the money in Canada would not tempt
him to do so.
a
H« is smart, has a strong *iee, heavy
still
hair
showing
of
head
white beard, a full
miles a day,
dark shades, can walk twenty
than

any
thinks he has seen more fighting
now only by his
man alive, and is troubled
he prays God to overquick temper. This
come,

pledge to keep
d—d finnigans are extinguished 1”

but dares not make a

cool “.dll the

The old fellow does not believe in churches
or clergymen—scarcely in the Bible—and his

speech

ia not in all respects free trom

tion, but he affords a remarkable

objecspecimen of

longevity and endurance.
When our war commenced he wrote to
President Lincoln, offering his services, stating his age, experience, and expectations if
his services should be accepted. Mr. Lincoln
did uot answer his letter, for which he felt
some hardness till he found his sod, by whom
he sent it to the postoffice, neglected to mail
it.
When X parted from him he gave me a
tellpressing invitation to come and see him,

sergeant,” for,
inquire
ing
said he, “if you should inquire after me by my
himself couldn’t put
proper name, the Devil
me

you

on

for “the old

to

SPCBWXNK,

the track!”

American Neutrality.
“Well persuaded as I am,” says a wise and
genial philosopher, “that two and two make
four, yet If any learned, sober and godly man

should desire to argue with me thereon, I
would patiently listen unto him.” Whether
the Advertiser displays the qualifications of
learning, soberness and godliness, may well be
doubted, but we shall not decline the argument to which it invites us. To us, the notion
of American citizens maintaining a position
of neutrality while the country is involved in
One
war, seems too absurd to need exposure.
would thiDk the

mere

statement

enough

to

disclose to the dullest apprehension the shallowness of the pretence. Nevertheless as the
Advertiser “desires to argue thereon,” we pro-

ceed to examine its reasonings.
Perhaps the most forcible illustration ot

impossibility of this loyal neuU ality next to
the juxtaposition of the words themselves, is
found in the following sentence already quoted from Mr. Lynch’s speech:
Every American ship-owner who once saile' under the flag of England, during the rebellion, had precisely the same pecuniary interest in the destruction of American commerce, as had the

English ship-owner.

“But that,” says the Advertiser, “is mere
dogmatical declamation, and untrue as dog-

matical,”

and goes on to talk

of

“imputint

motives” in a vein which discloses an inexcusable misapprehension of Mr. Lynch’s language. Mr. Lynch says nothing about motives ; says only what cannot be denied, that
so far as the destruction of American commerce was of advantage to the English carrying trade, it was of advantage to American
owners whose vessels sailed under English
colors. Mr. Lynch seems to have thought it
unnecessary to dwell upon the position of an
American citizen who finds himself so situated that his pecuniary interest is promoted by
We have nothing
his country’s misfortunes.
to do with any man’s “motives f hut the situation- in which such a man finds himself is, to
say the least, unbecoming.
The Advertiser for the second time protest:
its inability to see any difference “in morals,
in policy, or in loyalty, between escaping with
your endangered ship from belligerent priva
teers to a neutral flag, and escaping with the
same ship to neutral waters until the dangei
is over.” The Advertiser has not been die
tinguisbed oilate for any nicety of discrimin
ation in matters
or

pertaining

to

“morals, policy,

It is difficult to explain to

loyalty.”

s

blind man, how coloft can distinguish object
otherwise unlike. If we rcmembef rightly,
the Advertiser three years ago published wit!

approbation a speech

made at Augusta

£mitb of Westbrook, in which that

by Mr.
gentleman

held that the success of ihe Southern Confederacy Was assured, that the then line of North-

States would not hold together, and that
Maine for one would naturally gravitate to
the Canadas. Absurd as this political prophecy now seems, it might have become history.
In casting the horoscope of his country, Mr.
Smith omitted but one element.
But that
was a most important element.
He neglected
to estimate the devotion of his countrymen to
the Constitution and laws. They will understand, though the Advertiser may not, that
there is a difference between the act of an
American merchant captain who runs his
ern

ship into neutral waters with her saucy flag
still flying, leaving the baffled enemy sullenly
turning on his heel, and of another who hauls
down his country’s ensign and sneaks across
the ocean unm olested under false colors.
So far

the

question pertains to morals, it
is this: Is lying to be sanctioned by the American Congress ? American citizens pretended during the war to have transferred their
property to English hands. Now the war is
over, they admit that the transfer was a sham
and a trick, whereupon Congress says imperturbably, No, gentlemen, you must keep your
word. As to policy, we eonceive that the
policy of encouraging desertion in time of war
will not soon prevail on this continent, or any
other. The difference in point of
loyalty, we
have already treated pretty iully, recognizing
that as the branch of the enquiry which the
Advertiser would naturally find mo3t obas

scure.

The most specious—in fact the only really
specious argument produced by the Advertiser

is this:

That

man

property

to

who recklessly exposes life own
destruction, when by prudent

counsel he might save it with certainty, is
neither a benefactor to hfe nation, his family,
nor himself.

Davis, speaking in his
place as a United States Senator, coolJy suggested a coup d'etat to the President, the
country listened with very great indifference.
People remembered how Mr. Davis came near
expulsion from the Senate two years ago,
and was only allowed to remain because it
was believed that through age and
infirmity he
was no longer responsible for his garrulous
utterances of treason. When the Chicago
Times, once suppressed by General Burnside,
declared that “if the Rump Congress shall
not speedily abandon its seditious practices, it
will become the solemn duty of President
•

Johnson to constitute himself the Cromwell
of Hie. time and to dissolve the Rump by militafaces
ry power,” men looked in one another’s
and laughed. Even the World, which suggested

without naming violence, by persistently styli.ig the present Congress “the Rump,” attracted little attention by this peculiar feature of
its political tactics. It was remarked in the
early stages of the Kansas troubles, that the
Northern immigrants were slow to believe
that their Southern feliow citizens actually
meant mischief; that they would
fight, upon
occasion, has since been pretty well ascertained.
If there is to be a
supplement to the Southern rebellion, it would he as well to understand it in season. If there are misguided
men in this country who have not learned the
lesson of the four years of war just ended, it
would be well for them to study the temper of
The World of last
the American people.

Thursday lays down these three propositions:
I. The Radicals are in most deadly earnest.
There can be no doubt that''the President is.
If they pass unconstitutional laws over his
veto, he wiU not feel bound to execute them.
II. But when the President refuses to enforce laws which the Radicals have passed,
they will attempt his removal, relying upon
the same two-thirds which overruled the veto to convict on impeachmeut.
III. While twenty-two Senators having a
clear rig]it to seats are excluded, the President might fairly question the competency of
the court. That he has a majority of the peo
pie—meaning thereby the people of the whole
country—on his side, there can be no doubt;

and he would therefore be suppofted'by a preponderance of physical force.
Are they the friends of Andrew
Johnson,
who urge him to the brink of such a
precipice
as this?
The American people may listen
with a half lazy, half scornful smile, to a wonderful amount of lawless talk: but suppose
the talk becomes act t Suppose instead of calling us “mudsills” and threatening to dismember the country, Southern malcontents choose
to open with artillery upon Fort Sumter I—<
Readers still remember what happened then.
If a President of the United States should
“refuse” to execute the laws, should break his
official oath “faithfully to execute the office of
President,” it will be of no avail for such a
maD to plead in extenuation ol his
offence,
that other part of his oath, in which he
engages to “defend the Constitution.” The question of constitutionality is by the supposition
decided against him by two-thirds of both
Houses of Congress. Until that decision is
reversed by the Supreme Court, the duty of
the President is simply to execute the law._
And If, swollen with insolence and
adulation,
any President should attempt to set himself
above the laws, he will be impeached and removed from his office.
We do not say that Andrew Johnson will
commit this toby. We do
say that the men
who try to push him into this
gult of infamy,

are

not

his friends.

Amort nan people
will be slow to believe that one of their own
number meditates the assumption of
OTio

despotic

and shall some

j

day stand by

her side

equally

as tall and with more
energy, activity and enterprise than she ever possessed.
The people of this city will shortly be called
on to decide by thetr ballots whether the P. &

R. railroad shall be extended or not; and I
cannot harbor a shadow of doubt but the resbe unanimous and
ponse to the question will
hearty in favpr of its immediate completion to
M. S.
Rochester.
Intemperance.
DUTY OF PBOFESSOBS OF BKEIGION.

To the Editor of the Frees:

There is

evil

no

so

disastrous to the welfare

moral,

of society, material and

as

intemper-

And it is an evil that is evidently increasing. The cause may he traced to the fact
that moral suasion is sadly neglected, while
there is a lamentable failure to apply the law
of prohibition. Both instrumentalities are ef-

ance.

supply the place of the
other. The thorough use of both, by those
who profess to have faith in their efficacy,
would completely close the dram shops, and
so greatly check the habit of drinking'
fective,

nor can one

few faithful friends of temperin the field, and their labors
are not in vain. But it is paiDful to witness
the apathy of many, especially of the pulpit
and of professors of religion. The personal
habits of such.it may be are almost uniformly
correct; but beyond this, on the part of a large
class, little is done. Now and then a pulpit
sounds forth an alarm; now and then a
church utters a warning; but for the most
part there is total indifference.
Intoxicating drinks, in open defiance of law,
There

ance

are a

constantly

cities,
large extent secretly in our villages; and our young men are
contracting habits which, if not abandoned,
will surely lead to ruin. And yet the religious
community as a body are whoily indifferent
to the melancholy feet, if lack of direct effort
to arrest the progress of this desolating evil
may be regarded as evidence.
It is in no censorious spirit that I complain.
I am myself a professor of religion. But it is
are

sold in our

and to a

with utter astonishment that I observe that

professing godliness, who stand on the
watch tower of Zion, who lead the devotions
of the sanctuary, who exhort sinners to repentance, and who profess to follow the example of Christ, and would remove obstructions
to the progress of Christianity—of which intemperance is the most palpable, and perhaps
a greater hinderance than all other obstrucmen

tions combined—that such men should withhold their efforts to stay the tide of an evil so
terrible as that of intemperance,
For the last tweuty-five years and upwards
much has been said about infidelity, in connection with movements of reform. On one
hand the Church has been denounced, it has
seemed, out of sheer malignity; on the other,
«
reformers have been indiscrinfftnvViUy
tized as infidels.
“A plague o’ both the
houses.” The Church has indeed been un.

authority. The first step in that direction, faithful, and many reformers have uttered insufficiently marked to indicate indubitably the .fidel sentiments. The real intidrl doubtless
purpose, would be the signal for such an up- hates the Church, and would hate it none the
rising as followed the flash of the gun that a less if the Church were not false to its covewhite-haired man trained upon the fort in
Charleston harbor. Four years afterwards
that old man had lived to see the Southern

Confederacy trampled out of existence, and
pistol shot crashing through hi3 own
'orain. Those men who plot treason
pow, may
ponder his example. If a President, lawfully
impeached and removed from office, should attempt to resist the law, there will be but one
opinion at the North. The laws must be enforced ; whether they touch high or low,
they
must be maintained; and if Southern rebels
and their Northern allies seek to improve the
opportunity by inaugurating a supplementary
rebellion, then in God’s name let it come now
and be settled permanently, once and
forever,
by the men of this generation.
sent a

Portland and Roohester Railroad.
To the Editor qfthe Press:

Every pereon who has the least degree of interest in the prosperity of our
city must be
glad to see the effort that is being made to
complete the Portland and Rochester Railroad. The completion of this enterprise will
open a direct, continuous, and very pleasant
route to New York city, and form another avenue for bringing the agricultural and mechanical products of the country through which it
passes to our market. It is a well understood
principle in the business world that every en-

torprise which opens new avenues of transportation to any city, or improves those
already
ia use, increases its trade, and
thereby ad-

the interests of all classes of its citizensThe man who depends on transient jobs for
his daily bread,
ep well as..the mech anic and
merchant of extensxvejbusiness, will be benefltted in proportion to the amount of their
operations. Some forty years ago the
people of
vances

B as ton commenced

putting this principle to
From that time to the present
they
have firmly and persistently pushed their railroads into almost every section, and wherever

the test.

they have made connection with all
extensive and important roads in the
country.
The city of Boston has expended large sums of
money in railroads—and what has been gainthey could

ed

by

it?

Her

population has trebled, her
quadrupled,-and her whole
time* wfiat it was when there

real estate has

wealth is ten

It is quite possible that many of the men,
sought the protection of a foreign flag for were no railroads. Boston at this time may
-be compared to an immense cauldron into
their property, were influenced by
reasoning
like this and were honestly unable to’ detect which the accumulating wealth of hundreds
the fallacy which poisons i’t. This
of miles of territory is constantly
pouring.—
may be, or
may not; we have nothing to do .with motives. The hundreds of cars which arrive there daily,
But suppose we strike out two or three
words, laden with the rich products of mechanical
which beg the question;
and agricultural industry, give
employment to
suppose we strike
out “recklessly,” and substitute “adroit
a numerous population and fill the
coffers of
lying’
lor “prudent counsel,” so that the amended
merchants with immense treasures.
Great
numbers of steam and sailing vessels are emproposition will read,—
That man who [recklessly]
ployed to transport this accumulated wealth,
exposes hfe own
property to destruction, when by adroit Ivina and the same cars which bring it to the
city
he might save it with certainty, fe neither a
return laden with imported merchandise.
benefactor to hfe nation, hfe
nor himfamily,
self.
JNow, Mr. Editor,! wish to ask what hinders
This proposition fe not so satisfactory to ra- Portland from becoming a successful rival of
tional oiinds. There is something better than Boston in this business ? It is not the want
property in this world. Hot least among the of a fine and secure harbor, easy of access to
compensations of the war, is the proof so ship3 of the largest size, nor is it the want of
grandly afforded, that the American people extensive forests of the bestkindsof timber in
the interior of the State, or water
are not, as Leigh Hunt called them, “a nation
power to
Absorbed in material pur- convert tlijt timber into lumber and articles
of shopkeepers.”
of use, neither is
suits as we were before the war, thoughtful
enterprise, capital nor the
physical power of manual labor
meu almost doubted whether such abstractions
wanting to
perform thi3 work. We have rich and
as patriotism could find a place in our hard
prouctive soil and
calculations.
Time and the occasion have
intelligent, industrious farmers to compel
that soil to yieid a liberal inshown how freely the accumulated wealth of
crease from the rich
the country and the yet more
storehouse of nature.
precious blood Before railroads
were built the farmers
of her sons, could be spent to defend that
from
Eastern Vermont and New
flag, which the Advertiser thinks a man may
Hampshire brought
take up or lay down to suit hfe own conveni- their produce to this city by horse teams°we siumbered and
slept the Bostonians
ence, as he would change his coat! It fe well While
pushed a railroad from their city into that seclo save property; but it is better to save
many
and took the
business from
things else, and not least that quick sense of tion of the country
we waked up we built the
us.
When
dishonor
which
shrinks
personal
Atlantic
from the
& St. Lawrence (now Grand Trunk) railroad
very appearance of wrong-doing.
and recovered some of our business. Let
ftyThe Cleveland Herald of a recent date
any intelligent man consider what Portland
notices a phenomenon in Lake Erie.
Many was before that road was built and what it is
persons gathered along the banks of the Cuyanow, and say whether the money it cost has
hoga river to Bee the water flowing toward the
not been a profitable inv^tment to the
source whence it came, carrying with it
city.
logs,
The voters of this
blocks and other floating material. In the
city will soon be called
upon to decide whether they will as a city asafternoon the river rose about two feet,
being sist to
at its highest .tage about 4 o'clock, when
carry through the P. & R. railroad or
from
not.
It does
some cause the water
appear to me that in view
began to flow in an oppoof this whole matter
site direction from the lake.
The wind was
and all former
experience
a
we
stiff
are
blowing
forced to the conclusion that
breeze from the south, which
the
makes the matter so singular. In the
face of want of railroads is the great
impediment to
this breeze it moved with considerable
the
success
of
our
speed.
city. Our citizens have
who

heretofore regarded only their individual and
personal interest in the investment of money.
If it could be made to pay seven per cent,
that
they would not put it into railroad stock
would pay six per cent., although the railroad
would increase the wealth of the city ten per
cent. This was rather shortsighted policy,
and lias kept us many years behind the times,
i am very glad to he ahle to say, in all the
enterprises recently started among us this
principle has been fully repudiated. We seem
to be making good headway, although a “stem
chase” is rather a hard one especially when
the wind is not quite favorable to us. Yet we
are evidently gaining upon our arrogant rival

Is it Feaoe or War P

When Mr. Garrett

The unfaithful member of the Church
has no sympathy with the infidel, even if he
be true to the cause of humanity.
But I am led to enquire which is the greater infidel, he who, while professing religion,
practically ignores the humanities of life, or he
nant.

who, making
heartily into

such

profession, yet enters
saving men from
drunkenness and delivering them from bondage ? To my mind the answer is plain.
no

the work of

Tempebanob.

ITEMS Off STATE NEWS.

1 arming ton 1‘ alls, and are
being manufactured
into 8;iools.

E3P*A grand masquerade ball

j

The

new

Portland Directory is

a

handsome

To

gentleman
Saturday that
the book is probably entirely free from error,
Mr. Beckett replied, mindful of the errors
which unavoidably creep into every book
srho remarked

a

which treats of countless
is full of blunders.”

details, “No, sir,

it

The statement was a lit-

sweeping; after a pretty careful examination we are persuaded that the information
the Directory professes to furnish is as accurately compiled as the conditions of the case
tle too

will allow.
On the fourth page of this morning’s issue,
our readers will find Mr. Beckett’s very interesting account of the fourteen Directories
which have bben

1823.

published

To that account

we

in Portland

sineg

must refer feu a

particular notice of the improvements in the
present volume, merely calling attention here
to the new and beautiful plan of the city and
to the excellent index, which are not there
mentioned. Great credit is due to the printers, Messrs. Thurston & Co., for the typographical excellence of the volume.

off at

£^*"Niue hundred dollars were received at
the Uuivarsalist Levee in
WaterviUe, a few

evenings

since.

£3?"The Sko.vhegan Clarion complains that
it has become a common
practice with

many
both in and out of that
village, to drive their
teams on to and across the
sidewalks and street
orossings, so as to completely obstruct them
and compel ladies and all
pedestrians to go
into the mud and water in the streets in
order
to get along. We are assured
by an eye-witneSs, that nothing of the kind was ever known
in this city.

£y A public Ubrary is to
Skowhegan, and a levee will

be established in
be held to raise
funds for the purpose, on
Wednesday, 11th

£y Col. Stokes is elected

gress from the 3d Tennessee district.
ty Governor Brownlow of Tennessee, said
in a recent address aa
Knoxville, “I announco
to you that if
Andy Johnson is'to lead the way
in reconstruction, with the

Democratic party
at his b&k, I go the other
way. I go with the
Congress of the United States, the so-called
Radicals.
EST* Perley of the Boston Journal, says
President Johnson now thinks that it is not

hie duty to execute a law that he
believes to be
unconstitutional 1 Will some one be kind
enough to inform us, what right the two houses
of Congress have to meddle with
the governinent of the country at all.

Ellf^The Richmond press receive the New
Nation with characteristic
Cordiality. The
Examiner says, “Adi negroes who
patronize it,

should at once be discharged from the
employ,
mens of every gentleman who
respects himself and the society in which he mores.
All
white men who give it countenance are
already damned." Meanwhile Mr. Hunnicutt re-

publishes

of his predictions of
1861, and
announces himself as the editor of
the New
Nation “published in the
city of Richmond,
Va.,” and desires to be held personally responsible for its character.
some

vo-

considerable sum for the construction of
electric telegraphs in the north of its
a

kingdom

mr Glover Broughton, Esq., the veteran
town clerk of Marblehead, has transcribed the

Mayor

ton

—Mr. James Greenwood, the author of “A
in a Workhouse,” has begun a serial sto-

Night

ry to he issued in twelve monthly parts. It is
called “The True History of a Little
Ragamuffin,” and is illustrated by H. K. Brown.
Bull Run Bussell has a new novel in
press
entitled “Tho Adventures of Dr.
Brady; or The
and
The Camp.”
City
—Two volumes of papers

by Washington
Irving, edited by his nephew, Pierre M- Irving,
are now in course of
preparation by Hurd &
Houghton. Their title is to be “Spanish Papers,” and their contents a number of articles
written by Irving when in Spain,
including
some yet unpublished letters.
—The widow of the artist who illustrated tho

early numbers of Dickens’s “Pickwick Papers,’,
is about to publish in London a new anSfeomplete edition of “Seymour’s Humorous Sketches,” comprising one hundred antf eighty comic
designs of Cockney life, sporting adventures,
and other droll
subjects which engaged her
husband’s fertile pencil.
—Mr. Baker,of the Worcester PublicLibiarj, is preparing an edition of “the
Chinese classics
composed or abridged
by Confucius, tho
first volume
"

of which will be issued
next
This is said to be
the first attempt ever made to make the
sacred literature of the
Chinese accessible to American
month

readers.

iBooks Received.
The Stoby of Kenhet. By Bayard Tavlor a.,„
Volume 12mo. New York: Hurd and
* tou'
Portland: sold by Da vis Brothers,

hoi,hum

CUiituiPiit;
Will Cure Hie llch iu Forty-Eight Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM,
ULCEUS, Chilblains,
and all Omfitlau Uie Slin. x-ricc 30 sm.
Fol
gale by all druggists.
By sending so rents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 179 Washington St., Boston, H win Be’ lorwardad by mail, free of postage, to
any part of the
United States.
Oct25,1865.—bn d&wlyr

“Boots, Hcrbs-and Barks,

the best in Nature’s store,
From broad Atlantic to Pacific
shore,”
enteb into and

compose

Dr. Langley’s Root and Herb
Bitters,
The great Blood Purifier,-the Best
Health Bestorer-and the most perfect
Spring and Summer Modlcine evor discovered.
mar29dlmsx

ing them

as such”
What do'men mean
ty
such language as this?
The Washington dispatch of tho Boston Advertiser says the advices from New Jer-

holding

are

favorable than the published
from that State would seem to indi-

more

cate. Private letters and dispatches received
from there yesterday and to-day say that the
senatorial question wilrte decided on Wednesday without doubt, and that it will result in
the election of an out and-out Republican. The
indications are that it will be Mr. A. G. Cattell
of Camden. Mr. Scovel’s friends
protest that
he is not working in the interest of tho

opposi-

tion.
The

“Whatever

Cincinnati

Commercial

says

:

may desire, whatever the President may labor for, however ardetftly
he, and
all who think with him,may wish
forprbql$imed peace throughout all the States, it will not
we

be proclaimed Until it be settled beyond a doubt
that all men can travel from one end. ot tho

country to the other, free to oxpress their political opinions, and without being persecuted
and hunted down because they have
fought under the flag of the Union.”
!3?~The Bev. Dr. Thompson, Begius Pro-

fessor of Greek in the University of
Cambridge
Eng., will sseeeed the- late Dr. Whewcll as
Master of

DR.

DUPOHCI’S

An

LOTION.

Manufactured

by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor,
Agentfor Portland, H. H. Hay, Druggist
**
Mar 9—SNeodiwSin

M

GREASPJ,
Buy

one

Pean'a S.Ot

ManufeottiriDg

Oo.’s

I
SA.POIsriFX]ER
(Patents
oi 1st

and 8th Feb. 1S39.)

CONCENTRATED

The author may be consulted upon any of the disupon wbioh hie book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct C—s N (lAw6m
eases

as

—FOB—

Congha, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Threat,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup,
And every

The

affection ot

Throat, Lungs, and
Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

fel7’C68Nco^teowly8

GRACE’S

SALVE

Works like magic in cases oi
OUTS, eoAtne, burns, wounds, bruises,
SPRAINS, feoiLS, CHAPPED HANDS,
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &t.

GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and Infla-

HASHEESH CANDY !
Tho attention of the public is invited to Hathetsh
Candy, which is recommended to them ns the best
medicine known.tor the care.1 ot all- diseaaes Of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. 'Che proprietor*, in thus offering it, feel conlldent ^iat a trial will
fully sustain tho high reputatiou it has already acquired in various partsofthe United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their
judgment
It i, useless to present tacts
(4arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to
say that we offer

Portland,

Me.

practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; bnt now that it is prepared In such
a form as to makslt pleasant,
safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the pubOa, had
especially ot
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids ean
be assured that it contains not a particle of
opium,
or anything else that
4 ijn any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
j
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all
Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent MMIcine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the 8YLVAN OKIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington
St.,
(opposite the Old South Chureh,) Boston. Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS &
for
Maine.
CO., Agents
Feb 13—kudAwfy
ed the

Coughs, Colds, and Infinenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES

Cure Sore

Throat and

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough In Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared hy E. M. SKINNER.
M. D., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
January 31,1865.
eod&wcow 8m
C. W. ATWELL,
ADVERTISING AGE NT,
Junction Middle and Free Sts., up slain.
B3r*Advertisemon.s received lor all papers in the
State of Maine.
mb27’66ssdtr

Aromatic

BALSAM!

Has been found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY

For the various diseases of the
Lungs and Throat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption,Croup,
I nllncnsa,
Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
inflammation of the Lungs,
and Whooping
Cough,
In these complaints this Medicine
has NO SUPE-

RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is
perfectly safe to
administer to persons of ail eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the
two-fold advantage ofbeiug at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases oi the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a
compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
and
sold
by AMBROSE WARREN,
.*. Prepared
Botanic Drnggtst, No. 1 Granite Block East
Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
noUsHd&wCm

Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with

Glycerine,

and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Naraery. Its perftamc is
exqnisite, and its

washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr jgeists*
felO’66B»dly
_

T I*N
25

T Y PES!

LOOK l LOOK ! !
Tiii-Type* for 50 cent**

msyl2SNeodly

GOUGH

Hoarseness

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve dhlicult Breathing.

Colgate’s

■WARREN’8

at the

25 Gem Arabrotypea, 50 cents*
—-7AT THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
No* 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

jaltSNdtf_

SVDr. Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair ReTl1*9 urticlo is unequalled in INTKIN-

flCKEiUT*’
It
r,

will not soil the finest fabric,
—IS4’ c,eaa>,an<1 highly perfumed.
WhiU!Bt0r

tohs^SS/8^0
head from humors
purify
Will

ihe

a8ar^resHing

is

hewitchingly

hair

and dandrufi.
desirable.

TeIiJift't’s BK0THtKS,or money rafundod.
Proprietors, Manchester, JL IL^8

W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F.
PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ia22sN3m*

p®S(Jhy

For Sale.
BURIAL LOT in EVERGREEN
CEME-

a„9?S °I

Sam Lot is

TERY, (Westbrook.)
mojf desirable location in
numbered 128

siwki
laid
handsomely ,15

and

an<f
out.

Section E.—

130, adjoining Messrs.

hufus D. Bean’s, and Is yery

For further information as to
price. 4c.,
Address.
“EVERGREEN,”
Transcript Ofllco, Boston, Mass.
Boston, March 13.
mhl7d&w8Ntf

_

iPer City
Paris, at New York.)
Sid fin Liverpool 20th alt, Virginia,
Weeks, lor Rio
Janeiro and Callao.
Ar at London 19th ult. Westward
He. Wilkinson,
Ivurrnchee.
<iaeemtown 17th ult> Ceres, Humphrey, fin
a

AratMumbtes 17th ult, Garland, Jenklnson. San

ranclsoo.

SPOKEN.
March 14, lat 27 10, ion 76.
John Carver,
from New York lor Cardenas. barque
March 19, lat 42, Ion 58, ship
Frigate Bird, Weeks,
from New York for Liverpool.
March 2J, lat 31 32, Ion 78 55,
ship Ida Lilly, from

100|
1864..104}

Mobile for

New Advertisements.

CH ISAM’S
FASHIONABLE

Tailoring Establishment

March 3, Geo A Jones and Hannah
{
>
■

.ZVo. 96
In Westbrook,'March 19, Eunice N, wife of Samuel
Mason, and daughter of the late Seth Winshlp, ot
city, aged 61 years.
[Eastern papers please copy.)
In Milford, Mass, April 1, Mrs Addle R. wife of
J W COngdon, of Milford, and daughter or Albert

to

Fine

Spring Woolens!
Selected trom

NEW YORK and BOSTON MARKETS,
Which I
«

FOR

DATE.

Australasian.Now York..Liverpool_April
ol Dublin.... J>{ew York.. Liverpool_April
Fall Kee—
__New York.. Havana.April

City

4

4
4
7
7
7
11
11
14
14
15
18

Washington.New York.. Havre.April
Hansa.....New York. .Bremen... .April
China..
.Boston.Liverpool_April
Henry Chauncey. .New York. .California... .April
Vera Cruz.New York. .Vera Cruz.. April
Bavaria...New York. .Hamburg_April
Tonaw&nda...Boston.Havana..April
Cuba...New York..Liverpool_April
Corsica.New York. .Havana.ApriTzl
New York.New York..Aspinwall... .April 21
/it.tt—i——t—i

—....

IfiuiatvreAininnac.April

bun rises.5.39
Sun sets .fi.28

PORT

3*

Moon rises.9.30 PM
water... s.. 12.45 PM

1 High

MARINE

ISTEWS

PORTLAND.

OP

Monday. April Si.
ARRIVED.
‘New
Steamer
Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for

and St John NB.
Bug Win Robertson, (of Calais) Reed, Cardenas
March lath via Holmes's Hole. Has experience!
heavy weather the entire- passage; started cargo between decks and stove 30 hhds molasses. Spoke 26tli
lat 37, j«n 12, brig Poinsett, irorn Mataozas of and ihr
condition, and with loss of sails,
Boston, in a
hotlts, water casks, Ac, having experienced a heavy
NW gale on the 2»b,

Eastport

leaky

Brig Mechanic, Merrlman, Philadelphia.
Brig Mariposa, Cash, Philadelphia.
S(d> Pavilion, Parker, Boston.
J Sih.Kttza Mlcp, Npft’ee, Boston.
Sen Jernsha Baker, Barberick. Boston.
Sch John U D#mii», Thurlnw, Newburyport.
Sch Fleetwood, Young, Vinalhaven.
Sch Light of Homo, (new, 80 lous) Ureenllct, ot and
from Boothba*.
Sch WDlie (i, Hodgdon, Boothbay.
Schs Hunter, McFarlaue, and Twilight
Grover
*
Bristol.

•**

Keed, Baltimore—P O
?.UTe^Ijai0’
Iko,

Thomas.
Crockett. Waldoboro—Eastern Packet Co.
SAILED—Baroues Ellen Dyer, Helen Augusla.
kfS* Mfty A Chase, Moonhght: schs Ella
Hoagdon, Georgia Deenng, J FCarver, Silve- Lake
'■
J D Ingraham, and ethers.
*

Sch

am

prepared to make into

GARMENTS,
Which for Style and Workmanship will suit the most
fostidious.

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
At at Holmes’ Hole 2d Inst, sch Hattie B, (ot \Valdoboro) from Cardenas I7th ult lor Portland with
loss of loretopmast, mainboom and jibboom

strict

application to business and

wants

of

CUSTOMERS
I

in

am

hopes

to merit

share of trade.

a

CHISAM.

N. B—The MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT is under the direct supervision of
IE1-

HUFF,

1a*o from the well-known House of CALL &

TLE, Boston.
Mar 31, UC6.

TUT-

spr3d4w

REPORT of the condition of
the National Traders Bank of Portland. m the State of Maine, on the morning of the
First Monday ot April, i860.
Db.
Notes and Bills Discounted,
148,213 42
Indebtedness ot Directors,
21,7(10
Ovenli ails,
327 74
Current Expcn.es and Taxes.
2,936 43
Remlttancee and other Cash Items,
IS,314 84
Due from National Banks,
75,931 99
U. S. Bunds deposited with U. 8. Treasurer
to secure circulating notes,
’80.000
Other U. S. Securities,
‘^.SOO
c“1'hand tn circulating notes or dttror

QUARTERUY

.National Banks,
on hand in
circulating notes ol State

2 90K7

Cash

Banks,

I ggl

OtherYsiffirfuI Money,-

4^4
$739,037 44
*

Capital Stock, paid In,

Surplus Fund,
Circulating Notes received
bf;—Ml in circulation,
Individual

from

Comptroll-

Deposits,

2»0,000 oo
30,000 00
125,500

25<V.k« 02

Dividends unpaid,
Due to National
Banks,
State Bank Circulation

]W

Dujeount,
*fnSe,sLLav,

60

7,958 53

outstanding,
*’

66.746 od
9,472 81
259 70

Front and

10,29118

$739,037
April 3, 1866—d3t

44

EDWARD GOULD, Cvhier.

Dissolution of Copartnership
Arm heretofore existing under the name and
style of FLING® WHITTEMORE is this day
cliss'dvedbymutualconsent. Either party isauthorizea to use the Arm name in
liqt edition. *
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN W3UTTEMORE.
,t

THE

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a cop.irtnerrpHE
f ship under the name and
stylo

of

HENRY FLING & CO,

lor the transaction of the wholesale Grocery, Flour
and Provision business at No. 29 Commercial afreet.
HENRY FLING,
WM. G. SOULE.
Portland, April 2,1SC6.
ap3—d2w

Copartnership.
understood have formed copartnership for
Tro:
the transaction of Wholesale Otrooery Bu si lies,
a

a

DISASTERS.
Sch ITannie Westbrook, Wallace, trom
Elizabetlino*t, 0f fnd tor Portland, was reported ashore on
LweiFs Js.and on Punhiy. a steamer from Boston
wont to ber assistance but could not
get heroff
Sqbsequently a schr was gjt along side and after taking eut a portion of her coal, she was got off and arrived at Boston 2d inst.
Brig ,1 Baker, Nickerson, from Cienfuegos for a
Northern port, was towed Into
Key West 16th inst
in a sinking condition.
She remained in port 22d!
^
discharging lor repairs.
Barque Winslow, (of Portland) Davis, at Boston
from Cardenas, reports, 28th inst, lat 38 10. lon 711
fell in with brig Poinsett, from Matanzas (or
Boston
with loss oi sails, boats, water
casks, &c: supplied
her with a topsad and topgallant sail.
Barque Suliote, (of Belfast) Panno, at Boston from
Havana, experienced heavy gales on the 2tth afrd 25th
fjrward *"«. h*

|“C5^ve

DOMESTIC PORTS.
brig Be,Ie Bcnu,-rd- Cook-

rfiZT_Ar

brig GIIe* lOT,n*- So’t'e,

PIWmrtmj^SbhSft^tfeF^*
PHILADEBPHIA—Cld

"*

under the

j

n, d?. a-,LUr;|Ut',N
Dow Cardenas;
Albert!,

Haven, Hall, Malaga; brig
sell

W

Tucker. Loud, tor
Providence ; Sarah Kish, Henderson, Philadelphia
Ar 31st, ship Villafranca,
Urquehart, ftn London:
barques Zingarolla, Bates, Biownesviile; Annie M
Gray, Gray, Apalachicola; M Williamson, Thomp1
son, do; sell W 0 Clark, Clark, Cede.; Keys
Cld 3tst, brigs E A Bornard,
D Jordan, Parker, Clenluegcs. Crowell, Zaza; Anna
Arist. ships Frank Flint, Uoblnsou, Callao; FB
Com

Cutting, Tyson, Liverpool.
Ar 1st, ship*
Henry Ha beck, Stoughton, Foochow ;
brigs Caprora, and Stella, from Montevideo
tfEW 'LONDON-Ar28th, sells Gen Meide, DlnsDelano,

tSStiXtiSASMST’’

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 30th, brigs Amos 51 Roberts, Doak Cardenas (or Boston; Maripoai,
Philadelphia.far Portland; C H Hodgdon, illNash,
bora
Jeremie lor Boston; Corinthian,
Carlon, Elizabeth^
port fordo ;Hannie Westbrook, Wallace, im do lor
tortknd; Albion. Spouldiag New York for Salem;
W “aV™ f°r
Bo8,on-<and

illiinedCilsL)0dgj0n’
EDGARTOWN-Ar 27th,

sch

Tantamount.

DavU

w’lth^Tl8'

from Chester River, Md, for Newburyport
°“ryport, with loss
ol both anchors.
Sid 28th, soh Convoy, 5IcniU, Heston
MlU'y Bre" er’ Poaso- Now York (hr

Boston.**1’8Cb
W^NewTo?kD'Sld

31st> 80,18

CMcutftu^CordeliiL

M"y Shields,

FTeoian>
McCarty,

p,

ii

Galveston: brlfti
tromCienJuoK°s; Clara Brown,
Grillln, Havana; Cosmos, Bar
Antler, Littlefield, New York;
St Mares, Fla: E Richardson,
John Griffith, Cobb; Hud-

’.^c.^n,

w!U!5,iShila?^Phia;

^.l! lanetV^.anno^
-Philadelphia;
®Pn/,, nKer> *nd Rocket,

Marshall, FUzabethport;
Jcatno, Roberta, and Boston, McRae, do; May, Hal*
lowed, Dennysville; Oorvo, Yeaton, I^ew York.
Cld 31st, schs L M Strout, Doan, and
Medford*
Hopkins, Bangor,

E. DONNELL.

DONNELL &

CO,

A<

Hob. 93 it 95 Commercial

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
April 2nd, I860.
aprSdlm

Farm
IN

Sale

for

WESTBROOK,

of thirty
Consisting
witn a

ed

in the threo cases of John
Bold.,

an 1 he wa. adand notoriou.
thief, and —bowed
to four years in the State prison.
In the case of Joseph E.
Bussell, couvletod of larceny from the person, the motion to act aside the yepdiet was withdrawn and he was aentuuced to V

judged

a common

>n

imprisonment in the County JaiL
Court then adjourned sine die.

months

OITY AFFAIRS.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Council was held last evening.
IN

BOARD

OF

City

MAYQB AND ALDEBME; 1.

Jurors.
The following gentlemen vrere
drawn for traverse jurors at the April tortn or
the Supreme Judicial Court which commences its season on the 17th Inst., via:—
George
Brock, Henry B. Hart, Wm. H. Evans, Augustus F. Gerrish, John U. Filiebrown, Jerome
B. Fickett, Win. H. Morse, George GoeilnJge.
Special Police.—The Mayor nominate id and
the Aldermen confirmed the follow! ag as
special police without pay: Wm. G. Hrirt, A.
H. Andrews, Samuel W. Emery,
Henry S.
Bennett, Charles Beal.
JohnS. Bowie was appointed regular policeman in place of Mr. Grindall who dt Kilned
accepting the office.
The Committee on Health reported ;n favor
of granting a license to Frank M Smith, to
keep a fish market on Cumberland Street.—

amendatory to the ordinance
Evergreen Cemetery came up from
the other Board, passed to be engrossed in
that bodyThe ordinance embraces some
very strict regulations. It was laid on the tato

An invitation from the Committee of A tv
rangements for the 3d Annual Ball of tlie
Irish American Relief Association, for tie
Mayor, Aldermen and Common Oouncil to at,
tend the ball which was then going on Lu City
Hall was presented by Mr. Thomas Parker,
The Board of Aldermen voted to acceprth'e
invitation and a vote of thanks was passed to
the Association for their kind Invitation.
Alderman Southard presented a comnio aication from the Treasurer of the Portland
Gas Light Co., proposing to furnish p-jg for
the street lauips'and public buildings at $3.60
per 1,000 feet from and after AprH 1st The
other Board having adjourned the communi-

—

indham Road.
Possession given immediately.
For Bale, apply to

PROCTER.

_April3,1866—eod3w
IV O TI C E
The undersigned has this
da.v taken the »tore
NO. 01 COMMERCIAL STREET,

recyitUyoocmledWholesale
by Fling &

Whit.v*more, where he

will continue the

Grocery, Provision and Commis tion Business.
STEPHEN \VHTTTEMORE.
t>.,i
■
Portland,
Aprd 2, 1860.
ap3—dtf
Portland

Freedmen’s Aid Association.

am

aL* meeting

of the Por Uand Freed-

tbe Comi
Council
om IS
hurt ittuw0? ®a?» WEDNESDAY Livening, 4tli
tbe r‘'P°rt »t the Committee
ch’^Fatr> fm?r!.t<I,]hear
and for other
purposes. A full attendance
ion

on

is deMrod
is
desired.

By order of the Executive Com xoittoe,
geokoe f. tali kit,
Sec-etiry.

J£r4y.

Strayedthe owner on Friday last, a black and whita
bound DOG; had on a collar with the owner’s
name and no iccnsc. Any information that will lead
to his recovery will be rewarded by the owner.
A. H. GALE.
ap3—dlw#

PHOM

w

Valuable Afill

Properly For Sale.

interest In a Saw MU1 and Store.
a grea. liarga n to a
good business
charge of a Store. Apply to

Anat
take

Will be sold
man

& CO.,
139 Commercial street.

Lost!

0*lf

between Wilmot andFederMeer*chaum pipe with two sdver
hands nntf®
bnder chml be rewarded by
?be
leaving it rear of 28 Wilrnu Street.
ap3-<llt*
“

FOll SA IE.
CJTOCK and fixtures

kJ stand

street.

of

a

for any business.

Of E.

sidewalks on Fore Street, from St. Vrence
to India Streets.
m
Orders Passed—Relating to Ruleod Orders; authorizing the Committee otre*rs
Ac. to purchase such materials aa'^y be
needed for :he repair of the streets ^ keeping them in order; authorizing the nmntttee on Streets to expend such
su’j^ tbe»

keep tliu
j,,
gOod Order; amending the Rule a a Order
in relation to the election of ’poiiceScersauthorizing the Committee oa Streeto pave

may deem necessary to

Middle street on each sklo of the hfe railroad track front Upiou street to Mirli.,,rrand from Market square to Casco set-ordering the Street Commissioner to >n that
portion of .Lincoln,street between I
and
Chestnut streets forthwith; dire g the
communication of proprietors of U' r wharf
to be taken from,the files and ref eI to the
Committee on Judicial Preet
alld

Claims.

n

j.e

Adjourned to’Monday evenV

a

-HT6th

Qg
*’

t 7 1-2 o’clock.

I. A. R. A. Bali..—The
third ami hall
of the Irish American
Relief Aslatior
which came off last even! 4g ^
gity Ji was
a most splendid affair.
1 trefcaft wnaowdcd
and every
nious and

thing went off ^ gje mcarmohappy manne r. Every pen pres-

ent seemed to be full

dancing wps

mf

enjoymeL'tod the
,4 kept

prosecuted with
vigor

up—how late, or rather how early tli "“orn'
iujwe are unable to say. Parting! '*as
a.
Present to dispense refiesh
est kin,’I. which were eagerly
sought aft, The
managers' (teserye credit for the hanome

Of^,hok

manner

in .•vwiich the affair

was

carried it.

Many mpim'wrs of tbfi City Council ailed
themselves of the polite invitation erfded,
and after the adj onrnment
oftMCityoun
cil visited the hrdl and enjoyed themselc.
--—•

Smasiipp.—Yesterday morning

MrBar-

Superintendent of the Reform Spool,
came into the city and fattened his bon
and
wagon to the lamp post at the Post-ofbe._
The horse got frightened at a man’s
asceding
the
Jump post to clean the lamp, and aftr gyrating round the post two or three times,,roke
away and started off, bringing the wago in
row»,

the

smashing it badly.
Sobb

Post-office
,

building, and

t

Throat, CJocoh, Cold,

and siuilar

troubles, if suffered to progress, result in lerious pulmonary
affections, oftentimes inuirable. “Brown’s Bronchial Troches” react directly the seat of the disease, and give alnost
instant relief. They have been
thoroughly
tested, and maintaining the good reputation
they have justly acquired. As they arc imitations, be sure to obtain the genuine.
Fastian MXBBMLt-rThere will be

rally of

the F. B. at City Half this

a grand
evening to

listen to addresses from Col. John O’Mahoney, Head Centre of the F. B., and Rev. J.
Curley,,on the subject of Irish Independence.
The Band wiil be in attendance to discourse
sweet music and martial strains.
rbe price
of tWcets is fixed at 25 cents.
The Reception Hall at the
City Building
will be open from six to ten o’cloctc on Wed-

nesday and Thursday evenings by the ladies
of the St. Lawrence Street
Society, and wo
advise all who wish for a good
supper, well
served, to give them a call.
Theatre.—Two

new pieces wiirbe
brought
to-night—“ The Duel in the Mist” and
•“
Children in the Woods,” with appropriate
The plays will
m'W scenery and stage effects.
be performed in the same splendid style of

out

“In the Snow.”

who can

LYNCH, BARKER

an3tf

___•_

Petitions presented and referred.

K. Boothby tor license to sell gur. pqvder; of
Sarah G. Shackfond and seventy otbe ladies
for a plank walk on the norther!/ sideof Congress Street, from Grove Street to Libby’s
Comer; of Wm. Brown and aL«„, for ale walk,
on Atlantic Street; of T. C. Ltersev nd als.
for sidewalk on DAntorth Street: of J Marble and als. for sidewalk on Park See!; of
John F. Rand and als. for lamp postat the
corner of Deeiing Street and
DeertngPlace;
of George Gilman and als. for lamp po at the
comer of Pine and Lewis Streets; oJames
Knowlton and als. for, sewer in W^terle SU:
of Wm. H. Stewart and als. (or sidetlk on
the easterly side of Vaughau Stree of S.
Waterman and als. tor sidewalk on thnortherly side of Federal Street; of G. M. Boham
and als. for sidewalk on the northerly de of
Congress Street; of Woodbury Davis d als.
for sidewalk on Congress, from Vaupn to
Carleton Streets; of W. A. Hyde for sewalk
on the west side of Brackett Street; qL>ses
sors of the city lor increase of salar of E.
L. Lewis and als. that Cushman anLewis
streets may be graded; of Orfn B. hitten
and als. tor road -on Peak’s Island: oieorge
W. Beal and als. for sidewalks on Lawrence Street; of Edward Waite amis, for

contact with
ok good

acres

Land,
good two-story BRiCK
HOUSE,well finished, and with outall
in
imm
imlHinf
good order.
Situated about six miles from Portland, •& the
w

B^«fe ^ «&£? «arS:
Bani^Hav^’bar(l'le

SMITH, DONNELL & CO.
F. A SMITH,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

Providence.

NllenStevens,Howe,
Cardenas, brigs Signal, Snow, Buenos
Ayres: Fiedoiua, llow es, hei naudma; B F Nash, Laneey, from
C e toegos sch Mary Farrow,
Condon, Portland.

of

SMITH,

{."kwviiii!? J?J SS.^8t02i AJmelda, Trinidad.

»

name

W.

S w“"».

28tli.zcln Albert Clarence
Freeman, Newburyport; C Fautauzzi, Wooster for
Ameehury, Mass; 8 E Fish, Jones, Boaton.
ArSlst. oarqne Event.de, Park, Matanzas:
brie
on*
Gen Banks, Keteluun,

MOKDAY.-The Court cams in at two o'clock and
Judge Tapley withdrew the sentences he
had taint-

cation was laid on the table.

By

w. F.

JIavwt*..April

Aid Association.

ble in this Board.
Alderman W. L. Southard, on a ballot, vns
elected Gas Agent on the part of this Board.
[The Common Council concurred in the elec-

.

OCEAN STEAMERS.

FROM
V in k.

•

supreme Jtmrm a t. court.
CEUUMAL
TKBM—lAPLEY, J., PBESIBUIO.

tion.]

IMPORTS.

NAME

my

stock:

happy

Columbia.New

ortland Freedmen

An ordinance

came

public

and

CARDENAS. Brig Wm Robertson—499 bhds 49
tresmolasses, to T Asencio & Co; 1 bbl do, master.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Report accepted.

for favors since I
to Portland,
GRATEFUL
I desire to call the attention of
my friends and

the

Ad&line Quine v, of Portland.
In Buxton, March 8, Mrs Ann Maria Dennett, aged
*
t
57 years.
In Freeport, March 25, Augusta, daughter of Geo
Brewer, aged 26 years 2 months 13 days.
[Transcript please copy.]
In Waglufegton, D C, March ?9, Mary Frances
Wood, aged 3u yrs, wife of Col H Clay Wood, U. S. A.
In Lewiston, on Saturday morning last, Mrs Lydia
Freeman, widow of the late Deacon Thomas Free-

COLUjt^

AUCTION COLUMN.
Sale—C. W. Holmes.
NEW

relating

this

DEPARTURE OF

Exchange Street.

_

man, ol Portland. j
Mrs Freeman was a native of Hingham, Mass, and
was born in 1784.
In early life she married Cornelius
Barnes, tor nu.ny years the principal land surveyor
in Portland, who died in 1823, at the age of 45
years,
leaving her with a young tanuly to support ana educate. A few years later she married Mr Freeman, a
worthy merchant of Portland and for some time one
ol the Deacons of the First Church, who died Oct 24,
1847. 1 wo or three
years ago she accompanied her
daughter,Mrs Kick'd C Pennell, to Lewiston,where on
Monday last, accidentally felling, she broke the socket bone‘of the hip joint and atter much suffering, died
from the casualty on Saturday. Mrs Freeman was
an exemplary woman of cheer ml,
temperament. which made her the light and joy oi her femily
and friends. Her Abree surviving daughters, Mrs
GeoGoe, of Portland, Mrs Now all Ingalls, of Nntfek,
and Mrs R C Pennell, of Lewiston, bear testimony to
her fidelity as a parent and her sympathy os a iriend.
53jr~Funei»ul services will lie held at First Parish,
*
at 11 o’clock this fotenoon.

Auction

Liverpool.

March 29, lat 37 20, Ion 74 29,
brig B G Berry,
J from
Catenas for New Y'ork.
March 27, lat 32 54, Ion 78 95, sch
Patten, ftn
Mary
Boston for Savannah.

In this city, March 31, by Rev Pr Shailer, Thomas
Cross and Miss Lydia 9 Healy, both of Portland.
In this city, March 28. by Rev E C Bolles, Enoch T
Grant, of Freeport, and Miss Blanche B&rtol, ol
»•*- ^
Portland.
In this city. March 31, by Itev C F Allen, Samuel
A Hutt and Miss Lizzie N-Bradlev, both ot Portland.
In Newfleld, March 26, Charles E Clifford, Esq,
son of Justice Clifford, and Antoinette 1>, daughter
of Luther Ayer, Esq.
In Scarboro, March 18, Thomas J Higgins and Mrs
Paulina Farr, both of S.
In Belfast, Marclr?, L'dwip Brier and Miss Clara A

._DIED.

ENTERTAINMENT

Theatre—peering Hall.

Strayed—Dog.
Hotfee—Stepnen Whitteraoro.

days.

Callao1

Brown.
In Thorndike,
P Hubbard.
\

Now A4rerii.eu.enl.
T._i,ar
SPECIAL itOTICB OLCMW
Boot, and Shoe.-T. E. Motley
* Co._Bo.ton.

Going into Cardenas 16th, sch Charlotte Fish, from
Portland.
At Mansanilla 11th Inst, brig H FColthirst, Emery,
lor Now York 15th, Idg.
Sid fin Betmuda 6th ult, barque Jennie Cobb,
(from Rockland) tor New Orleans.
Aral St John NB 29th, brig Iris, Murphy, Port•”

land.

American Gold.
..
128J
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
105
United States 7 3-10tks Loan, 2d series.United States Five-twenties,
United States Ten-torties,. 92
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 80
Boston and Maine Railroad.118£
Eastern Railroad.... 101
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.100J

...

Chisam’a Fashionable Tailoring Establishment
Copartnership—Smith, Donnell & Co.
Farm for Sale—J. C. Proctor.
Quarterly Report of the National Traders"Banv.
Lost—Meerschaum Pipe.
Dissolution"! < opa tncrship—Fling & Whlttoraon.
Valuable Mi 11 Property fbr Sale.
F" Sale—Stock of a Store.

9

Stock Lilt.
Brokers Board, April 2.

VICINITY

rock. Stover, Chinchas for Antwerp.
Sldprev to 8th, ships Western Empire. Ororier
and T J Southard, Bishop, lor United States- Win’
field Scott. Hand, Chinchas, to load lor Hamblin*
At Gibraltar 8tb ult, barque La
Cigueua,
from Gtrgentl for New York, winu hound. Nichols,
At Jercmie 9th Instjscli Carrie M Rich, for Boston

Boston

In the

A

TO DYB EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair
Dye Is
the best in the world. Complete is one bottle.
No
wash, 0 stain, no trouble. A child can apply it
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can
DYB AT HOMES
bottortban any barber can do it, by
using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make
the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Price
70 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS
N Y
Demab Babnes it CO., New
York, WhblesalAgents.

Sales

discoveryor experiment; our goods are standt
J
SclriPehri,!,H»>rp, Bristol
East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
Sch Emeline, Farnham, Damarlscotta.
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless dis- i ii/.T
CLEARED.
eases, and that it is used with success wo need only
Brigs Mazatlan, Leland, and Moonlight, Small.
refer our readers to the unlimited
Browns & Manson.
testimony of trav- Cardenas—Churchill,
Sch
Chfloe, Ricker, Cardenas—Chuidbill, Browns*
elers in all ages. That it should so
long have escap- Manson.
no new

ard.

of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s’ Missis’ and Children’s Boots
and Shoes atlV^l. MOSELEY dt CO.. Summer St
Bostrn, are made upfromthe best stock, in 1'aMiionable
sty lea, and are disposed of at low prices.
ap3sx It

decCTdtfs H

House from II. H. Hay's Apothecary
Store.
inar29NdAwti

Is

matious in a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid tor 35 eta. I
SETS W.FOWLE & SON. moPRTETOHS,
18
Themcw; Sr., Boston.
HTSoM by Druggists anil dealers generally.
Feb 17,1866—SNeod&eowlyS

ftaang;

for

.lail'no!
8th,bsitJSe Sham
sha,u-

MARRIED.

BF“ A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly '300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings'of the Anatomy of tho Human Organs in a state oi Health and Disease, with aTreatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable
Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode oi
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and thoso contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent frec'of postage to
any address,'
on receipt ol 25 cents, in stamps or
postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lime,
Albany, N. Y.

E^ton

Montevideo,

DENTIST,

LYE!

It will make 10 POUNDS o! excellent Hard
Soap,
or 23
GALLONSqf the vary beet Soft Soap, far only,
abont 36Cents. Directions 9n each box. For sale at
all Drag and Grocery Storee.
mh28dCmsN

“0U1

shins Col Alls7lh lor
sailed loth for
Young Eagle, Walker,
laud
for Chinchas, to load for Dunkirk ;
q

..

O

Box ofthe ^

amfotfcrs

1800.

bfnm themj'lvea, a, vellas
in <Ae»r advertisements
w/t^

ol

Second

AND

accommodate us, bj,
«e»««i£r
at an early hour in the

Ar at

Has Removed his Office to 13 1*2 Free Si*

YOUH OWN SOAP!
By Saving and Using your "Waste

‘"p

ft.

r

l

a

Morning, April 3,

CORTLAND

from

1
it by magic.
Price, $2.0J a Bottle. For sale by all Diwgists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & OO.,'
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—fixd&wly

emoy

ssyssssAf

*2&2S£Ft£* '' 1,ar'iuc p"*». Soule,
Kobcrt'Carter,
Llver^uUo'loiifoJ'Uto.r
Callao March 3,
sailed
Hamburg, (and
Cl,,.,^)'1'ith'
BrT
tania, Little, do, (and
Antweini- mi*

as

R

Djtr' Davl“' Boston;

_Tuesday

foreign >orts»

OTITINE.
excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of
restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a -ain.
It opperates like a charm
upon offensive discharges Irorn the
EAR, no matter what may have caused
or
how
it,
long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under Its influence

MAKE

Cure

CO.,
General Aoents,
Commercial Street, [Thomat Block,)

Altana,liafle^ jo^"* h

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

SKJNNEM’S PULMONALES

k

.,

This

*N ANY FOB*.

The Assortment

Chilblains Can Be Cured!

Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
I® certainly flic wonder of the age. Thousands can
testify to its magical effect, and the first doctors of
this city are recommending it to their patients as the
ofllv sure cure tor Rheumatism ever known to man.
March G—dlinsx

HT POSITIVELY _VL3
Infallible Cure for Itch!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

USE CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Dtrec
tiont itrictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, ky

Hannfom»iKh,,J<Sr^*rreni.?ril?5rVCalTcsto“i
vm Lovell's
?aUkml
ih2£.k’1WallaceVEllzaU'th!Jurt>
a™
,
.she was ashore.
BATH 8C!‘
Sa J*. Hoc, Portland.
W

„„

ARMY ITCH.

Washing-

neglects his duty every day in not dispers-

80

—It is stated that the authoress of “Herman
or Young
Knighthood,” is to begin a serial story in the Atlantic Monthly as goon as “Dr.
Johns” is concluded.

Scratch, Scratch!

Wheaton’s

town records of about two hundred
years into
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
new volumes.
The number of Dames written 1 9 The following sKplains itself. It is but one
among
the many letters of-likt import constantly being rein transcribing births, marriages and deaths is
ceived by the proprietors:
more than
sixty thousand.
Fairfield, Me., April 28, 18G4.
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
8S”A nun of the order of St. Theresa has
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificate* in the
just been married to a barrister of Seoli, Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
Sicily.
CHERRY, l am induced and take
pleasure in
63P*The oldest stove, probably, in the Uni- giving publicity to the great cure itgreat
accomplished in
ted States, is one which warms the hall of Vir- my family in the year 1856. During the summer oi
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
ginia’s Gapitol in Bichmond. It was made in at Fairfield, Somerset
County, Maine, was attacked
with spitting of blood, cough, weakness ,f
and
-sent to Virginia in 1770, and
England,
and general debility, so much so that our familungs,
warmed the House of Burgesses for
sixty ly physician declared him to have a “Seated Conyears before it wa3 removed to its present loca- sumption.” He was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit from ifc—
tion, where it has been for thirty years. It has At length, from the solicitation of bimsell and others,
survived three Jiruisn
I w as induced to pur.ha.se one battle ofWistar’sBalmuuaiCUVj i».-4Mn.
Wild Cheiry, which benefited him so much I
contemporaneous with four kingly monarchies, obtained another
DuLiic, >rHior» in « abort time restored him to his usual health. I think I cansarej to
two republics and two
imperial governments ot commend
this remedy to others in like condition, for
I ranee. The great
Bepublic of America has it is, I think, all it purports to be—the great Lung
been torn by internecine strife, t ae breaches Remedy jor the times !
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
partly healed, and still the old stove remains, offering to you
in favor or your Balsam,and is at
your
As ever, yours,
unmoved in the midst of all.
disposal.
ARCHER.
ANJB&EW
John Van Buren in a recent
speech in
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
Bridgeport, Conn., after citing the example of known and reliable persons, w iH be sent free
to any
Cromwell in dissolving the Bump Parliament, address.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.
exclaimed of the U. S. Congress : “Such a
PREPARED BY
body as that, I say, is an illegal, unconstituSETH W. FOWLE & SON,
tional assemblage. It is in point
law
a
Is Treinont Street, Boston.
of
ntob,
And for sale by all Druggists.
and in my judgment the
of

BURGESS, FOBES

GOSSIP.

ITCHl

ITCH !

Stili maintains its long established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY

jy*The Norwegian Parliament has Just

ted

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry!

OBIOINAL AND SELECTED.

rep-

IiITEBABT

Scratch,

member of Con-

Trin^v College.
SfitfA new member of the English House of
Commons, who had a slow and hesitating voice,
recently undertook to debate the cattle plague
bill, and astonished the House by saying : 4I’ve
had the rinderpest”—after the burst of
laughter
The Canadian Oil Centres.—We have which
followed, the member was permitted to
received letters from “Spurwink” and
others, continue, “on my farm,” which considerably
tending to reopen the controversy about the changed the aspect of affairs.
rival claims of Petrolia and Both well. As both
836“"An American student, Francis A. Chansides have been fairly heard in our
columns, ning of Boston, has lately taken an Arnold
we prefer that the discussion should
rest, es- prize at Oxford, Eng., for an English essay.
pecially as a reiteration of previous statements The prize amounts to $210, and is open to all
will not add a particle to their weight.
We Oxford graduates of less than eight years’
standing.
have tried to lay before our readers such a
resentation of the state of things in the Canadian oil regions, from various sources, as will
enable them to form a reasonably good
judgment for themselves. We shall endeavor to
furnish early intelligence of any new developments.
Meanwhile we commend to everybody’s consideration. Bie following sentences
from “Spurwink’s” last letter: “No mm is
wise to abandon a fair business to go there._
Let well enough alone, is a good motto, and as
good in oil speculations as in anything else.”

ITCH !

instant.

dispatches

octavo volume of about 350 pages, and, is a
very great improvement upon its predecessors.

comes

Norombega Hall, in Bangor, to-night.
E'ifThe Rangor Whig learns from a reliable
gentleman trom Ellsworth, that the people in
that vicinity are
enjoying an extraordinary
freshet, usitig canoes to sail about their cellars
and
navigating the streets in fiatboats.

sey
Mr. Beckett’s New Directory.

'SPECIAL NOTICES.

£^“The Aroostook Times
says there has beeu
quite a demand for dwelling houses in the
binder towns, by persons
from, the Provinces
who are anxious to
keep out of the way of the
Fenians.
£3? borne hundred and fifty cords of white
birch logs have beeu
purchased by a firm at

warranted a good
at 364 Congress
Ap ?ly
r

Store

ap3-d2w.

Port.’-and Dry Dock Co.—The Annua?
meeting a f this corporation was held yesterday aftcnu.cn. Without transacting any business the mee ting wa$ adjourned to
Monday
April 1(5, 4 <r'clock P. M., at the Board of

Trade Rooms.
The Ladies’ Executive Committee of the
Fair in aid of widows and orphans of deceased
soldiers, are requested to meet at the Aiderman’s rooms, this afternoon at 3
o’clock.

■

Dr. Oharles W. Thomas.
A special meeting of the Portland Society for

Medical Improvement was held at the house
of Dr. Tewksbury, for the purpose of taking

BY TELEGRAPH,
TO THE DAILY PRESS.

action relative to the death of their deceased brother, Dr. Charles W. Thomas.
some

Gilman, on being appointed Chairman,
remarked, that our sensibilities had not yet
recovered from the shock experienced by the
sudden, startling and mysterious dispensation
of Providence in the death of our much beloved and respected associate, Charles Widgery Thomas. But a few days since, he was
with us in the ripeness of his mauhood and
ftrll maturity of his powers, earnestly engaged
in the arduous and
responsible duties of his
profession. A severe attack of tonsillitis, accompanied with diphtheritic exudation, compelled him two weeks since to relinquish
He soon recovered from the local disease, and was able to enjoy the society of his
family and friends. Indeed, he at no time regarded himself sufficiently ill to require eleven to allow the attendance of a medical
friend. But, unconsciously to him, the insidious blood poison was all the time doing its
fital work, upon a system somewhat enfeebled
Dy persistent and laborious occupation, until
it resulted in
disintegration of the vital fluid.
On Wednesday he was greatly prostrated, and
symptoms appeared which for the first time
excited alarm. A physician was summoned,
bnt, alas, only to discover that our friend was
past remedial aid. He lingered until the
work.

evening

of that

___

•

---

CONNECTICUT

[LECTION !

Another Union.

Congress Endorsed by

Victory !

the

People!

“Connecticut Elects her own Rulers.*'

HAWLEY ELECTED GOVERNOR
BY 1000 MAJORITY 1
Both Branches of the Legislature

Republican!
FIFTY MAJORITY OX JOIXT BALLOT.

(Spceial dispatch

to

tho Press.]

Habtfokd, Conn., April 2, 9.30 P. M.
Hartford gives 479 majority for English;
New Haven 1,550 for English. In all but two
towns in New London and Windham Coun-

day, when at ttre hour of
seven, in the full possession of his conscious- ties, we gain, slightly on Lincoln’s vote in
1864. The State has gone for Hawley, we
ness, his kind and genial spirit passed quietly
think,
by 1,000 to 1,500 votes.
enter
as
we
believe
away;—to
upon a higher
Evekixg Pbess.,
and nobler sphere of existence. How suddeu
and how sad; and what a solemn admonition
does it bring to us his
(
Hartford, April 2.__
surviving associates and
friends.
Tliis city gives Hawley 2,512: English 2,091,
You, gentlemen, doubtless anticipate the object of this special meeting of the
Englisli’s majority 479.
Hawley’s majority will be from 1,500 to
Society, and wiU agree with me that, in ten2,000.
dering our heartfelt sympathy to tie afflicted
New London County all but two towns, give
family of our deceased brother, it is peculiarly a Republican gain of 200 over the vote lor
appropriate that,some wonl should go from us, President.
New London and Windjiam Counties elect
as an
Association, expressing our appreciation five Union Senators, and give about 2,300 maof his distinguished
social, moral and profes- jority for Hawley. Wait, Union, is elected in
the 8th district by 519 majority, and Applesional worth; and our deep sense of the
great
man, Union,in the 7th district by 301 majorloss which the profession and the
community ity.
have sustained with
them in his lamented

SECOND DISPATCH.

death.
A

Committee

then selected, consisting
of Drs.
Gilman, Wood and Daveis,to prepare
resolutions expressive of the sense of the
meeting, and the following were unanimouswas

ly adopted:

Whereas, it has
phased an all w ise Providence to
Mil suddenly
away li om life, a distinguished meinAi80<:‘ati<)n> cu*rles W. Thomas, M. !>.,

therelore1

Resolved, That the univeraal
40

sorrow which
our Umited

follow-

tunely ,w?,'“£edi““1'
death, attests more strongly than any Ian^iage can express, the deep hold he had upon the affection.
Ti8ion.

un-

conlidence and respect of this community.
Resolved, That his rare attainments and accurate
judgment; h s kind and geni 1 disposition, and gen—
reputation 01 others; the Uniterm
msense oi honor which
regulated hi®
w*d» 1“8professional associates;
uil‘ aud
<tovofedne-b to the interests
,?deJ‘4¥
Patients, iiTespecbye of condition or rani;
challenge onr admirat'on a d regard: and will be
eveioeevei
held in grateful remembrance.
lltsolved, That we respectlnlly tender to the family
"* Una hour oi seyere alHicnon, the assurance of our heartfelt
sympaihv.

V1®

tionUtli<les<:aSei1 brotJ;‘ir-

J1188®
decea80j- aud
“Py

lor^Mtaton

resolution's be sent
40 4110 ^Uy papers

Unsolved. That the member* ol this
Society attend
the funeral in a body, and fora
period of thirty3 days
3
wear the usual badge cf

mourning

Portland, March 31,
The

jig*™***.

Oollag&n

S^tary.

Wiil Case.

Mb. Editob;—The report of your correspondent of the Collagan Will case, now on
trial in the Probate Court, in yesterdays Press
is decidedly exparte.
Mrs. Collagan did not testify “in explanation
of the alleged Will that Capt. Collagan executed, a codicil to the Will presented.”
On the contrary she testified that the instrument executed in the presence of Walker,
Biddings and Grover, and which Capt. Collagan declared to be his “last Kill and testament,” before them, was only “a paper;” that
Capt. C. never called it by any other name—
and that she never called it by any name at
any time or in any place while Capt. C. was
living, or afterwards. She swore to this un-

Hartford, April 2.
heavy gains, but not sufEnglish
ficient, it is believed by leading Republicans,
to insure bis election. Hawley, it is thought,
is chosou by les3 than 1,000 majority. The
has made

excitement here is intense, v.
11 P. M.—Hartford County, complete, gives
English 313 majority, a gain of 325 over the
New London
Presidential vote of 1804.

County, complete, gives'’Hawley 074 majority.
We claim Hawley’s election by 1,000 majbrity.
Midnight.—The Courant claims that Hawis elected by 1,000 majority.
12.15 A. M.—The vote thus

ley

far received
follows: Hartford Co., complete,
Hawley 8,103; English 8,476; New Haven
Co., 2,160 for English; Fairfield Co., 4,151 for
Hawley; 4,216 for English; New London Qo.,
1,004 majority for Hawley; Tolland Co. 626
majority for Hawley: Litchfield, 166 majority
lor Hawley; .Windham, 1,849 tor Hawley, 471
foots up

as

tor English; Middlesex Co., 1,342 for Hawley,
1,161 lor English. Tptal, Hawley 17,139,
English 16,4S4. Hawley’s majority thus far
'155. Hawley will probably have 900 to 1,000
majority.

2.30

A.

M.—Returns from all but ten towns

give Hawley

700 majority. The ten towns to
hear from will probably increase his majority
The Senate stands 14 Union to 7
to 900.
The Union majority in the
Democrats.

House will be about 50.
New Haven, Conn., April 2.
In this city Hawley has 2,998, and English
4,543 votes. The De ocratic candidate for
Senator in the 18th district is elected by 20
majority. Col. Lucien W. Sperry, Democrat,
is elected Mayor of New Haven.
9.10 P. M.—At this hour the Republicans
have both branches of the Legislature, but
the Governor is doubtiul. Hawley is believed
to be elected by a few hundred majority,
Ljnde Harrison, UnioD, and T. H. Bond
and Rogers, Democrats, are elected to the
Senate in New Haven County.

Bridgeport, April 2.
following is the vote of this city: Hawley 1,323, English 1,825. There is a Union
majority on the rest of the ticket. Nathan C.
Wheeler, Democrat, is elected representative
by 10 majority. Union town and city officers
are elected by an average majority of 30.
equivocally and absolutely Friday forenoon,
New York, April 2,9 P. M.
although minutely examined on this point.
Fifty-eight towns in Connecticut have been
And in the afternoon, without the slightest beard from. They give Hawley, Republican,
7,076, and English, Democrat, 5,683. This inexplanation, she swore that she usually called cludes
New London, Hartford and Norwich.
1: V J
i.
the paper during Capt. C.’s life a codicil, and ft--.The

*

had done so since.

March, 1864, she testified that she had
recollection of Capt. C. handing “the pa-

In
ito

pe,'” to her at Grover’s store, that she never
read it,, did not know the contents pf it, did
not know the witnesses' to it, and
C. tore it up immediately upon going into his
house, but she could not tell where or ip what
room.
During the piesent hearing, she testified that Capt. C. did give her the paper at
Grovel’s, that she read it, that she did know
the contents of it, and the names[.of the witnesses, and that Capt. C. tore it up in his sick

thkPCapt.

room some

days

or

weeks

afterwards.
correspondent

As to the witness whom your

says corroborates her, he testified that Mrs. C.
to Baldwin about the middle of January

came

last, where she had been only three times during the past thirty years, arrived there Saturday night, and remained at his fathei’s till
Wednesday and then came home, but never
mentioned the Will case to him at all.
Mrs. Collagan swore‘several times that she
did not go to Baldwin until February after the
third, and talked the Will case all over with
witness. (He is her witness.)
And after her sojourn there he comes forward with an entirely new piece of evidence;
says he was in Capt. C.’s room in June, 1863)
When the Captain shew him a paper and he
read it, and the Captain immediately tore it
into hundreds of pieces, and Mrs. C. was pres-

ent; and although he has heretofore given jus
testimony in the same cause, he never alluded
<o any such scene,—never mentioned it, alhe had frequeptly talked with Mrs. C.>
cnfl

^ad never mentioned ituntj) kor mem-

^win last January, when his
and lie now remem'
suddenly re1>hed
w ion« “ waa- how
bers all about the paper, m
it was written, and all the conteiT**’ " ltnessei,
Ac.
And yet he never reaJ any of Capt. C.’s papers before or since, never saw one, never
spoke of this; and after the lapse of three
years, can tell everything that it contained
*
Is not this wonderful corroboration ?
orable visit to
mind is

Thomas A. Alexander.

Not a few of the readers of the Press will
remember him whose name heads this article,
He was
as a former resident of this city.
Cashier of the Branch of the old United
States Bank established here, and was distinguished for his affable and amiable manners,
gentlemanly deportment and kind heart.
After the dissolution of the Bank, Mr. A.
removed to Jersey City, where he was placed
in the situation of Cashier of the Morris Ca-

Banking Company. In that city he spent
filling many offices of trust and
profit, having at one time filled the office of
Mayor. At the close of the banking powers
of the Morris Cauai Company,he was appoint-

nal

many years,

ed the New York agent of the Aitna Insurance Company of Hartford, and subsequently
entrusted with the Presidency of that mammoth Fire

Insurance

Company

whose risks
amount to two hundred millions of dollars!
His election as President of that Company

obliged

him to remove to

Hartford, where

he
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CONGRESS—FirSt
a

Session.

Washington, April 2.

SENATE.

Mr. Wilson, from the Military Committee,
reported thd bill to equalize bounties, in a new
It giyes every
draft. It was re-committed.

soldier in the late war, $8.38 1-8 per month

bounty, minus amounts already made. Home
guards or troops called out for local service
are excepted therefrom, and no money will be
paid out under the act to any claim ageut or
attorney.

Mr. Sumner offered a resolution, calling upon the Post Master General and Secretary of
the Treasury to report whether since December last, any persons have been permitted to
enter on the duties of office without taking
the oath required by law. Mr. McDougal objected, and the resolution went over.
Mr. Fessenden from the Finance Committee reported the Loan. Bill without amendment.
A bill was reported from the Military Committee authorizing $200,000 to he placed to

the credit of the California paymaster on account of loss by the wreck of the steamer
Brother Jonathan.
A bill was reported authoring the United
States to be represented su the Health Con*
gress at Constantinople.
A bill was introduced classifying and graduating invalid pensions. Beferred.
The bill granting land for the completion of
the railroad from Pilot Knob to the southern
boundary of Missouri, was passed.
The bill reorganizing the Judiciary of the
United States, with amendments, was taken
—

Three or lour amendments were adopted
and pending its further consideration the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
e
Bills were introduced to continue in service
the acting medical officers of the navy to snpply vacancies in the regular list; to aid in the
construction of a rail-road and telegraph from
Puget’s Sound to Columbia River; to declare
and protect all privileges and immunities of
citizens of the United States in the several
>
States. All were referred.
The resolutions formerly introduced bv Mr.
Rogers relative to U. S. Securities, came up,
~>re slightly modified by another, and referWays and Means Committee.
red to
1
was adopted that the Military
A rcsolu.‘iou
to report a bill for the
Committee have leave
of bounties of soldiers and satlup.

equalization

offered by Mr. Pike,
0rThe resolutionthe
Secretary of the

March’

Navy

19th, requesiing

to

sufficient naval force to the fishing
in the enjoygrounds to protect our citizens
the treament of their rights as recognized-by
and was modifej. by the
ty of 17S8, came up
of Mr. Morrill by addmover at the suggestion
ing the words “and by subsequent treaties,’
and on motion of Mr. Raymond referred to
with leave
the Csfpmittee on Foreign Aflairs,
to report at any time.
Mr. Raymond offered a joint resolution for
the appointment of a Commission ot five persons to report at the next session of Congress,

send

a

the necessity of some more rapid, cheap
and reliable means of trausportatsori between
the Western States and the Atlantic seaboard,
and submit some plan whereby the National
Government can aid therein. The Commission are to recoive no pay except actual travelling expenses. The resolution went over

on

under the rules.
Mr. Davis’s resolution previously offered exin the patriotism and
pressing confidence
ability of the President and pledging the supBis policy oi reconstrucport of the House to
tion, came up. Mr. Raymond spoke until the
end of the morning hour, when the resolution
went over.
The bill making

again

FOUK DAYS

PROCLAMATION.

ted States in view of the power vested in him
the Constitution and the laws, declared
that the laws of the United States were opposed and the Executive thereof obstructed in
the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, by combinations too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, or the powers vested in the Marshals

by

Tuesday Morning, April 3, 1866.

Dr.

A

By the Pbesident of the United
States :
Whebeas by proclamation on the 15th and
19th of April, 1801. the President of the Uni-

Calais, Maine, port of enspent the last years of his life. I-ast year lie
was read twice and referred to the Comlost his beloved wife, and her death had a sen-- try,
mittee on Commerce. Adjourned*
sible effect upon his health. StiJl he pursued
his usual avocations, devoting more time and
Xeyro Celebration at Richmond.
energy to the business of the Insurance ComWashington, Appl 2.
pany than his strength warranted. About
The National Republican says:—There is a
since
his
to
two months
bodily health began
report that the Government has interfered
fail in such a rapid manner that be was in- with the proposed celebration by the colored
ot Richmond of the auniversary of the
duced by his son to establish his residence with people of that
city. We have the best aucapture
him at Bergen, New Jersey. Here, attended thority for saying that neither the President
care filial affection could bestow, he
Grant
the
all
Gen.
interlered in any manner.
nor
by
to his last rest on
The subject is entirely within the control of
■a lk quietly and calmly
wTho is a man of safe judgment,
Gen.
Thursday, March 29th, in the 67th year ol his and Terry,on the ground, knews best
what to
being
are.
do. He is authorized to act prudently in the
“His life vu gentle, end the elements
or
event of any unnecessary
illegal disturSo mixed in blm, that Nature might stand up
bance of the peace on either side.
And »ay to all the world, (Ait was a man!’’

by law, and
Whereas, by another proclamation made on
the 16th day of August in the same year, in
pursuance of an Act of Congress approved
July 13,1861, the iidiabitants of Georgians.
Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Florida, except tbe inhabitants of
the State of Virginia lying west of the Alleghany mountains, and to such other parts ot

that State and the other States before named
as might maintain a loyal adhesion to the
Union and ConstiMttion or might trom time
to time be occupied and controlled by the forces of the United Suites engaged in the dispersion of the insurgents, were declared to be
in a state of insurrection against the United
States, and
Whereas, by another proclamation on the
1st day of July, 1862 issued in pursuance of
an Act of Congress, approved June 7th in tbe
same yeir, the insurrection was declared to be
still existing in the States aforesaid with the
exception of certain specified Counties in the

Stat.e-of Virginia, and
Whereas, by another proclamation on the
2d day of April, 1863, in pursuance of an Act
of Congress of July 13th, 1861, the exceptions

named in the

1861,

are

States of

proclamations

of

August 16th,

revoked and the inhabitants of the
Georgia, South Carolina, North Car-

olina, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas, Mississippi, Florida, and Virginia,
except the 48 Counties, of Virginia, designated as West Virginia, and the ports of New
Orleans, Key West, Port Royal, and Beaufort,

South Coiolina, are declared to be iu a state
of insurrection against the United States, and
Whereas, the House of Representatives on
the 22d day of July 1861, adopted a resolution
in the words following, viz:—
Resolved, by the House of Representatives
of the Congress of the United States that the

LATER

F£OM
.■

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

ELECTRICITY

MEDICAL

.■

Arrival of Ike City ol Paris at New York.

DR.

n7 deming,

w.

and

Electrician

Medical

New York, April 2.
The steamship City of Paris from Liverpool
21st, via Queenstown 22d uit. has arrived. Her
dates are four days later than those received
per China.
In the House of Commons Earl Grosvenor
gave notice that on the second reading of the
reform bill he would move an amendment declaring it inexpedient to discuss the bill until
the House had before it the entire reform
scheme contemplated by the government.
The London Times says Lord Stanley will
second Earl GrosvenoPs amendment and predicts independent support for it, and hopes it
is not too late tor the government to bring

ONE

174 MIDDLE

Nearly Opposite

STREET,

would

respectfully
liu*
citizens of Portlaud and vicinity,
WHERE
this city. During the three
located

to the
that he
in
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To auswer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity imperfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungB are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroftila. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, indigeshe

announce

telegram of the 20th, to the Daily
Telegraph, reports on good authority that
Head Centre Stephens has just arrived in
Paris, having been in Scotland.
The conference on the Principalities held a
second meeting in Paris on the 19th.
The Coips Legislatif, alter rejecting another
proposed amendment relative to the press,
adopted the entire address by 251 to 17.
A Vienna telegram asserts that declarations
of a reassuring character have been received
from Berlin, and apprehensions of a war reA Paris

Just

ELDEN &

part of the United States; and
Whereas, The people of the several before
mentioned States have, in the manner aforesaid, given satisfaetary evidence that they acquiesce in the sovereign and important revolution of the national unity; and
Whereas, It is believed to be a fundamental
principle of Government that a people who

have revolted and who have been overcome
and subdued, must either be dealt with so as
to induce them voluntarily to become frieuds,
or else they must be held by absolute military
power, or devastated so as to prevent them
from ever again doing harm as enemies, which
last named policy is abhorent to humanity

And
Whereas, The Constitution of the United
States provides for constitutional communities only as States and not as territories, dependencies, provinces or protectorates; and
Whereas, Such constituent Stales must necessarily be,.and by the Constitution and laws
and freedom.

are, made equals, and placed on like footing as
to political rights, immunities, dignity and power willy the several States with which they are

tfnite?; and
Whereas, The observance of political equality at).a principle of right and justice is well
calculated to encourage the people of the aforesaid State to be and become more and more
constant and persevering in their renewed al-

legiance; and
Whereas, Standing armies, militant occupation, martial law and suspension of the writ
of habeas corpus, are in time of peace dangerous to the public liberty, incompatible with
the with the individual rights of citizens, contrary to the genius and spirit of our tree institutions, and exhausted of the national resources, and ought not, therefore, to be sanc-

»

D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec-

CLOTHS,
Brought into
show them to

Commercial,

Garolina,V irginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi and Florida, at an
end, and henceforth to he so regarded.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
my hand, and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed.
Done at the cky of Washington this second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand, eight hundred and sixty-six. and
of the Independence of the United States
of America, the nineteenth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
(Signed)
By the President;—Wm. H. Sewabd, Secretary of Stale-

Lowest

fined.

Latest via Queenstown.

Liverpool, March 22. P. M.—Cotton dull and
prices weak; inquiry smaU; sales for two days were
3,000 bales to speculators and expoiters. Middling
uplands 19Jd.
Breadstuff s—dull and unchanged.
Provssions—quiet and steady, except lead, which
tends downward.

Produce—steady and unchanged.
London, March 22. P. M.—Consols ior money closed at 86$ @ 86J.
American Securities.—U. S. 6-20’b 71$ @71$.
IlUnois Central Shares SO. Erie Shares 55$ @ 55$.
Markets,
New York, AprU 2.
Cotton—a shade lower; sales 560 bales Middling
Uplands at 40 @ 40 jc.
Flour—State and Western unchanged in price;
sales 0,500 bbls. Southern heavy; sales 480 bbls.—
Canada unchanged: sales300 bbls.
Wheat—quiet and holders firm, while millers insist
upon mater laUr easier prices; ’sales 7,000 bush. Milwaukee Club, No. 1, at 1 G4.
Corn—quiet and firm; sales 80,000 bushels Mixod
Western at 76 @ 78c.
Oats—firmer.
Reef—duH; sales 450 bbls.
Pork—unsettled; sales 4,750 bbls. New mess at
25 93 @ 26 00, closing at 25 93.
Lard—heavy; sales860 bbls.
Whiskey—quiet; sales 100 bbls. Western at 2 26
New York

Augusta, Me., April

Tlie ice in the Kennebec commenced breakup jTesterday and is going out. It will be
open lor navigation shortly.
Boston, April 2.
Jordan, Marsh & Co. have at last succeeded
the
out
man
who
iu lerreting
originated the
false and malicious report that they had asked
commenced an action
an extension, and

ing

against

Boots, Shoes& Rubbers!
can be

Measure

as

the lowest.
The stove will be under the direction ot Mr.
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention in part
to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents for the Howe Sewing Machine.

W. \V. LOTHROP
CO.,88^IiddloSt.
ED’" Wholesale Store, Union St.
R. L. Mouse, W. W. Lotbbup, S. K. Dyeb.
F«b 3—eod3m

127$.

Stock

announce to their friends
the public
THEandundersigned
generally, that they will carry
the Real Estate business in

Market.

and rents col
iected on favorable terms. Owners of Stores, Warehouses, Offices, Dwelling Houses, &c.,&c.,aro inf limed that the Renting ot all kinds ot
property wilt be
made a special tv, and parties wishing tenants, are
hereby notified that for all such property pi jcf id in
our hands fov the above mentioned
purpose w Ithin
Giirty day* Atom this date, no charge will be mo, le.

PATTERSON &

New York, April2.
Second Board.—Stocks strong.
s

Amei ican

Beal Estate

Gold..

Unilod Stales coupon Sixes, 1381, (registered!.!
105
United Slates 5-20’s, coupons 1802.
104
United States 5-20’scoupons 1805.
104
United States 10-40,(registered).92
Treasury Notes,7 3-10, (2dseries).! !lOO
New Vorl: Central..
Erie.74

Read'ng.

99
Southern .80

Michigan
Chloago and Rock

CHADBOURNE,

Island.4,114
s

Brokers,

St. Block.

John U.

required. Apply
•

Mar 2G—eodistl.

at

No. 113 MIDDLE STREET

llall,

Castors, Cake Baskets, Call Bells, t puous.Fi.rks,
Also a lot of Photograp
Albums, i ermmery,
Fancy Scape, Bend Wa lets, H&lr Brushes, Razors,
bcissors, Note Paper, Lnve.opes, Ac.
Aflernocn sales lor the Ladies commencing at
3 o’clock.
C. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.
April 5—dtf

St.

John Smith,

ers,
Ac.

One Hundred Eligible House
Lots, in Cape Elizabeth

for

(Velvet Finish)
And

Ate tie LEADING STYLES for YOUNG MEN’S
WEAR. They era be found at

COE & MCCALLAR’S,
N"o. 95 Middle Htreet,

All the New
Mar

Constantly received and

fi>r

$25,000,000.
Are

now

prepared

to

hundred house lots, situated on 1 ickett Street and
Broadway, in the town ol Cape Elizabeth, at South
Portland, so called, being lo.s numbered
Block No. 19, Lots No. 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36.
2d,
31,32,33,54,35,3*.
21,
31, 42, S3, 34, 36, 36.
••
a
22, ’*
2.., 3d, 31, 31,33, 34.
..
29,30,31, 32,33,34.
23,
«
«
31,32.
21, "
<■
.<
25, «
32.33,34,36,36.
«
•<
.<
30,
3i 4> 5 t.
«
«
38,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,0,10, 11, 12,

25 cents

Appeal

Ladies’ Spring Saoques.
and Cassocks,

M ule and Trimmed in

Latest

FREIGHTS,

Prom our large experience in matte-s relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may flavor us with their business.
We shall also continue the

SHIP BROKERAGE,

Commiss\on Business,

And

As before.
•*

C.

M.

DAVIS

&

CO„

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1866—IsdSm

NOTICE"

mHE Assessors ot the City of Portland hereby
X git e notice to all persons liable to taxation in said
ci y, that they will be in session every secular day,

from the second to the fourteenth day of April next
inclusive, at their rooms in the City Government
Building, from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon,
and from thr&e to live o’clock m the afternoon, lor
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said* ci y.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring in tuBd assessors, tru4 s*i i periect lists
of their polls, and all their estates real and
as also all such estates, held in trust as Guardian,

personal;

Executor, Administrator, Trustee, or otherwise, as
on the first day of April next: and they are requested to be prepared to make oath to the truth of said

Hst**i

Any person who neglects to comply with this noand who thus assigns to the Assesors the unpie sanfc duty of dooming him, will thereby be barred of his right to make application to the County
Commissioners for any abatement of ms taxes, unless
he makes It appear that he was unable to offer such
the tune

tice

api»mtoaWarcH&ld;
’!
BOYD,

DR. CHARLES N. PIERCE,
Would announce to his friends and the
public that he has formed a copartnerDr. JOSIAH HEALD, (258
^-CtELlTship with
where he will be happy to meet
Street.)
Congress
his former friends and customers who may need the
| services of a Dentist. For the last ten years DR.
I PIERCE has had a large experience In the preservation of the natural teeth, and will ma e this branch
of the business a speciality in future.
It is a Ihct well known to Dentists, that more than
one-hail oi the teeth that decay and perish could be
saved If a competent Dentist were consulted in seamethod of Plugging Teeth, tar superior to that formerly practised, which is now being
the
adopted by
profession generally.
Portland, March 1, 1866._mhl9tf
We have

Styles,

a now

A. D. REEVES’, 'Sailor,
98 Exchange Ssreet.

W.

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

You are respectfully Invited to call and examine the
NEW GOODS Just received from New York and Boston, for

Booms.

Portland, March M,

SUITS,

give

Aug 11, *65—eodis&wly

—AND—

DRESS SUITS.

SUGAR

Also a fine assortment of BOYS’ SUITS. I will make
and trim in the

RA HIID3.

OU OAR,

Latest and most Fashionable Styles,

ANDJMLASSEST

NEW

MUSCOVADO SU-

1 New Crop Clayed MolaBses. now
400 HHDS.
for
30 TIERCES,} landing from brig “Nera.
sale by

And at the
Beweal Prices for Cosh.

II. I. KOBINSON,

Please call and examine the GOODS and the Prises
A. D. REEVES’, Taylor,
at
98 Exchange Street.
April 2—lm

Mar

14,1SCC.

No. 1 Portland Pier.
mhlSiadlm

Union.
Annual Meeting ofthe Portland Bricklayers’
their
at
held
Hall, on Wednesuay
will
be
Union,
Evening, April 4th, commencing precisely at nevou

Bricklayers’

o'clock.
This exceedingly finegrained and deear- All interested membo'S arc expected to bB
licious early pear, rivalling the Bamlett
present, as important matters will come before tho
In site and excelling it in quality, hardmeeting. A word to the wise is sufficient.
ness and beanty, Is fully described in my
UrOroer.
Mar2S—dtd
illustrated < lataloaue which will be
_ new
jout cost, to applicants, by mall, or may bo
House for Sale.
had at the Nursery at Morrill’s Corner.
My stock or Very large Pear lYeei, includes only
three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
Be
lure
d’
d
the Established Varieties, Duchess,
Jt|ou,
Danforth and Tate^treets. It has all the mod
Bartlett, &c., <&c.
I ern Improvements and is in oxeellent condition.
J. W. ADAMS,
The house can be examined any day.
Box 2203 Perth md.
Mar 31—T,W&Sfiw
For terms, &c., apply to
BUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 8,1C65.—istf

A

FOR
IN

;

By

ALL

VARIETY

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving a
ol
descriptive list of two thousand varieties

CHEAP
fl*i 2C—eodlm

FOB

CASH,

Vegetable Seeds,

Flower and

For sale at the

Agricultural

Portland

to license from the J udge of Probate
for Cumberland County, the sntscnber, as Administrator of John M. Wood, deceased, t il offer for

PURSUANT,

day of
sale, at public auction on Mont.ay, tbe 231
April next, all the right, title and interest, » btch the
in
at
the
tim
of
his
and to
Wood
said
decease,
had,
the fjUowin » parcels ol land, namely:
A lot ol lami In Oa e Elizabeth, situated on tho
south side of the rood leading from Vaughan's Bridge
to Scarborough, adjoining Daniel Stroups land, being
tbe ame lot, convoyed in two parcels, to said Wood
by Jonas W. Clark and Moses Lytord, Jnne 30, ISA),
—being about twenty acres.
A so a lot of land situated in Cape EUzabe .h, being
about two an.t three-quarters acres, adjoining the
foregoing; the same conveyed'to said Wood by Ann
S. Silllins, August 4, 1864.
Also a lot ol laud situated In Portland, on tbe sent h
side of Federal Street, elgbty-three feet westward
from Pearl Stieet, the same conveyed to said Wood
by Adeline Hutchinson, November 9,1£6S.
Tbe sale of the laet mentioned lot will take place
on the premises, in Portland, at eleven o’ohxz In he
lor noon.
The sale of tbe lota In Cape Elizabeth will tak^place
on the premises, at three o'clock In the afternoon ot
•
the same dav, April 23,1866*
Terms Cash.

JOSEPH ILSLEY, Administrator.
mh24eodtdw3wl2
March 20,1866

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,
AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robe.,
Harnesses, Ac..
Every Saturday at 11 a’elaek A. M.,

WE

Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be storea and Horses bovrded It
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

At

Warehouse

samuelaTchesley,
Tailor!

AND

STORE,

SEED

Merchant

-BY-

April 2—ia2m

No. 102 Middle Street,

WHITNEY.

&

KENDALL

R««ni »P Stairs,

______________

National Patent Company,
meeting of the National Patent Com-

first

Formerly occupied by hi*

GARMENTS

on

nany,

April,
change Street, Room No 5, in Portland, for the organisation of the Company, choice of Officers, and
transaction of such other busines as
may legally
*
come belore the meeting.
ICHABOD G. JORDAN,
TIMOTHF H. HUBBARD,
JAMES F. MILLER,
Three of the Incorporator*.
Portland, March 23d,

HM6.—dtd_
A.
C5.
M.

M.

Annual Meeting.
*

CbsntThe Annual Meeting of the Maine
Mechanic Association,
on
will be held U. the

«#^Lable
^Jhcers,
Vfcr Thursday

'or*]!*”*Room
Lftrtry^k.

AK8H .Secretary.

April 2—dtd

BOKDS
ready
Bl:t

Father’s Customers and the

SAMUEL
TO

KTsSSKSE?*
all orders
A

re
tress

JJ>BONoUijjje

mdecent,

his

public generally,

A. CHESLEY.

THE

LADIES!

A NEW INVENTION!

“The

Improved Skirt Lifter.”
PATE3JT APPLIED FOE.

Look out for circulars and advertisements in

John O.
t

a

few

_marSi—lw

days.

JM, $3®. #50, $100,
general public, redeemable

of Irish
^ng0e“fe,liement
the SZ of six per

see

April 2—dlwAeodSw_

are

ions

n

for sale to

pe udence,
pe,.. annum.

be pleased to
At short notice, and would

___

Irish Republic.

father, where he is ready

to furnish

will be he.d
Tuesday, the third day of
THF. AD.
1306, at 3 o’clock P. M, at No. 30 Ex-

Near

Congress Square.

M

ar

29—dlwteodtt

4

"W. J>. Robinson,
NO. 20 EXCHANGE BT.,

13,14,15,*16* if, it, 19, 26.
£, 4, #, 6, 28, 29, 30, 31,

1,2,

Colley,

FURNITURE
llepalred. and ▼nrnlahed.
emi.ld remind remind my old customers and the

Agent,

26 Free St, Portland, Me.

SALE,

THEIR

«

Administrator’s Sale.

,

Cultivators.

Amateur

Illustrated

THE

Children’s Carriages!

Seeds.

Flower

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vul-

canite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All op era
satisactlon.
lions warranted to

rob?3dup!4

1806._

FULL and complete assortment of Flower Seed*
counfrom the most celebra ed Seedmen In the
try. Also
WASHBURN fc HOFEI'S

PORTLAND, MAINE.

OVERCOATS,

A ue Boors.

WM. H. FOYE. )
N. B.—Blank lists can be had at the Assessors’

O. H. OSGOOD,

April 2—lm

SPRING

«.

30,

Notice.

Assessors’

on

son.

The

«

«

3
33, 34, 49, 50, 51, 62,
53, 64, 55, 56.
Ladies oi the Executive Committee oi the
<4
44
,t
.<
1 2,3, 4, 5, 6.
40
.4
44
SOLDIER'S FAIR, to commence on the 23d oi
44
44
s, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
4!, 44
44
<4
44
April, at City Hall, present an appeal to the Mer3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
42,
bants of Portland to aid them in the enterprise in
The lots are twenty five
on a plan of said premises.
which they have enlisted. They ask it with the thorfeet wiue and one hundred ft. deep,(two may e purough understanding oi how liberally and constantly chased
and are very desirable for gentleoj
now
and
together)
five
the
last
have
years,
you
given during
men doing business In the city, a**they are easily apfreely you respond at all times to the needs of the
proached by land or water, and are at a dLUnce
suffering.
from any maumaotnring establishment.
Conscious that the class for whom we now labor
Pickevt St. is 6u feet, and Broauwav 100 feet wide.
have not been uncared for previous to the close of the
Entrance to Broadway lots trom Pickett St.
war, but that the City, as a Government, has done j
The sale will be positive and unreserved. 'No priwhat it could, and private charity has bestowei its
vate bales.
Payment * ill be required as follows:—
alii viations. yet have ihey sometimes been reduced
10 per < ent. of tuetpurchase money and auctioneers*
to extremities such os we do not want our sol ler»'
on
the
<ees
day ot sale: 1 per cent, on delivery of
families to suffer. We hope through the concert of
the deed; 25 percent, in six months,and 5.i er cent.
sympatkv and action for these poor, that they may In
irom day of sale, without interest,
montha
twelve
eventually be akled ino a com for table maintenance socured
by mortgage of the premises,
of themselves; therefore we ask your kind benevowill be entitled to a discount
cash
ip Buyers paying
lence.
at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum. To Iboae buddWe ask of you to look over your stock oi merchanwithin
months
alter the purchase, in aceighteen
ing
dise and see what you can willingly give, to us. We
shall be grateful for whatever you may send. The ar- cordance with a certain sketch to be exhibited, oneof
the
will
half
be refunded.
be
purchase money
ticle that may seem of little value to yon. may
The title will be made perfect and the deed must
made of pecuniary V 'hxe to the Fair, or converted to
ten
alter
tak
n
the
be
within
sale.
da>s
We present this
nse for those lor whom we ask it
Plans and *pecit catfons may be seen at the office
and
appeal to dealers in all kinds of merchandise,
&
N:>.
34
Win.
Willis
of
Son,
JLxehange 8t., or by
would give notice that one or two ladies will be at
calling on Benjamin W. Pickett, at T erry Village,
Room hi o. 10, City Building every afternoon from 3
Elizabeth.,
Cape
to 5 o'clock, to receive donations and make arrangeWlf. WILLIS & SON,
Per Order,
\
ments for work.
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT,
LADIES'EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Agents.
Mar
21—ti__
HENBT BAILEY & Co., Auctioneer*.
•
March 1—2tawto mar29thendtd

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

respectfully Invited to gall and examine

From New York and Boston, for

ctfect insurance

CARGOES, ana

DEN T.A L

•

we

_

LADIES!

Saoque*. Basques

Styles of Caps.

28-lsd2w

Bale at tho

HEW GOODS, Jatt Reoeiredt

fast

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

L. B. A. LUFKIN <£ CO.

are

as

rpHE undersigned haT.n?Vuade arrangements with
1 all the leading MARINE INSURANCE CO.UPANlESofNew York and Boston, representing a

Lowest Cash Prices.

YOUthe

styles

new

MARINE INSURANCE.

GOODS

NEW

Brighton,

Who are daily receiving all oithe
as issued.
ALSO,

Reservation.

THE

BRISTOL,'

Yourself.

nr

day of April, 1 6«, at
shaL sell a. Public AucExchange, in Portland, one

THURSDAY,
o’clock A. M..
ONeleven
tion at tbs Merchani s’

Merchants of Portland!

MORTON,
DEXTER,

1866.

POSITIVE—VO POSTPOK EMENT-To
THE HIGHEST BIDDER.

the Bth

-TO TH

CALL

5th,

THURSDAY, April
SALE

For sale at Crosman & Co’a, Lowell & Scnter’a
Short & Lorinz’s, Hall L. iJavis*, Thoa. G. Loxing,
and at Geyer & Calcff’s.
March 14-

The WILTON,

;

In the portion called South Portland,—three
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf.

PVN'ii Underbidding

George F. Emery,
jy Further particulars hereafter.
Tickets fertile Week $1.50; Single Tickets
each, or Five for $1.00.

Sale

Auction

tbustees:
J -huB. Brown,
A. K. Khurtlefi,

Clapp,

A.

W. H.

Aii

FURNISHING GOODS!

Wanted.

Iences

ONLY.

HATS, HATS, HATS.

VB8B2SI£L

March 12,186ft-eodlm

A

Commencing

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Mrt. Southgate Boyd, Chairman.
Mrs. James E. Fernald
Mrs. ilbridge Bacon.
Mrs. Al.rod Dyer,
Mrs. J. B. Carroll,
Mrs A. B. Winslow,
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor,
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mrs. George Head
Miss Mary P. Goddard,
Mrs. Charles Clark,
Mis* Mary J. E. Clapp,
Mrs. Joseph W. Dyer,
Mrs. Chas. W. Richardson,Mies Marcia H. Weodbury,
Miss Marla Greely,
Mrs. J. F Miller,
Miss Kate Libby.
Mrs. Colin E. Cross,
Mrs. Leri Morrill,
Mrs. Southgate Boyd,
OENTlAudfl^8 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Dariue H. Ingraham, Chairman.
Charlet Biehardton, Treasurer.
Charles H. Haskell,
Col. Charles B. Merrill,
Col. Jolin M. Brown,
Joseph W. Symonds.
Charles H. Fling,
MaiorE.B. Houghton.
Major A. W. Bradbury. D. F. Corser,
Capt. Henry Inman,USA,Geoige O. Gosse,
Albert Q. Leach,
Cant. Geo. W. Veri-ill.
O. M. Marrett,
George L. Bwett.

23.1866—dtf_

CLOTHING

82j Exchange St., Portland lie.

CAPABLE and RELIABLE WOMAN to do
honsework in a small family. One having had
experience as a house-keeper preferred. Qcod refer-

Cutlery, Silver dated Ware, <*c.
TCSTopened at the Auction Store 109 Federal St.,
tl and w 11 be sold without reserve, commencing
Wednesday, April 4th, at 3 o'clock P. M., and
continuing every afternocn and evening through the
week, a lot of Bleached and Brown Sheeting and shirt-*
ing. Pillow-case Cotton, Ladies' ltress Good*, Balmoral Skirts, Linen and Muslin Hand Kerch, els, large lot
of Spool Cotton and Linen Thread, Pirn, Needles,
Elastic Braid, 1 allies' hid Gloves, Lace Veils, 200 doz.
Ladles' Hose, Cloths lor Men's and Boy** weer. Towels and Towelling, Table Linen, throe piece* Twl led
Hemp Carpeting. Also, a flue assortment of Tul le
Cutlery, Silver Plated Ware, consisting cf Ice P. tell-

CITY 'H ALL,

•

—

DRY GOODS,

-AT THE-

Silks

STOCK

-OF

Monday, April 23,

FAVORITE PEAR THE
Property Holders! CLAPP’S
on

Gold

LARGE
,

Week

the

During

N. B.—Found In our store and subject to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breaet Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.
ELDEN gi WHITMAN,
Feb

Boston,.Mass., January 24,18tJ6.—3tawtmayl

Forwent.-,

bought, solder exchanged,

Orphans

Under the Direction of the following, vis

ONE PRICE

mh27dtd

AUCTION SALE

Who were Besidenta of this City.

E1DEN&WHITMAN,

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern Pacific
Rrillroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notifiod, in Conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousan eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment ot ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
m amounts and at times as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of the-Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on the second day of April;
thirty per cent, on tbe
first day of May; and forty per cent, on the first day
ot June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited
absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condi tionloi redemption.
L 0. WITHINGTON,
Treasurer N P. R. R. Co.

Fashionable Boots atvj Shoes,
Holes', Misses' aud Children's wear.

of all kinds

before the sale.

DECEASED SOLDIERS,

Only!

IN GREAT VARIETY

Exchange Street,

See

SPRING

all its branches. Property

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled

by 6. W. Amory, and may be seen In the bale at
the New York Warehousing Co's, and Continental
Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office oi the
Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New York, two days

-OF-

Shawls l

3 Free

300 Bales Sea Island Cotton.

com-

nr aip or m

GLOVES AND SMALL WAKES,

AT

2200 Bales Florida and Savannah Cotton.- 1

GRAND- FAIR !

Handkf8., Hosiery,

April 2—d2w&w4w

would

Cincinnati Markets.
Cincinnati, April 2.
Flour dull and unchanged. Wheat, lower grades
dull; old Med and White in demand (prices unchanged. Mess Tork at 25 00
(g) 25 50.. Lard in demand
at 18c. Whiskey
dull; sales at 2 24.

One

Btoadway.NY,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, XT* 8* Cotton Agent*

t/.

o’clock; entertainment to

April 3d, I860,

O’CLOCK NOON,

At Exchange Sates Boom, 111

TABLEAUX,
representation of

H. Yackaiti’s, Exchange Street,
mh29dtd
andN. J. Gilman’s, Middle St.

Is full and careftilly selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

GENTLEMEN I

Notice to

cts. extra.
Doors open at 6
mence at 71
Tickets for salgat

Prices I

and

And

Notice.

Men’s Rubber over shoes $1,20; women,’*
00 eta.; misses 70 cts. per pair, at Hall’s 2mbber Emporium, 147 Middle St.
tf.

him.

a

And

per steamer

York Weekly Bank Statement,
New York, April 2.
Increase In loans, #2,855.581; decrease in specie,

to

SINGING,

AT 12

tables.
•„ ^“Refreshments for sale in the Reception Hall
*
during tbe evening.
Admittance 25 cents. Tickets to the Wedding 15

advance at the

Goods,

Dress

Please call at 04 Middle Street, for yonr new

anteeing our prlleB—qualities considered—as low

2.

At No. 94

New

Made

LAWRENCE ST. SOCIETY
on the above evenings.

a
conclude with a
Wedding in Old S.ylc* each gutst to be presented with a slice ot WeddiNO Care.
Usefuf hnd Fancy Articles will be for sale at tbe

OUR STOCK OF

Spring Outfit.

We solicit the torm'r patrons or id the
public In general to call and exa mine our stor.k and
styles, guar-

Miscellaneous Dispatches«

this market, and will be pleased to

PLEASE

Naval

Shoes

a

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
Chints Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE
BRILLIANTS, at

I have secured the services of Mr. Geo. R. Brine
to assist me In the Cutting department, wlioso skill
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed
by any one in New England.

10$

Molasse*—dull.

and

Ladies of ST.

Goods Department!

One Price!

WILL SELL

On TUESDAY,

™ bold Fair and Levee
The entertainment to consist of

or THE

Onr White

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO,

April 4th and 5tb<

Widows and

March 15—dim

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, March 21.—
Asiies in m re demand lor Pots at 33s. Sugar unchanged. Coffee inactive but steady. Rice inactive
butsieady. Linseed OH firm at 42s @ 42s 6d. Rosin
quiet. Spirits Turpentine firm; holders of French
demand 5u. Petroleum firm at 2s Id @ 2s 2d for re-

Soots

CITY HALL.
Wednesday and Thursday Eve’ngs,

Piano Covers.

H.'DRAPEH, Auctioneer*

United States Cotton Sale.

-AT THE-

Tablings!.

the recent

J.

LEVEE

AND

FAIR

»

low rates.

No.

d3t

Low Price of Gold.

mixed 28s 6d.

the old

Band will be is attendance.

Bleached and Brown Cottons!
Bought before

Doeskins, Beavers, Cassimercs, Satinets. Vestings,Ac.
gif'Ladles are particularly invited to look at this
sale, and attend the op ening.
E. M. PATTEN.
March 26—dtd

stock previous to

mar31

And we will sell thorn to correspond with the

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, March 21.
Beef quiet and a shade easier. Pork firm. Bacon
drooping. Lard very duU and 2s lower. Butter slow.
Cheese firm for fine. Tallow in moderate demand at

stand
8» Middle Stree t,
ATfound on extensive
assortment of

rsr.A,mnctual attendance or members is requested at their Hall at 7 J o'clock on evening of lecture.

7-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 sag 10-4

FRIEND3, OLD CUSTOMERS AND NEW

#2,015,259; increase in circulation, #493,128; increase
tioned or allowed except in case of actual ne- in deposits, #2,686,347; increase in legal banders, #2,cessity for repelling invasions or suppressing 266,066.
insurrection or rebellion; and
Whereas, The policy of the Government of
tyThe Pittsburg Gazette says that at the
the United States, from the beginning of the
of the present session of Congress,
opening
insurrection to its overthrow and final supJ. Raymond said to an emiuent statesHenry
pression, has been in conformity with the
principles herein set forth and enumerated; man, no longer in public service, “We are sold.
It is
therefore,
always our fate to be sold upon the death
I, Andrew Johnson, President of the Unit- of the incumbent of the White House. But I
ed States, do hereby proclaim and declare that
see no other way but to follow the President.”
the insurrection which heretofore existed in
the States of Georg a, South Carolina. North

CURLEY.

Tickets, 25 cts.; Reserved seats, 50 cts. For sale
by the members and at the door.
Doors open at 7, to commence at 7 J o'clock

In all grades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

Tailor,

HAS

yandtk:«rv‘1il..bc‘

Pltcia ire?!!
Lovr'cs

—

Subject—Irtth Independence.

QUILTS,

having decayed

Just received the Largest, Bestand most desirable Stock of

Exchange duH; sixty days sterling 106$@ 106}.
Money in increased demand; call loans 6 per cent.
are firmer, none below 7 percent, but less
inquiry.

Stores—quiet and steady.
Freights to Liverpool—dull. Cotton
Jd; Com3$@3$d.

AND

REV. J.

In all qualities and sizes.
line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a
very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

FROST,

Discounts

at

BROWN

A lull

teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Klectbo Magnetic Machines tor sak
(or family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate s tew patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. X. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

money, and
leatt regard to
Sale re com

li.o the
and
w.li tm.i it the ^
“n*n
•took ever ottered in this city by auctU n
It will conaiat In par* of lu, 11 and' 12-1
i„„„
Sheetings, 5-4 Pillow Cases Linen, loo
Shirt.ngs, BOO White and Brown Ln.en lablo
of every size and quality; Napkin,
Doyi.es 'Dueling and Crashes; Extension C.otl a of every size the
lineal good lmporteu; 7 and 6-4 Crown and Lie ached Table Linen by the yard, > ultable for hot* la
or
bearding houses; Ladies and Gents tine Linen Cambric Hdkla; Hosiery Gloves, Dr ss Goods, Balmorals
Empress Cloths, together with many otter goods too
Alsu Broca Clolhs,
nuiueioua to particularize.

Head Centre F. B,

Brown and Bleached Covers,

Covers,

reserve
cover reinu

pure aae
A^|0u4ao.Dollar*
*°ld *Uhout tLe

a

O’AIahony, SIypioukreWe?l^fc^tc0^f”,"^^UU^‘i“UO,l
goods,
they
boit'hliM

And to

Merchant

everv

A

MUSIO,

Strong efforts however are made to resist these orerations by the bull side, with some success.
Governments less active and rather weak; 5-20’s $
lower; sixes of 1881 leili, and 10 4u’s ft; 7-30's steady,
Gold continues excited, the short interest being yet
unsettled.

@227.
Sugars-steady; sales 425 hhds. Muscovado
@ loT; 389 boxes Havana at 11c.
Coffee—dull; sales 800 bags Rio at 13$ @ 15c.

Col. John

Linen Damasks,

Wool

Erie,

Ac., Ac.
without tlie leaet
toloi»btn^>,?,tt Auction;™»kt»ek
wllf
Twekt»?ih^uyer"'.. in

y Ct war'»“‘*>d perfect.
Tuesday Evening, April 3d, mTnc“n
-BYFriday, March 30,at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M,

Embossed and Printed

Persons

Woolens, Dress Goods,
White and Printed Cottons,

hall,

city

WHITMAN’S,

Colored

without pain*.

EXTENSIVE and PEREMPTORY SALE OP

Linens,

-AT-

J

By Electricity

Dr.

*

LECTURE !

B.

—

Spring

mand;

F.

at

BLEACHED AND

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the laiv
leap withjoy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature liie
prevented; the calamities oi old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
hADIKS

tbicitt

Monday, April 2,1866.

EDWARD M. FATTENAscii oncer
No. 18 Eicbmce Siren.

ap 3—It

complete assortment of

A

SPfcES.

Per Steamship City ol Paris at New York.
LIVERPOOLCOTTON MARKET, Maich21 .-The
Cotton market on Monday was firm at fhll prices, but
on Tunsday, under heavy receipts, became flat, and
generally prices $d,ower; Middling Up ands 19$ @
20d; sales for two days 21,000 bales, including 5,000
to speculators and exporters.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Maich
21.—Flour dull and tending downward. Wheat very
quiet but unchanged. Coru firmer and in fair de-

To conclude witn tbe romantic Drama of tho
CHILDREN IN THE WOODS.
Doors open at 71 o’clock—commence at 8

No. 5 Free Street Block.

TEA STORE,

day of June .ast, the insurrection in the
State of Tennessee was declared to have been
suppressed, and the authority oi the United
States therein to he undisputed, and such U.
S. officers as had been duly commissioned to
be In the undisputed exercise of their official
functions; and
Whereas, -.here now exists no organized
armed resistance of misguided citizens or others to thd authority of the. United States in
States of Georgia, South Carolina, Virginia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi and Florida, and
the laws can be sustained and enforced therein
by the proper civil authority, State or Federal,
and the people of said States are well and loyally disposed, and have conformed or will conform in their Legislatures to the condition of
affairs growing out of the amendment to the
Constitution of the United States prohibiting
slavery within the limits dr jurisdiction of the
United States; and
Whereas, In view of the be fore recited promises, it is the manifest determination of the
American people that no State of its own will
have the right or power to go out of, or separate itself from, or be separated from the American Union, and
that, therefore, each State
ought to remain and constitute an integral

opening

THE

FANCY DANCE

com

tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
complaints.

present deplorable civil war has been forced
upon the country by the disunionists of the
Southern States now in revolt against the constitutional Government, and in arms around
the capital, that in this emergency Congress
banishing all teeling of mere passion or resentJUST OPENED!
ment, will recolleet.only its duty to the whole
country, that this war is not waged on our
FOREST CITY
part in any spirit of oppression or lor any
itals military councils are held, generals nompurpose of conquest or subjection, nor lor the
inated, and plans of a campaign discussed.
purpose of overthrowing or interfering with
Funds are depressed in the various Europethe rights or established institutions of these
an markets by disquieting rumors.
C.
CLARK,
States, but to maintain and defend the supreBio Janeiro, Feb. 25.—A battle has been
macy ot the Constitution, and preserve tha
86
Street,
results
between
without
decisive
Exchange
the
opposite Post Office.
Union, with all the dignity, equality and rights fought
Argentine and Paraguayan armies. The loss
of the several States unimpaired, and that as
TEAS.
was heavy on both’sldes.
soon as these objects are accomplished the
London, March 21.—The Stock Exchange
And
war ought to cease.
STOCK of T«as, just received, which we
was gloomy on the 20th, though at the close
offer at retail, consisting ot choice
ANEW
Whereas, the Senate of thep United States, more
favorable accounts from Germany put IMPERIAL,
YOUNG HYSON,
on the 25th day of July, 1861, adopted a resoJAPAN,
affairs in a better condition.
HYSON,
GUNPOWDER,
OOLONG,
lution in the words following, viz:—
And
Bxeakfiist
.SOUCHONG.
English
Liverpool, March 21.—The Post says it
Resolved that the present deplorable civil
Our facilities for buying goods are such that we can
has reason to believe the telegraphic reports
war has been forced upon the country by the
safely promise to sell
disunionists of the Southern States now in re- to the effect that since Sunday deckrat ons of Good Teas as Low aa any other coaeera
a reassuring character had been received from
la New Euglaad.
volt against the constitutional Government,
and in arms around the Capital, at this nation- Berlin by the Austrian government, and that
of
a
war
between
the
great
al emergency, Congress banishing all feeling apprehensions
COFFEE.
of mere passion or resentment, will recollect German powers had been thereby removed,
A good supply ol Fresh Grain, ROASTED AND
are
The
relations
between
incorrect.
totally
PREPARED COFFEES, constantly on hand.
only its duty to the whole country; the two
Care will be taken in the selec ion of goods in this
powers continue very critical.
that this war is not prosecuted on our part in
and our customers can at all times be supplied
line,
via
Latest
Queenstown.
any spirit of apprehension, nor for any purwith a prime article at the lowest prices.
Liverpool, March 22d, P. M.—The steampose of overthrowing or interfering with the
rights or institutions of those "States, but to ship Hermann from New York, arrived at
defend and maintain the supremacy of the Southampton on the 21st. A steamer, supPuro Ground Spice* bf every variety, put np exConstitution, and all the laws made in pursu- posed to be the Edinburgh from New York, pressly for us which
wo warrant to give perfect satisance thereof, and to preserve the Union with
fection.
passed Crookhaven this morning.
all the dignity, equality and rights of the sevAccounts in relation to Austria and Prus- Column's A. Durham Mustard, New Castle Bi-Carb.
Soda, Salmratus, Chocolate, starch, Corn
ere! States unimpaired; that as soon as these
sia are conflicting.
Starch, Sugars, Cream Tartar,
The ex-rebel cruiser Shenandoah was sold
objects are accomplished the war ought to
Washing Bine, *c,
cease.
here at auction to-day for £*5,750.
{S' REMEMBER! The Forest City Tea Store,
No. 86 Exchange St.
mhl9eodlm
Whereas, These resolutions, though not
joint or concurrent in form, are substantially
financial.
identical, and as such, may be regarded as havNew \ our. April2.
and Summer Goods!
ing expressed the sense of Congress upon the
Tbe Commercial's article says the stock market is
excited but vac Hating. A strong bear clique is still
subject to which they relate.
And whereas, By my proclamation of the hammering the market, chiefly through the sales of
PETER B.
unier whloU Um piico tbii tills morning to 73.
13th

now

sale of DR 1 GOODS will bo continued forenoon and afternoon tli oughout ti e week.
E. M. k ATTEN

Tlie Prediction

or

Sales.

Auction Notice.

HALL.

by M.’ss Caroline F. Prescott.

Received

And

palsy

moved. It i3 stated that the Gastein Convention will be adhered to.
The London Times admits that frightful
and unjustifiable cruelties were committed in
Jamaica, and that there was an abuse of power beyond all excuse or palliation.
The Paris Patrie denies thaffthe French
government has consented to extend the period of the extradition treaty with England.
In the Corps Legislatif the amendment to
the address in favor of the extension of libeities, had been strongly debated. Several
speakers demanded increased liberty for the
public, the press and the chamber. The
amendment was rejected, 206 against 63.
The German journals continue to represent
the relations of Austria and Prussia as very
threatening. They even asserted that Austria had ordered the assembling of 100,000
troops onthe Bohemian frontier, and sent a
circular note to the Powers, disclaiming all
responsibility for consequences of any conflict
which may ensue.
The London Times directs attention to the
critical state of affaire. It says Bismark has
thrown off his mask and the Duchies are to be
annexed to Prussia.
Preparations for war
were progressing on both sides.
In both cap-

GRAND

DOMESTICS & WHITE GOODS,

they

try.

DU£L IN THE MISTi

ONLY!

LINENS,

permanently

forward a better bill.
The Morning Post believes that the amendment will prove the death blow to the minis-

THEATRE—PEERING

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

United States Hotel

the

PRICE!

ONE

Auction

_Entertainments.

EUROPE.

subscriber would infirm the public that lie
has taken Stove No. 365 Congress St eet, (between Green and Oak) tor the sale of Willow ana
Ware, Toys, Ladies’ Foreign and Domestic

THE

«*c.
Work-baskets, Kitchen furnishing goods, Ac.,

IWootfcn

^Children’sCarriages formJe.^ CUSHMAN,
April 2—tt

___

For Sale.

mA

Feb 12—dlstl

piaster and

v

3000
two story frame House, and about
and Cumfeet of Land, on the corner of Pearl
Plenty of hard and soft waber land Streets.
ter® the premises. Enquire ol

EICHARD80N.

J, u

WY GtUVt

Mar 29—dtf

Atw.

Cement.

vvuuuwviw nw,

Portland.

The

From Mr. Beckott’B New Directory.

HUMPHREYS’

There have been fourteen
'»
reetorie*,—tlie present vduiw
smaiij
a
The
y^,
published in Portland.
18->.
in
24m
by A. W. Thayer, appeared
o( names, with
Ti nn't-imed seventy-six pages
or
each

HOM<EOPjiT£IIC

averse orabom twenty0

on
huudred m

little ever fllteeu

all.

perfectly adap'ed

|

Aad fallowing the style of advertisers Of the
present day. he adds:
‘•in compiling this Directory, the first ever
offered to the inhabitants of Portland, no
care or expense has been spared which was
requisite to the perfection of the work.”
A list of the town officers, the directors of
the banks, managers of public societies, and
other functionaries, follows the names, of
whom scarcely half a score now remain wit’.i
us.
Many of them seem to have suddenly
disappeared from our midst,—we were hardly

9
10

show..

loekin"

Mr. Thayer’s book, we perceive that change
has been busy here, as well as with almost
everything else connected with the town.—
The Ann street of that day is now Park
street; Beaver street is the part of Brown
now continued from Congress to Free; Court
street, from the Court House to Middle street,
has ceased to be courted any longer, and become one with Exchange; Essex street has
joined at Congress with Franklin, and the two
under the name of the latter run entirely
across the, city from the harbor to Back Bay.
Congress street has swallow'ed Maine street,,

Dyspesia, Billiou-

a^mach

Whites too proluso Periods,
Croup.Cough, difficult Breath ng.

44

j

§?

26
2a

44

“
44

50
Catarrh
50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs.
50
Asthma, oppressed Breathing.
50
Diphtheria ulcerated bore Throat,
l 00
Sufferings at Change of Life,
00
1
Epilepsy, Spasms, fct. Vitus’ Pauce.
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
60
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
60
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,

14

44
44

“
44
*•
44
44

44

44

Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
1
involuntary Discharges,
44
29
Sere Mouth, Canker,
44
30
Urinara Incontinence, wotting bed,
*“
St
Painful Period*,** on withbpasms,
FAMILY CASES.
$10 00
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
6 00
20 large Vials, in Moroooo, and Book,
6 00
20 large Vials, plain case, and Book,
»
8 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 16) and Book
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
gaTThese Remedies, by the Case

00
60
50
60

$10 00

HUMPHREY’S

from the junction of

1

SPECIFIC

HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr. Humphreys is consulted daily, at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, tor all forms of
H. H.

HAY, Agent, Portland. July26’65eodly

S. D. & H. W- Smith’s

AMERICAN ORGANS!

tail tnan its predecessor.
The third volume appeared in 183), with the
MANUFACTORY.
imprint of a wed-known gentleman who ior
Waltham Street,
many years carried on tue printing business
Tremont,
liera, and not long deceased, Arthur .Shirley.
BOSTON,
PorJand had in the meantime become a city,
The most per lectaad beautiful Musical Instrument
—the Directory aspired to a copper-plate plan,
in which the different wards were marked off in the world for the American Home Circlein green, red and yeilow coiors. This volume
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home AttraotI
wa, iadead seoen directories in one, for the
ivo,and refines and elevates the minds ol all. Beautiresidents in each ward were designated sepa- ful in its
appearance and effects.

opposite

rately.

Herein we have upwards of three thousand !
names, a brief history of the town, a variety of I
miscellaneous matter closely treuching on the
:
quantity given in such worts at the present
day. Among many other particulars relating ;
to our city, the then last census is given, |
wnich shows a population on the main land i
of 12,971; and that tne lemaie3 in the commu- i
nity outnumbered the males nearly twelve ;
per cent.i|our last census enlarges the dispari- I

*MASS.

Seventeen—17—First

Premiums

were

awarded te the American Organs in the
Month of October, 18G5, uer all compelitors, at different State *nTCoiulT Fairs.

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1861, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the moet celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN
ORGANS aro the ONLY
ty to lii'teen per ce.it). Wards 2 and 4 then ! BEAL REED ORGANS now Inhere the public. The
outnumbered respectively the other wards in :i only Organ having a REVEKBERAXlNl*
the city.
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same ImporAgain in 1837 Mr. Shirley issued a volume tant part to perform os the Sounding Board has in a
of tne Directory, got up very much in the
and resonance of tone) and
, Piano Forte (to give nody
style of his previous number; excepting that without which the Organ becomes morely a Melodeit miscellaneous department was cut down to
! on man Organ Case. The Amorieau Organs not ona mere list of the city officers—at the head of
Wind-Chest ot Sound Box but have the
which stood the name of our late respected j ly have the
i large Organ Bellows, giving power and great Bteadltown-man Levi Cutter, as mayor. But the
ness 01 tone.
These with their extreme tine voicing
adveitisiug department hail increased neariy |
in the same proportion as the other had di- | of the Reeds and perfecting ot the tone, make them
minished. This volume, alas! tor disastrous | the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
consequences oi the land speculation, showed ! fineness ot workmanship, fiuluh of action, and case,
a decrease in the number of names of some
they ex^el all others. These great improvements
two hundred. It was No. 4 in the succession. I and superiority of tone and wormanship of the AmerIn 1341, appeared edition 5, witn tne name
| can Organs place them in tho front rank as the best
ot our late townsman Harlow Karris, Esq., on j and. command a higher price than any other reed inits title page as compiler.
strument in the market. A careful examination ot
In this tne miscellaneous department was
them, in comparison with oilier*, will quickly show
restored; but in other respects, the work re- their superiority.
sembled its predecessor. The same diminuSpecial attention 1s called to the style of the Amertive form, 24mo., was adhered to, as to typogican Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
and
raphy, paper
bindingt-though neatly got Coupler and Sab-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
up, it was as unpretentious as the previous isfill
means are limited,
sues.
The number of names embraced within pt a power instrument, whose
its price renders it very desirable.
its rol) of citizens was about
same
>

3,200—the

in No. 3. This was iimavise
Mr.
Shirley, or rather by “A. Shirley & Son.”
In 1644, appeared No. 0 in the succession.—
This also was compiled by Hariow Harris,
Esq., and the number of the citizens’dwellings
which had been enumerated in the mean time,
were given. But the imprint bore the dames

printedliy

Every Organ

Warranted 4*
Satisfactory.
is

Pr»yc

THE AMERICAN ORGANS all liave the Reverberating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
In the highest style 01 art, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or hi
smooth Oil Pin!.-, forming elegant pieces of furniture
for the Porloror Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge
*

THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
PATENT Improvements, containing the
Improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals. and TEE dOLO found In no other instrument.

onr new

New Styles of Cases.
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented.
|y Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each
other,sent tzee.
'10c, 7'7
A
Sold only by

TTAVE tlii* day opened
MADE CLOTHING,

XI

a

-AXD-

At No. 317

STORE,

Congress Street,

years, enabling

ns

to sell

from

Don’t tall to call and examine tho

Splendid

Stock

of Goods!

Which for style and finish cannot be excel
found at tho UP TOWN CLOTHING HO

MEOHANIJS1

to

be

GRANITE BUILDING.
M.

putting down

on the battle
field, or from wounds there
received, or disease brought on by oxposi

lives
on

the recent most uurrtht
uncalled for rebellion, and lost their

We also give a carefully
prepared list of all
the vessels wrichhall from this
port, aud other places in the District.
In preparing this
latter, we received valuable assistance from
William E. Edwards, Esq., who is
connected
wuu our Custom
Hou.e, aud in other matter
havs bean a ded by hi. N.Kich,
Eq., the gentlemanly superintendent of the Merchants
Ereaange. But the volume must tcH its owa
lha> *t 13 the
h\Ve °.nlythe10 add
listo/ Directories
that have thus iar ln
been published in Port-

*£2^1*'^
^T, ,lTJ^mrer

Perry’s,

—ON.
L. BURE.

Season!

HATS!
I’OEYOCNO MEN’S WeAtt,
From the celebrated manufactory of
&

CO., Philad elphia,

Which for Style, Quality and Finish surpass anything in the city.

PERRY,

151 Middle S treet.

Mar £4—dlw

J,ALL’S

TOOTHACHE drops
INSTANTLY. TRYlTHEltf.

CUKE
CT3For sale by every
Drug 1st
•

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVp
ARRANGEMENT!

DAN

Portland. Oct 26 1S6S—dif

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an«! fast-going Steamer

“REGULATOR,” Cant. Wm
R Roix,will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Port iaud, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 19 o’clock, connecting with the<24 p m ’rain from Boston.
Returning will leave IFinterport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at R«*ckland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, and
Wmter|*ort, both ways.
Pas>engers ticketed through on t eBoston pame,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,'
L) nn and Lawrence
For Freight or Passage a ply to
JL. SOMKhH F, /fflrewf,
At Oflice otfthe Wharf.
Portland. Feb28th. lS6G.-dtf

PORTLAND AND BOSTON L1NE1

sta* ***-

,,,

CARPENTER, Supt,

MAINE CENTRAL R.

R.

PATENTED

APRIL

1863.

X,

Boston

of the best materials, in the most Improved manner, it is commended to the
as superior to any other in the market. All who have
used it speak of it in the hiirhest terms oi praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to

MADE

The Steamer? NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
how torm the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVEHY VIVE DAYS.'

Prom hang Whar Boston.... ..at 12M.
From Pine St. Wharl, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal dr Bauroad. free ot commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO..
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Whart, Boston.

advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on Its merit alone.
SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers ip )

...

Implements,

Seeds,

■

___

■

...

A. m.

ami 2 30

p.

■

trains leave

Portland and Boston daily.
prjwow CHASE. w
Supt.

i

mzm
West, Sooth, North-West

PORTLAND, ME.,

W. D.

*

ia

and the Oanadas.

fio. and

prepared

Children;

OP LIME.

liow BST

UlTo

than one acre of land each
For the best experiment on Indian Com with my !
Super Phosph te of Lime,
$60
For the second best experiment on Corn. do..
30
*“
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
50
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
*v
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
A
•
second best
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
“
second best
do.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture

Dec 30 —eod f

WAKEAUf1®©
or

Diseased Hair

SURE

to its natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandrujffrom the Head. 71711 prevent
and cure Hervous Headache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natural color and beauty of
youth. Jt will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.
SURE
Of An

II. fl.

1

•.

MAINE.

•. —

Oolfeges

into the otuer Continent; and that my
Uitloxas and full SnnOLAksiiu-s, are good all
but 1 do. claim they will
over this great world
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADLES
n
or GENTLEMEN)
any part of the United States
if America; and also that our Counting Rooms
for inductive training (wltliout any copying, 1 both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Slereaniile Law,
Ac., OFFER as full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a fall and complete Scholarship In Book-keeping, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so that
no one can past through the course without ob-

Steam

”J

TICK,

SCAB,

lunches, suppers, dinners,

]

S

tto^bST*

HaU for

Dancing parties,
W. R. BICKFUKD,
S. o. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.
Nos. 13andl5
TompleStreet, Portland, Maine,
Mar iSr“dti

in

A IWost Exquisite, Delicnlc mid Frnpraut Perfume, Distilled from the
Rare naif Reniilifnl Flower from
which it take* its nnme.
Manufactured only by PHAIiON Sc SON.

EP3 Beware of Counterfeits.
f->r Photon's—Tnhe. no other•
Sold by druggist? generally.
For sale VPt ?rh3losale by W. F. Phillips & Cy.
Jan. 1, I860—eod& eowGzn
Ash

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST

Saving 75

per ct.

in.space,

weight,

transportation,
friction ana
number oi parts,
over the best engines, with great
economy^ *n
steam and xepaiis. The cheap-

ina uses. Ot any size.
THE HICK'S NGINE CO.,
Address,
8 Liberty St., New York.
te272taw6m

Inducements

mediately, no cash

South Down Oo.

23 Central Wharf. BOSTON, MASS.
March 1—d&w4m

PAY! N GEMP Lf> Y iVIE nYT
PER montii-agents wantED by the Auburn I'liklisliiug
Co., in every township, to sell their vntonble
Books for the People, including the LATEST
HISTORY of the REBELLION. CI/~For f.ll partieulars and liberal offers, address
E. G. STOBJCE, Aubum, N. Y,
MarlC—3w*

0-1

mlUU

payments required.

9

Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
M., at the office of the subscriber*, where plane
may be seen, and full particular* obtained.
J. B. BTIOWN «& SONS.
>uay4tt

Portland, May 3, 1863.

Equalization of Bounties
Soldiers,
heirs, who have received
their
ALLbut
$100 Bounty
less; all soldiers,
who have not reoelved
or

tlieir

or

panyeaoh bottle.

aooom-

There are many men at the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bhuider, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner
On examining tte
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of.a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die ot this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

I

Sold by

Prepared by JOHN I.. ETON, M. D.

Druggists everywhere,

C. O. CLARK A CO., Gen’l Agents,
i

For U. 8. and Canada.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
con do so >y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will he
returned, if desired.
Dh. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. £ Temple Street (comer of Middle
Street!, Portland. Me
JgET Send a Stamp/br Circular.

J W. PERKINS A CO.. IP. F, PHILLIPS A CO.,
tud H. U. HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

|

Coe’s vougn Balsam!

Goughs, Golds, Group, Asthma,

Electic Medical

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

as

quick

TO

as

safety

Ceuta! I

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience In constant attend
ianl.lWKdJtw

and isfor sale by all Druggists.

own sex.
«nce.

C.Q.CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
IT. P. PHILLIPS \ CO
and H. H HAY, Portland
Auvunt 31. Itstw

,J W. PERKINS A CO.,
Me.. HhoUsale Aqtnte.
eouAwlyr

CHEROKEE

diseases caused bj
aelf-abiue, Yh."Lon of
Memory, Universal La Mir
tude, Paine in the Back, Dim,♦#**< of Virion, Premature
I Old Age, Weak Xerret, DiJJD
\cult Breathing, Pale t nuiiterance. Jnatnit'ff, ‘lA****ti*/>tion, and all diseases that fol«

j

-AND-

.,

No. 5 TEMPLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.
W.. P.

HASTINGS

Won Id. hereby inform his friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs o. every description, and Piano
stvle Meh dinos.
These Organs all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, uith other Improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double bellows, two blow pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&wtf
£3F"Book and Card nrlnting, of every description
at the Daily Press Office.

neatly executed

Cubebs and

Fail-.’’

any bounty whatever;
all soldiers who have been in the tlu ee and nine
months services, and all soldiers who have been promoted, will find it to their advantage to call on us
and make arrangements to obtain

on

BOUNTY.

S

Cure for all diseas-

Certain,
Spyedy
18 aofSure,
tbe Bladder. Kiimeyi and Urinary Organs,
in

either
tbe male or female, frequently performing
a perfect onro in tbe short apace of three or iov
days, and always in leas Urns than any other preps
ration. In the use of
Tarrant’t Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copaibt

no need ot o-'ottnement or obange of dlet.la its approved form or a paste, it I- entirely tastelees, and oeuws no unpleasant sensation fo the caIt Is now acknowledged by
tient. and no exposure
toe most learned tn the profession that in tbe above
elms ofdiioase*, Cubebs and Copaiba are tbe only
two remedies known that oan be relied uion with
say certainty or success.

thereis

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba AT EVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAB HA NT ft CO..
BIB Greenwich 8'., New York.
Sold by Druggists all

%CriM,

SAWYER,
Street.

Steam Boilers!

over

the World.
mmv6

StrlLtmnt qf «Aj

Mrvt£7«, jfiTCK uuxi isrpo#i[*9
7 utl all iU*aee> that reqirtro
a diuretic, and when used la
eonjoactwa with tbo

CHEROKEE INJECTION,
Glftt <md ft)f Mu*

does not fall to csra
eout DUcknrgee in Malt

or Female, curing recent
to three day*, and la
caret in from
recommended In theaa ca»,t of Fluor Aihue or
Whiten in Female’. Tba two medioinas used in
conjunction *111 not (Ml to remora this disagreeable
complaint, and In tln.se caSca where other UK-dieince
bare been used witbont succeas.

especially

one

Price, Remedj, One Bottle, If, Tbrce Bottlea, 15.
If.
Jujccllon,
Cure,” Jlemedy," and IefeeTbe Cherokee
lion" are to bo found In all well regulated drug
stores, ami are recommended Uy physicians and
wnrtn
druggists all user ibe world,for tbeirintrinsic
and marit. Some unprincipled dealers, howeeer,
and
try to deeetre their cuetomnrs, ly selling cheap
worthless coiniiouiidSg—1 n order to make money
the
drugIn place of these. Jh tu* d*c4iv«t. If
w*
gist* will not buy them tor you, write to us,an<*
will send them to you by express, securely lacked
We tr«st all dun

and free from observation.

am's

to

ighicb the human system is subject, and will be
to receive full and expliok statements ftrun
those who have fiiiled to reoeive relief hfretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in ptrftct conJidence. We desire to semi our thirty-two the
pamphlet free b» every lady ami gentleman in
lamb Address sll letters fbr pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to thesole proprietor.
Dr. W. B. MEBWIH, 37 Wblkor St.. H. I

pleased

■

■

—

--T-

--

-f

■

1

11

111

to##!*

DR. STKKK LAND'S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM I* warauted to cure Coughs,Cold*. Mearwneee, A.thma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, ana and all affections of the throat and
Langs.
For sale by Druggets. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODwIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

th?,\«??IC,RFAND’3

PIUS REMEDY ha* enred
thon*auda ot the worst cases of BUnd and
Bleeding'
File*.
It give* Immediate
relief, and effect* a permanent oure.

Try

u

.lirecUy.

It 1*

warranted

to

all Druggists. COrts. per bottle.
GOOD WIN & CO., 3H Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents ter New England.
uovludCm

CUnwA
GEO. ,.r
C.

65diy

RIPf,EY,

E. F.
Veterinary Surgeon,
&t H. L. TAYLOR & Co’s Stable,

Dr.
Office

boilers 700 degs. of heat i» thrown a wav,
making a loss oi 1-3 the fuel. The question Is
olten asked iiow can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control of all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
hoat carried tlirough heaters, heating the steam to
any txmf*crature desired; the remainder carried

Te«,l« St., Portland, Me.
sold bis Livery Stock to H. L. Tavl-r &

HAVING
Co., would
and the

most

respectfully

inform his old

public generally that he is now giving
patrons
his whole attention to
ana
the treatment of Homes
other d mesticatedanl nals.
At his residence In Westbrook, (across Tuksy'i
Bridge) may be found a good infirmary for tbs ac
commodution of those who may wish to have their
Horses under bis immediate attention.
dT* All orders lett at his Oifice, on Temple Street,
will be promptly a tewed to.
tel5 T.Tha S3m*
Portland, Jan. 16,1666.

Ju#t tlie
Two taken at night movthe bowels once the next
warranted
in all cases ot Piles and Fall! morning,
got the Rectum. We

rf“» 5J*

m

some

through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 2 >0 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can bo no danger of
fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, oesides the saving 1-3 the tuel.
For particulars Inquire of

setting

WAI. WILLARD.
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

Notice.
bolding U. S. Bond", (the
upwards,
PERSONS
which is payable in gold) for 01000
where they will be secure,
who
Interest

on

or

wish to deposit tb< ro
Bank for inlormay apply at the Merchants National
CHAS. PAYSON, Caahler.
,

5

Copaiba,

and

C«m-

Corea all

best of her Judgeptent she should fldnk It ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her piei criptlon
aid in a few hoars tbe child ejected the snail o alive
from tbe stomach; it was measured and fount 1 to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have itpreaerved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement Is
really so. Iam confident that tbe child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as thongb she never ooald be repaid for her
skill.
MABY BAY,
GEOBGE W. BAY.
dclfftt
Providence, B. L, Nov. 19,1865.

T A.R TLA. 1ST T

Indiscretions.

fftrtfnt^Vts; Otn+tCl^jUm»-

Clairvoyant; there being none in
conld roly on, we wrote to Mrs.
M ANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined bor caa e and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told wuere she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and' from the

such Word at

youthful

Cherokee Remedy,
Urinary

!

we

no

sequence of

Dr. W. B. MIEWIX, 3T Walku St., X. I.

on a

“There la

a

address.
Price |9 per bottle, or threo WttUa for $!k Sold
by all druejrists; or will be seat by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can b3 consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit mo to tender you my sincere thanks for tbe cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, waa taken lie):
lost. senary In a very singular manner., We called
in six of the best Physicians In the city; they said the
case waa a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they ooald not teU
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we

should call

as

The Cherokee Cure will restore health and rlror,
atop the emissions, and effect a permanent euro
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
pasfo pamphlet sent la a Scaled envelope, free to apy

CLAIRVOYANTI

Providence that

MEDICINE,

INDIAN

low

Physician

<

Cures all

THROAT!

Electric

CURE,

THK GKKaT

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

heirs,

Improvement

Infirmary,

LADIES.

LADIES will 8nd It In valuable in all cases of oh
struct!iint. alter all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
at all Union.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with mil directions
DR. HUG.’IFS,
bv addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

Itdoesnotdr up a cough, Hut loosens It so that the
patient oan expect rate freely. It is within
the. eaoh of all. the
Price Being Only 35

THE

DR. HUGHES particularly writes all Ladle, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at hi* room.. No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theli
especial accommodation.
l>r. H.’a hectic Renovating Medicine, are nnrivslled in efficacy and superior virtue hi regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action la specific and
certain of producing relief lu a short time.

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

or

BLANCHARD’S

MANUFACTORY

Agt.

West End ortho

A.

88 Exchange
Portland, March 26—dtf

CABINET ORGAN

charge by

oi

city, lying an Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushxuan, Lewis, Bramhail, Menu
ment, Dantortn, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who win
build house* of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qj the cost Qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who bulla im-

HARMON &

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders in their vicinity, it will bo forwarded free ol

JAS. F. LEVIN

especially iorbidden in the directions which

es

large quantity

ADDITIONAL

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
express

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

CASES

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

C5F3 Applicants by mail should enclose a Stamp.
No Charge Unless Successful.

VERMIN.

Should be need by all Farmers ot»

Cbaice6t"edibles in tbe marked,

6 A. M. tolOjP.M.
A,T_.A1L1'i nouns, fremfami!ies
fuiulslied with
ev^VIriotv oSfn
of Cakes,
lr
Confectionery. lco Cream and

Engines,

compact auu durable made. Adapted to Marine, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, and Oil Min-

MELODEON ON
|

Complaints,

most

taining a thorough counting-room education.
[RSf- Mr. Brewa would present to the Citizens
of Portion and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor
their Kindness and libera!patronage ho past fl teen
years; and with the promise ol faithfulness, solicits otherfavors!
11.
BROTVN.
Portland. September 18,1863.
seplildeod&wly

HENDERSON'S.

THIS

IMPROVEMENT !

Hieft Patent Direct-Acting, Reciprocating Pieton

pA. J

urow MESSES

On ibe

IMMENSE

offer for tale a
building lots In the

House!

neat and spaciouses' aWishment well knot* n
throughout the Suites and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, after being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, afitf having secured tLe services
ot MR. DANIEL K.«REED as Chief deCuisine, well
known to al» former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no
sui»erlor, in skill or celerity, with a curios of asstetants and
waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
v “‘tors at
home and from abroad to

HAY, Druggist, Portland,

Agent far the State af Maine.
Jan 16—eod3mos

Proprietor,
'•

in it* use!

An invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Gout, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains,
and ail joint affections; Chilblains, Cramp; and will
take the soreness from Cuts, Burns and Bruises.

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,
PORTLAND.

Agreeable Application

subscriber*
rpHE
A desirable

ries of

For all Female

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

(FORMERLY BARNCJM’3,1

BICKFORD &

Positive !

are

SURE

I

Se-

and is safe to use at all times

TUG INDEPENDENT

Sures

Great

9

Powders 1

MRS. MANCHESTER,

1

1S67.

or

IN WIHCH

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be sowed
by early application at this offioe.
Mateo & 1808.marSOdfcwtf

To avoid any possible chemical error in the manuiboture of my Fertilizers, I have made
arrangements
wilh ibe highest chemical
talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it lias been sampled and
passed inspection by actual any sis.
£3^*The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased irom reliable dealers throughout New
England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for us ng Super-Phosphate oi Lime cfn be
had, free
oi charge, by address!r-g the
manufacturer or dealers: also Bradlev’s Manual lor
growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower of the weed, by asking for
•
it by mall.
WJVI. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe's Bradlev’s Patent Sfmer-Pbospiiate el Lime; Bradlev'S Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra Flue Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, Cfcc.
24 Broad Street, 3oston.
Jan 27—dim

Pills

SURE RELIEF!

'J1 ll

:

Better than any

S PRAGUE’S

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old. Line

when in, will be referred to a Committee of three
disinterested gentlemen, whose duty it
competent,
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
rep rt*; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day oi

Eating

ex-

COMPLEXION.

THE

These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, It is nsed in the
United States Army Hospitals anti public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.
|3T*Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
tJjr°Ask for Helmbold's. Take no other!
fc3§^Cut out the advertisement and send for it, and
bytliis means avoid Counterfeit.

best experiment on Grass, do.
do.
do.
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Bradley'e Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
60
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day oi De-

Temple

the disease immediately,

Portland

cember, 1SC6, to Willi .m L. Bradley, Boston, cOn
tabling description of soil, mode ofcultivationj quantity of Super-Pho phate at Lime usee*, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
ot in.cgrity in the town where made: these
reports

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

MraSLooD,

all HUMOR*

AND HEAUTIFYINU

50
30
20

second
third

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect core warranted or no charge mode.
Hardly a day posses but w'** are consulted by one
or more young man with the .above disease, some of
whom ore as weak aud emaciated os though they boo
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to thu proper aud only
correct course ol treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rejoice in perfect health.

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED.
Decoction.
It reaches the seat of
or

mill?! ;

RATES OF FARE,

SCIENTIFICALLY

requiring

And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Travemjc as will fled it greatly tc their advantage
to proou: s Through Tickets at the

nof less

Street

fact,

ID’S
H £ L
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA

pelling

to fornisb

la the leval States and the Canadae, at the

Bradley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

Meadow,

is

of Memory, Trembling,

Loss

the aid ol a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic ana
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Through'Tickets
from Portland to aU the prinoipal Cities ind Towns

;

January,

Nerves,

Dimoessof vision.

Syrup

NEW PERFUME

in Premiums, offered to .NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the beet experiments with my

A

No Medietas ever known anil euro

HELMBOLD'8 EXTRACT OF BUCHU
Wfll cute all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, &c.;

...

Five Hundred Dollars I

Drops!

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

The writer reluctantly inserts th# above, and would
do so were he not a stranger to many; and concludes y stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.

Price «1. For Sale by all Dn(|bli>
Jan 12—eod&wlyr
Ac.

LITTLE

Periodical

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

One bottle equivalent In strength to one gallon oi the

Portland. Nov. 6,1865-dtf

■—

Important to Travelers

Woo den Ware, &o.,

!

Philadelphia

Lyon’s

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH I

To restore Grey

_SVamslup Lino.

public

Agricultural

and

—

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
in
all diseases
Women or

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who h# committed an extern ol any kind,
whether it bethe solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malmrer years,
SEEK FOE AN AN lx DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss ol Beauty
and Complexion.

New Haven, Conn.
H. H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS if CO, art* J. W.
PERKIliS If CO., Agents, .Portland, Me.

not

Bradley,

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

C. G. CLARK <& CO., Proprietors,

PORTL AN X>

M.

syjmii

fiursues

Bold by Druggists everywhere.

t.O\JtELIXTX

;.?ri On and after Nov. 6, 1865, Prssenger
rai ns leave as fbl lows:
Leave Port)arul for Boston at 845 a it and 2 20 p.

CAUTION IX) THE PUTLIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general u*c should have
their elhcacy established by well tested experience In
toe hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
mlull; yet tho country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the worio.
are not only
useless, but always Injurious. The unfortunate should be particular In selecting his
phvsician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many
syphilitic patient* arr mace
miserable with ruined constitutions
by' maltreo: nient
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by the best
ographers, that the study and management of thu.-e
Complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperieuced general l-racatment and cure.
iouer, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
system of treatment, in mum: cases makng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

was

WILL

Warranted Genuine*

We beg of you. if you are sick, to make just one trial
Frioe 0 ne Dollar per bottle.

advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr* Helmbold, whom we have
known tbr ysfrs, gradually extend his advertising
from year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the
statements in regard to his articles must be correct

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
bjr

8UFFER1NOt

ARE

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

—

;

THAT

of it.

[Boston Herald.)

to connect t rains for Boston.

-W+H-;u-

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
IT" foUo'w8^“u

YOU

Is a pure tiuid extract, and not a weak tea or infhsion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

M.,

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

IDE SXhIAMKRS

in e*ery instance regulates and restores to a
co uitiou a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange of distress from it
It is the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in tho house that
has ever used it once.

VST* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec-15.1865.dc22tf

at 2 P.

cess.

healthy

“We do not like to

Cures Weak

cure the worst case of
one dour will "instantly

Dysentery.

[ADVERTISEMENT.]

-33SE33P Trains leave Portland dally (Grand
£ j*fciis^5#Trun k Depot) Sundays eveepted, lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7 3J A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermediate stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains irom Auburn and Lewis! on aie due at 8.30 A.
M.f and irom Bangor and all intermediate stations,

WHERE

and

on a

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Arrangement l

Summer

ALSO.

ASSORTMENT OF
AND CA SSIMEIIE

MORRIS

dtf
..

satisfied that no person ha ving once worn them
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
will do without them. Wishing j ou the success you
>evcry Monday Tuesday Weduesdeserve tor so valuable an inven.i m lor the preserva•day, Thursday, Friday and SaturI remain ruly yours,
tion of health,
at 7 o’clock IV M
and India Wharf, Boston,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, FriMr. Samuel J. Seely :
day and Saturday, a 6 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
Dear Sir -1 take great pleasure in offering my
$2.00.
as usual
to tho usefulness an t comfort of your patJHjT Freight taken
testimony
The
for
Metallic
1
have
a
of
boots
the
ent
Sole.
used pair
Company are not responsible for baggage to
past seven months, tarnished with this Sole, and feel ! any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
one passenger for every $500 additional \aiue
that c >mb;ne-i so perfectly the desirable qualities ot
L. BILLINGS Agent.
durability.
dryness and
fab 18,1663 —dU'
EMMA OVE&T0N, Brooklyn, New York.
Aftg, 5, 1865.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
BOSTON AND CUBA
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
f
to state that 1 have manufactured shoe containing
steaMsftip
Company.
your Metal iic So!© by machinery. I think them a suFOB HAVANA.
perior article for keeping the feet dry. In mamitacjthh
them
there
Is
no
trouble
from
turing
cutting
Carrying the United States Mails. The
r
thread when sowing, nor any dUicultv in putting
TO NAWAN DA,”
STEAM K H
.Tohx Bebby, Commander,
sail from the end ot Long Wharf, on Thursn. y.
day. February 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be iolMar. 15— 03m.
,
lowed by tee Steamer
CORTEZ,” sailing TinmcDAY, March 1st, 1666, at 3 P. M.
-J
These steamers are first class, and will sail semiCOE'S
monthly. Having vtry superior Cabin accommodar
t ions, they offer unusual ladlities for those wishing
BIIADLEY’8 PATENT
to visit the island of Cuoa.
Price of pa. sage, $6 > in currei ey.
For freight or passage, applv to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,
203 State Street,
Or to
fm, L.
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
Haau&ctored
6 India Street.
feb7dtf
BOSTON.
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1SG6.

151 Middle St.

A SPLENDID

SILK

■

CO.,

SPRING

,,<(

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. If, and 2 00
and 5 30 p ■
The 9 40 A u and 200 P u. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger <;ars attached
OT-Stages connect at Uorliam for West Gorham,
Standish', Steep Falts, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
-Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish Sorter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagte,
South Limington Limington, Llmeriek, Newfield,
Parsonafield and Osslpee
At Saoearaupa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily

Fopfrelght or caasage apply to
p
EMERY fc FOX, Brown*Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc
No. 86 West Street,

-;...

30. 1868,
farther

I^jive Saoo River for Portlapfl at 6 30 and 9 40 A. >.

leavePortland.

New York.
Mar 29, 18eo.

On and after Monday. Oct

notice:

Shippers are requested to send thstr freight to the
eteames.ee early as B P. M. on tkg day that they
•

am

**

25 to 30 per Cent* less' limit any otker
dealers in Maine*

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R.
HjESEEgn

state
none

visit to tho city of New York a few
induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 594
perBroadway, New York. His store is a Model—a ever
fect Gem—the handsomest, of any kind we have
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensive, being
34 ieet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed aftords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence si the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising'
merely bringing the name before the people.”
’‘When

ddys since, I

novSdti

Portland, Nov. 1,1865

even

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.1

C. J BRYDGES, Managing Director,
M BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Room,
Postage, in
and
86.(M. Cabin passage SK00. Meats extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qoebeo, Bangor, Bath, Auguatn, Hastport and

Sole” to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central C mg Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.
New Youk, Dec., 1805.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—Ip reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole,l ta'ie gioat pleasure in stating
that I had them put in a pair of fine calf skin boots,
which I wore llie whole of last winter in tho wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing > our Metallic Soles now, with full intention sever to be without them. 1 have not had

or

for four

LINE.

CSpa^ltralns will leave ai follows, uutU

are

p

The Company are net responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value (and that penonal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $50o additional value.

^d«o^le»rt3t#eir‘»'
Maine
State
New York

These vessels

a

145 p.m.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

insure,positively,

I

810

and

he can be consulted
privately, and with
the utmost commence by
*a -d
hours uaily, and trom a A. M. to n P. M.
Dr. II. addresses those who are sutlering under the
affliction ot private iliseascs, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice oi sen-abuse.
his entire imie to that particular branch of
the medical profession, ho feels warranted in Gu AREA* iEEINU IttUE I> AEL CASES, Whether OI tong
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PLKAiARhM’ CUitL.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned iemulation
.urnidling suiucient assurance oi lib. s'.iil and suc-

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL
ITY

advertising larger bottles at lets

spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of tho world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.*'
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weiglitman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

above stated.

at i o'olook P. M.
fitted up with tine, aecommoda-

the. cost of bools and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely wottli naming, and
dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort. We heartily commend the “Metal.ic

on

HAT AND CAP

SATURDAY,

RAILWAY,

existooo

Sickness at 8tomach
Fever and Ague.
Heartburn,
Colio Tains.
and in fact all diseases p ocecdiugfrom the Stomach
and Bowels, it is a sovereign and permanent cure lot
•

been sucessfal.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make tacts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

Canada.

Trains wlU arrive as fallows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Aubnrn,
From Montreal, Quebeo Ac.

One Bottle is guaranteed to

Dyspepsia in

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

Devoting

BOWELS!

relieve the most aggiavate.i attacks uf
Cholera Morbus.
sick Head ache

have

—

me

as

price, censuring all other preparations, and
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to
that out of the many who have resorted to this,

On and after Monday, Nov. 6t$, 1865,
Wffi—Wp-traina will run a. follows:
Train
for South Faria, Lewiston and
Morning
Auburn at 7 3a A m.
Mail Train for Watcrville,
Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montre 1 and Queb^o at 110 p ir
This train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto,
otroitand Chicago. S eeping Cars attached flu ill
land Pond to Quenec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or oheehed aft.r the

Th. splendid and fait steamship. DIRIGO, Cant. B.Ukerwood,
.ana FitAaCcMA, Capt. W. W,
IHBBWOOD, will uatll farther no;
■ice, un ms follow!:
hnve Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 1P.M., and leave P er
3S Bast River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
ana

been known—such

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

YORK

NEW

SEMI-WEEKLY

itl

GENTS’ FURNISHING .GOODS,

Ol

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

And

first-cla** READY-

The Novelties of

aid in
eous and

PORTLAND AND

ase

SlTPER-pkoSPHATE

EMERSON & RXJRR

GRAND TRUNK

and a'l diseases of the

foreign countries—and this in tho face of much opposition.
Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have

Low by this Route as any other.

No. 5

DYSPEPSIA!
STOMACH AND

CAN bn FOUND at UIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Remedy

—roB,—

A tier 18 years* exertions, commencing in a smal
way, the popularity oi my articles has extendod to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout

Dec. 11,1865—dti

Machlas.
At St. Jobn the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Dlgby and Haiifhx; andE. & N. A. Rail.
way will connect for Shediac.
EiT* Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON, Agont.
Feb 26,1866.
mh30dti

TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and toe colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the pei feet efficiency of their service. The Metallic Solo is not only a
grand contribution to the cause of general health,
but a postiVe luxury, obviating all necessity ot
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power or harm by thiB most
simple and useful invention. N> one who. has once
used them will ever be without them again, as they
incr

BRUNS-

E.
Winchester,
and the Steamer NEW YOKK.Capt
II. W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
•i.
"Wharf, foot ot SUBo SU every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at S o’clock < M., for Eastport and St. John,
Returning will leave St.John every MONDAY and
THU RSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. M. tor hastport, Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews. Robbiuston and Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect ibr

particularly

♦

Mar 30-dtf
dred.
Before number seven of our scries
appeared, tue war broke out, and one of its consethe
quences was a scarcity of paper. And such
as could be procured, wa3 of an inferior
quality. We obtained the best we could, but cannot say that, in regard to external appearance
the book was an improvement on its immediThis volume was published
ate predecessor.
in 1363.
We now appear with our eighth number an
octavo volume of 350 pages. Herein, besides The “MORTON” HAT,
Vel’t Finish,
increasing the names to an aggregate of moro
than ten thousand, and giving the fullest ex“DEXTER,”
ot
and
the various business
Soc.al inposition
“BRIGHTON”
terests of our city ever
published, wo add a
carefully prepared Business Diee crony,
“SARATOGA,”
which will be found
highly serviceable to And the New
traders from the
and
business
men
in
Style Caps!
country,
the eiiios South and West, with whom our rapThe best in the city can be
tuned at
idly enlarging trade and commerce, have
ibi ought a. into relation, as well as to our own

Among the new matter added to the miscellaneous department, Is a list of the patriotic
young men who went out from amongst us to

ieet’dry

AT MANUFACTURER'S FRICFS.

TOWN

WEEK.
NEW

as

Poetry.__
mi. J. B. UIGUES

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

overcome.

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bellast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgowock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W. HATCH, Train Manager.

WICK, Capt.

City Uall Building, Market figure,

CLOTHING HOUSE I

S,

citizen?.

j

Fare

Si. Jobn.

Tho Steamer
ur»uw
aoVising MJIue 1U0U1UU, ui niiwui'uug
it, lor keeping, the ieet dry, and yet that should not
Rubber
in
the
wearer.
shoes,
to
give inconvenience
one form or another, ha*re hitherto been our reliance;
that
their
as
well
it
is
many
evils,
but
among
known,
from external moisture,
while they keep the
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti ility to colds
rathor than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious ro wat r, without affecting their
elcgauce or durability, and, if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost ot their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
the public,
i
The Invention consists in inserting between the incr ana ou‘er sole, whon the boot is making, a thin !
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every v^y
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a per tec t barrier aga ins’ the admission of wet or dampness, though
the foot may be exoosed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground, t
j ■*<
To ladies and chRdren the Metalic 8oles will be
from
their habits of life and
of incalculable value, as
exposed to the
delicacy of dress, they are
prolong train ol ills that attend upon an inadequate
-Ji
tection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
speedily and universally adopted by the public. The;
Patent Metallic Soled BooES find Shoes are being in- (
troduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores

been

PORTLAND.

ITJP

TRIPS 'A

TWO

WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street
Jan 12—eod3m

ap2dtd

Calais and

Eastport,

throughout tiie United States, and will supplant >11
formsoi overshoes, except possibly for deep ratra or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not hap-1
pen to have them, ho can procuie them without difj
ficultj. If he \jitV not) then send yourself tf the inventor one dollar and thirty cents, ana >9tain six
be
which
will
to
with
assorted
use,
sizes,
right
pair,
j
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which;
can be made up by any shoe maker in the country.—
and
village,
Agencies will be established in every city
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wl h proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, comer City Hall Place and Bead
street. Now York.

Thayer’s volume, (in 1827,) appeared a Directory published by James Adams, Jr., which
lu the preface is spoken of %s ‘-the second
Directory of the town.” This comprises an
increase of names sufficient to constitute a total of about two thousand
In typographical
appearance, it Is decidedly superior td the
informaand
miscaUaneous
in
to
first;
regard
tion goes somewhat farther and into more de-

—-^executed) lor Bath, Lewiston via Andxoscog-m it. R.), Augusta, Watcrville, Kendall’s
Mill
Skowhegau, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland lor Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 X*. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowliegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.25 and Bath at 11.55.
This is tho only route east without break ot gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchas'd In Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at tho first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class e&ting house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.

Patent Metallic Sole. International
Steamship Go.
A NEW INVENTION.

ly

60
or single Box,
are sent to any part of the country, by Mail or Express, free of oharge on receipt of the prioe. Address,

Middie and Federal to BramUaU’s HiU.) and
also Jefferson street, which meandered for the
remainder of the way westerly to Libby’S Corner.
Other changes quite as remarkable have taken place. King street is now India street;
Moose Alley, Chatham street; Newbuiy st.,
(from Franklin to India,) is Sumner street,—
a bad charge, foi half the time the compositor will confound it with Summer street—and
it were better that the whole should be called
Newbure! ©live street has been lost in the
ramifications of public ways, below Washington, and North oi Oxford street; and School
street,—horn Congress to Middle,—has ’been
lost in Pearl street, &c., &e.
Four years alter the publication of Mr.

Portland, Dec. 11th. 1865.

soro or we^k eyeB,
acute or ohrouio, Influenza.

•*

28

SEELY’S

Trains leave Portland daily (Sunday*

|

I

*y---

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $00
#25
Steerage,
or
its
Gold
in
equivalent.
Payable
For freight or passage apply to
H. <& A. ALLAN,
B G. T. K. Passenger Depot.

Ophlhalmy, and

41

Commencing Deeembei’,,11,1865.

Aitop

J

25

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

The Steamship MORAVIAN, Captain
will sail from thi- port for Liverpool, SATURDKL
April 7 h, 1866, immediately attcr the arrival ol the
train of I ha previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by tho Damascus, Capt. Watts, on
the 14th April.

Coe’s

In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and While thus
to the
engaged, made several experiments in regard
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—tho articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
lor
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated
some tteie before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed iu
the minds of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who had used them this objection was

amt hemiull'a Mill..

Liverpool.

Londonderry and

Medical.

the Public!

Notice to

Portland to Skowhesau via XVntcrvillr

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates

M

25

luTth

k

!*.•—Oater Sole.
C.—-Inner So.e.

tO’S'Flas. Brupl «ns. 25
25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
.Chill Fever, Agus, 50
and
Ague
yever
60
Far Discharges, impaired Hearing,
Scrofula enlarged Ulands, Swellings, 50
60
Piles, blind »r bleeding,

«•

“27
44

Sick-lleadache, Vertigo,

Hemloc/ies

44

“12
'•13
“11
“Li
•16
:«
22
“23
it
j7
“18
“19
“20
21
**
34
32
44
33
44
21
44
25
44
26

aI|"ln

enlarged in exterior proportions. It was
printed on fine white paper, and in regard to
typography, was highly creditable to the printer, Mr. llrown Thurston, whose enterprise in
the printing business deserves the success
which we are glad to believe he is now meeting. Its miscellaneous department was carefuny attended to, and much useful-information on the most
important interests of our
City therein conveyed. But with the most
the numbex of names
canvassing,
cartKui_
could be increased only about five hundred—
a
total
oi
seven thousand five linnDiakiD^

and U. S. Malls.
Pabsisngebb Booked to

~

that they were gone, till the list called
some of their familiar forms to mind.
Among the advertisements contained in
the book, is one of Mr. Oliver Gerrish. Time ;
has dealt kindly with this gentleman; and be
a
still lives, genial, social and prosperous, with
fair prospect of a long lease of life;
his attention to business, with ins partner,
a medium of
continues to make the directory
advents! g, as our present pages will
over the names oi the streets in
In

of Thurston, lisley & Go. as printers. In tins
the advertising department was greaily augmented, and tjhe miscellaneous summary was
discarded altogether. The names of adult citizens had now increased to about 8,560, but
the old size page was adhered to, and the only
improvement noticeable was in its typographical execution.
In 1644, we, the comp’ler of the present octavo edition, were induced to embaikinthe
business oi directory publishing. With no increase of the size of the page, our volume did
Bhow an increase in the number of the
names,
•so as to reach an aggregate of
4,000; and In
regard to the business interests, prospects, and
position of our etty, and matters of a collatteral nature, it gave all we eould hunt
up, the
whole between handsome ‘(doth covers. This
was No, .7 in the series.
m cne latter pert ot 1847, we
published our
Second volume—No. 8 in the series—which
was much like its predecessor, in all respects,
but contained about five hundred more names.
Herein, the names of colored persons, which
had previously been given in a separate list,
were included in the alliteration with those of
the whites. We will not pretend that this
|
led to the war, hut the status of the race has
from that time continued to improve, until !
now they all are free 1
Following this, in 1850, appeared our third
volume with no increase in the size of the
but with an increase of some fifteen
■ed names, making an aggregate of nearly six thou .and. And in 1853 we published a
fourth volume of like size with no addition of
nam«. The fifth of our series, after the model of its predecessors, appeared in 1856, when
by a thorough canvass, the number of names
was augmented to seven thousand.
Our next number, the sixth of our series,
which was put forth in 1858, was materially

Carrybg tlieCanadian

1

X.—Metallic 8ole.

mendaliou from all, and will always'reudersatisfac
thru.
Cto2® ;
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
Worm-l'cver
Worm-Colio,
2
Worms,
jj»
"
3
cryino flnlic or Tee'liing of infants, S;
“
<•
fliornea of children or adults4
Co
f
6
Dyeattry, Uriping Milieu. olio,
2o
■*
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
c
Co
j
7
Couohs, Colds, llroocliitis._
••
8
NeuraLjia Toothache,
j

aware

as

** *

V
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the only Medicines
use—so simple that

highest

j

»

!

.tuple—Prompt—Elli-

are

pouular

to

most amine experi-

mistakes cannot he ainue in using them; so harmless
to he free from danger, ana so efficient as to be alcomways reliable. They have raised the

j

^

ran

They

i'

as

of the town of Portof oublisbing a Directory
be admitted by every
land it is believed, will
bestowed a thought upon the
one who has

(which formerly

b

an

ofbut, ami Reliable,

page;
In-his

prf.4A°Mnecesshv^ or''lather the expediency,
enHioct

SPECIFICS,

from the

rr.UVEl),
eu: ire success;
HAVE
ence,

o

Medical.

_Railroads.
Miscellaneous._ _Steamers.
TAKE OARE OF YODR LIFE Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo, P08TUND i_KEffNEBEC R. R.

Miscellaneous.

Portland Directories.

March IS, ie6C-dtf

DR.CHAS. MORSE’S

L

>

Troches arc made from a Recipe obtained
ol Port and, Maine.
from Charles Morse,
Tbev arc of the highest efficiency In allaying irritation ol the throat, a property duo lo tbolr demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and softening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily
expectorated.
Manv persona arc subject to adrvness and tickling
ot the throat, while attendin'- church, which often
causes
congli; there troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taklngcold on going from awarm
loom out into the -old air.
For sale wholesale ami retail by

THESE

CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, 0. P. SHEPHERD
fbUdJm
& CO., and H. H. HAY.

and Eves, Sick Headache, boated Tongue, BUloual
ness, Liver Cowplninu iroaaol Appetite, Debility
Montlily Pains, and all Inegnlantlos. Ncaralgia*
Traveler* nnd the Lozenye* u*i
Faintness, Ac.
•chat they need, a* they are so compact and inodoinmo
that they may be earned in the re*t pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes So cents. For sale bv J.
S. HARRISON A CO., Proprietors, No 1 Treniont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address ou
enclosing *0 cents.
Julyldly

Vegetable Pulmonary
For Cough*, Cold*

Balsam !

Consumption j
ESTABLISHED In 1832, and allU the but (worn,
1A remedy for all afectiona qfthe Lunya, Throat ana
Cheat. Be caret ul to get the gen nine.
HEED, CUTLER tli CO., Bouton, Proprietor*
Smalt, ISO cent*.
Large Bottles, Sl.OO.
Pure Cod Liver Oil
and

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by PEED
CUTLER & to., who have facilities lor obtain ng oil
Ot the most reliable quality. Large Buttle*, Jl,tO.
Nov 10-4*w6m

